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Summary

The numerical simulation of brittle failure at structural level with nonlinear finite
element analysis (NLFEA) remains a challenge due to robustness issues. We at-
tribute these problems to the dimensions of real-world structures combined with
softening behavior and negative tangent stiffness at local level which may lead to
non-convergence, i.e. the applied external loads are not in equilibrium with the
internal forces. Also multiple cracks that compete to “survive” and the possibility
of bifurcations, i.e. the existence of multiple equilibrium paths, contribute to these
problems. However, in engineering practice robust numerical methods become
increasingly important. For example, NLFEA may be used to determine the actual
load bearing capacity of existing concrete bridges in order to assess whether these
meet the current regulations. Also for the prediction of building damage due to
underground construction or seismic action NLFEA may be employed.

To address the numerical robustness issues, sequentially linear analysis (SLA)
was developed which exploits the fact that a linear analysis is inherently stable.
By assuming a stepwise material degradation (frequently referred to as a saw-tooth
law which corresponds to a series of damage increments) the nonlinear response
of the structure can be approximated by a series of linear analyses. Although the
effectiveness of this approach was demonstrated for several case studies, a number
of limitations had to be overcome to broaden its application area.

The aim of the present work is to extend the original SLA proposal such that
it can be used to model failure of quasi-brittle structures in a robust and objective
way. To this end, we have developed the following three contributions:

1. An improved concept to set up saw-tooth softening laws that meet two re-
quirements. The first one demands that the area enclosed by the saw-tooth
law (a measure for the energy dissipation upon fracture) equals the area en-
closed by the base material law. The second requirement is invariance with
respect to the ultimate crack width or crack strain. In addition, saw-tooth
models for bond–slip relations and for stress–total strain laws that exhibit a
linear snap-back at constitutive level have been developed.

2. An approach to include Coulomb friction in our numerical simulations. Con-
trary to conventional saw-tooth laws which are determined a priori, the in-
stantaneous stiffness changes as a result of progressive damage is determined
while the analysis advances. This has been worked out for two models. The
first one is based on an uncoupled formulation (i.e. excluding dilatancy) and
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the damage increments are determined by taking a specified relative sliding
displacement increment into account. The second model uses a coupled for-
mulation (i.e. dilatancy is included), but it does not include cohesion soften-
ing. In essence, it determines the next secant stiffness from the actual tangent
stiffness and two specified relative displacement increments.

3. A novel strategy for non-proportional loading based on a constrained opti-
mization. For each integration point one or more constraints are formulated
in terms of a load multiplier to enforce a stress state that obeys the material
law. This enables us to identify load multiplier sets that result in constitu-
tively admissible stresses. Subsequently, the load multiplier is maximized by
considering the load multiplier sets of all integration points simultaneously.
At times conflicting load multiplier sets may be obtained in which case the
last “successful” load combination was scaled in a proportional way.

Through extensive examination of two case studies, we have validated the ef-
fectiveness of the developed concepts and strategies. The first case study con-
cerned a masonry shear wall that features a discrete crack model combined with
an uncoupled Coulomb friction model for all mortar joints and that is loaded in
a non-proportional way. The obtained SLA results resemble the experimentally
observed failure mechanism and the predicted ultimate load agrees to the exper-
imental value. The second case study involved a 1/10th scaled masonry façade
subjected to deadweight and non-uniform tunneling-induced settlements. The ob-
tained crack pattern is in agreement with experimental observations. However,
since the current SLA implementation does not include a proper crack closure al-
gorithm the simulation had to be aborted prematurely due to load reversal at one
of the cracks. Both case studies underlined the robustness of the SLA approach and
the effectiveness of the developed non-proportional loading strategy.

We have also carried out verification and objectivity studies for the proposed
saw-tooth models. For the discrete and smeared crack models the improved con-
cept to set up saw-tooth laws was shown to be virtually objective with respect to
mesh refinement and damage increment refinement. The analyses that combined
the smeared crack model with bond–slip behavior demonstrated that SLA does not
require any measures (e.g. local imperfections) to achieve strain localization. More-
over, the SLA-based analyses automatically captured structural snap-backs without
requiring special techniques like arc-length control. In addition, the scaling proce-
dure does not suffer from bifurcations.

As a result of the performed numerical analyses we suggest the following top-
ics to be addressed by future research:

• Extend SLA such that it can account for compressive failure. It is expected
that this can be done in a similar way as for tensile failure.

• Include a strategy for stress reversal. The point here is that the current ap-
proach transfers damage due to tensile failure one-to-one to the compres-
sive regime. As a consequence, improper crack closure behavior has been
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observed. We suggest to develop an approach that in case of an imminent
stress reversal first returns the stress to the origin and subsequently adapts
the material properties.

• Improve the performance by employing (iterative) solvers that can reuse the
previous solution in a smart way. Keep in mind that per analysis step only
a few entries of the system stiffness matrix are updated. Another way to
reduce computer time would be to apply multiple damage increments per
analysis step.
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Samenvatting

De numerieke simulatie van brosse breuk op constructieniveau met niet-lineaire
eindige elementenanalyses blijft een uitdaging door problemen met de robuust-
heid van de berekening. We wijten deze problemen aan de combinatie van de
afmetingen van werkelijke constructies en het brosse materiaalgedrag dat op punt-
niveau gedefinieerd is, wat kan leiden tot het niet-convergeren van de analyse. Dat
wil zeggen dat de aanwezige externe belasting op dat moment niet in evenwicht is
met de inwendige krachten. Deze problemen worden versterkt doordat verschil-
lende scheuren ten koste van elkaar proberen door te groeien en door het ontstaan
van vertakkingen in het evenwichtspad wat betekent dat er meerdere evenwichts-
toestanden mogelijk zijn. Echter, voor praktische toepassingen worden robuuste
numerieke simulatiemethoden steeds belangrijker. Denk hierbij bijvoorbeeld aan
het bepalen van het werkelijke draagvermogen van bestaande betonnen bruggen
en viaducten om vast te stellen of deze aan vervanging toe zijn. Ook bij het voor-
spellen van gebouwschade als gevolg van ondergronds bouwen of aardbevingen
worden niet-lineaire eindige elementenanalyses ingezet.

Om de convergentieproblemen het hoofd te bieden werd sequentieel lineaire
analyse (SLA) ontwikkeld dat gebruik maakt van het feit dat een lineaire analyse
numeriek stabiel is. Door het aannemen van een stapsgewijze degradatie van het
materiaal, de zogenaamde zaagtandrelatie, zijn we in staat het niet-lineaire gedrag
van de constructie te benaderen. Hoewel de effectiviteit van deze aanpak voor
verschillende case studies was aangetoond, moesten er nog een aantal beperkingen
overwonnen worden om SLA breder toepasbaar te maken.

Het doel van dit werk is om SLA zodanig uit te breiden dat het gebruikt kan
worden om het brosse bezwijkgedrag van constructies op een robuuste en objec-
tieve manier te kunnen simuleren. Om dit doel te bereiken hebben we op een
drietal punten een bijdrage geleverd aan de bestaande SLA aanpak:

1. Een verbeterde manier om zaagtandrelaties te definiëren die voldoen aan de
volgende twee eisen. Ten eerste moet het door de zaagtandrelatie omsloten
oppervlak (een maat voor de energiedissipatie als gevolg van het ontstaan
van een breuk) gelijk zijn aan het oppervlak omsloten door de oorspron-
kelijke constitutieve relatie. De tweede eis is dat de uiterste scheurwijdte
of scheurrek onafhankelijk moet zijn van de gekozen discretisaties. Daar-
naast hebben we zaagtandrelaties ontwikkeld voor aanhechting–sliprelaties
en spanning–totale rekrelaties met een lineaire snap-back op materiaalniveau.
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2. Een manier om Coulombse wrijving mee te kunnen nemen in onze nume-
rieke simulaties. Anders dan bij traditionele zaagtandrelaties—die vooraf
bepaald worden—worden hier de instantane stijfheidsveranderingen gaan-
deweg bepaald. Dat hebben we voor twee modellen uitgewerkt. De eerste
is gebaseerd op een ongekoppelde formulering (d.w.z. dilatantie wordt niet
meegenomen), waarbij de schadeincrementen bepaald worden door een ver-
ondersteld increment in de afschuifvervorming. Het tweede model maakt
gebruik van een gekoppelde formulering (d.w.z. dilatantie wordt wel mee-
genomen), maar cohesiesoftening blijft hierbij buiten beschouwing. De ge-
reduceerde stijfheden worden bij dit model bepaald uit de huidige tangent-
stijfheid en twee veronderstelde incrementen in de relatieve verplaatsingen.

3. Een nieuwe strategie voor niet-proportionele belastingen die gebaseerd is op
constrained optimization. Hierbij is het uitgangspunt dat we voor elk integra-
tiepunt één of meerdere ongelijkheden opstellen in termen van een schaalfac-
tor om een constitutief toelaatbare spanningstoestand af te dwingen. Dit stelt
ons in staat om verzamelingen van schaalfactoren te bepalen die resulteren
in spanningen die daadwerkelijk kunnen optreden. Vervolgens maximali-
seren we de schaalfactor door de verzamelingen van alle integratiepunten
gelijktijdig te beschouwen. Het kan voorkomen dat er conflicterende verza-
melingen worden gevonden. In dat geval schalen we de laatste “succesvolle”
belastingcombinatie op een proportionele manier.

Door middel van twee case studies hebben we op een integrale manier de ef-
fectiviteit van de ontwikkelde methodes en strategieën gevalideerd. De eerste case
study betrof de analyse van een op afschuiving belaste metselwerkwand waar-
bij alle mortelvoegen op zowel trek als afschuiving konden bezwijken. Daarnaast
hadden we te maken met niet-proportionele belasting. We hebben aangetoond
dat we in staat zijn om het experimenteel waargenomen gedrag, in termen van
de maximale belasting en het optredende bezwijkmechanisme, goed te voorspel-
len. In de tweede case study hebben we het gedrag onderzocht van een schaalmo-
del van een metselwerkgevel die onderworpen werd aan ongelijkmatige zettingen
als gevolg van de bouw van een tunnel. Daaruit is gebleken dat we in staat zijn
om de experimenteel waargenomen scheurpatronen te reproduceren. Echter, om-
dat de gebruikte SLA implementatie het gedrag van gesloten scheuren niet goed
modelleert waren we genoodzaakt de berekening voortijdig te beëindigen, van-
wege een gesloten scheur die onder druk kwam te staan. Beide case studies on-
derstreepten dat de SLA aanpak robuust is en dat de ontwikkelde strategie voor
niet-proportionele belasting effectief is.

Verder hebben we de voorgestelde zaagtandmodellen geverifieerd en de objec-
tiviteit van deze modellen onderzocht. Voor discrete en uitgesmeerde scheurmo-
dellen hebben we vastgesteld dat de voorgestelde verbeteringen leiden tot zaag-
tandrelaties die nagenoeg objectief zijn ten aanzien van mesh- en zaagtandverfij-
ningen. De analyses die het uitgesmeerde scheurmodel combineerden met aanhecht–
slipgedrag lieten zien dat SLA geen maatregelen vereist—zoals het aanbrengen
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van lokale imperfecties—om scheuren te laten lokaliseren. Bovendien hebben we
aangetoond dat SLA geen speciale technieken—zoals booglengtemethodes—nodig
heeft om snap-backs op constructieniveau te reproduceren. Verder is de schalings-
procedure niet gevoelig gebleken voor vertakkingen in het evenwichtspad.

Voortvloeiend uit de resultaten van onze numerieke analyses stellen we voor
om de volgende punten bij toekomstig onderzoek nader te beschouwen:

• Breid SLA uit zodat bezwijken onder druk kan worden meegenomen. We
verwachten dat dit op een vergelijkbare manier kan worden gedaan als voor
bezwijken onder trek.

• Ontwikkel een strategie om spanningswisselingen mee te kunnen nemen.
Het punt is dat met de huidige aanpak de schade die ontstaan is door be-
zwijken onder trek één-op-één wordt overgenomen voor de bepaling van
het gedrag onder druk, met als gevolg een onjuiste modellering van gesloten
scheuren. Wij stellen voor om een aanpak te ontwikkelen waarbij de span-
ning bij een op handen zijnde spanningswisseling eerst terugkeert naar de
oorsprong om vervolgens de materiaaleigenschappen aan te passen.

• Verkort de benodigde rekentijd door het toepassen van (iteratieve) solvers die
de oplossing van de vorige stap op een slimme manier kunnen hergebruiken.
Bedenk hierbij dat tussen twee opeenvolgende stappen er slechts enkele ele-
menten van de systeemstijfheidsmatrix veranderen. Een andere manier om
de rekentijd te beperken zou zijn door meerdere schadeincrementen per stap
toe te passen.
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Notation

Throughout the present work we will use generally accepted symbols to denote
quantities. Although all symbols will be explained in the running text, the follow-
ing list of symbols serves as a reference. Some symbols are accompanied by one
or more indices. Superscript indices that should not be interpreted as “raise to the
power” are enclosed in parenthesis. In general, we use subscript i to denote the
integration point index, superscript j for the analysis step number, and subscript
k for the saw-tooth index. Normal components of an entity have the subscript n
whereas tangential components are labeled with the subscript t. Subscripts that
represent abbreviations of actual words have been typeset using an upright font,
e.g. t in ft stands for “tensile”. Another convention that we have adopted here is
to write vectors and matrices in bold.

Roman symbols

Symbol Description
A (Element) area.
c, c0 Actual and initial cohesion.
c1, c2 Coefficients.
Dsec Secant stiffness matrix
Dtan Consistent tangent stiffness matrix.
d Isotropic damage parameter.
dn, dt Orthotropic damage parameters in n and t directions.
E, E0 Actual and initial isotropic Young’s moduli.
En, Et Orthotropic Young’s moduli in n and t directions.
Emin Minimum Young’s modulus.
F Force.
f Material strength.
ft, ft,0 Actual and initial uniaxial tensile strength.
fy Yield stress.
G, G0 Actual and initial isotropic shear stiffness.
GI

f , G
II
f Fracture energy corresponding to modes I and II.

h Crack band width.
kn, kn,0 Actual and initial interface normal stiffness.
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Symbol Description
kt, kt,0 Actual and initial interface shear stiffness.
` Characteristic (element) length.
N Number of saw-teeth
p, p1, p2 Ripple band width parameters
s Crack sliding displacement.
tn, tt Interface normal and shear tractions.
tt,u Ultimate interface shear traction.
u Displacement.
∆un, ∆ut Relative displacements in n and t directions.
∆upln , ∆uplt Plastic relative normal and shear displacements.
w, wu Actual and ultimate crack widths.

Greek symbols

Symbol Description
β Shear retention factor.
ε Total strain.
εxx, εyy , εnn, εtt Normal strain components in x, y, n, and t directions.
εcr, εcru Actual and ultimate crack extensional strains.
εel Elastic extensional strain.
εp Total strain at peak stress.
γxy , γnt Shear strain components.
γcr Crack shear strain.
κ Plasticity parameter.
λcrit Critical load multiplier.
σ Total stress.
σxx, σyy , σnn, σtt Normal stress components in x, y, n, and t directions.
σxy Shear stress components.
σ1, σ2 Maximum and minimum principal stresses.
σgov Governing stress component.
φ Friction angle.
ψ Dilatancy angle.
ν0 Initial isotropic Poisson’s ratio.
νnt, νtn Orthotropic Poisson’s ratios.
νmin Minimum Poisson’s ratio.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Differential settlements of the soil in urban areas due to underground construc-
tion may result in severe building damage. When buildings are unable to follow
tunneling-induced soil deformations this may result in aesthetical and structural
damage. Particularly in case of soft soil conditions and unreinforced masonry
structures, this poses a serious threat. In the past years, building damage due
to underground construction has received a lot of attention in Dutch cities like
Amsterdam and Delft where railway tunnels are constructed under their historical
centers. Not only local residents but for instance also insurance companies would
like to have a clear idea of the risks involved and what damage might be expected.
Figure 1.1a shows an example of a masonry façade that has been investigated nu-
merically [22]. For the structural analysis, a computational model of the façade
was subjected to an anticipated settlement scenario. The crack pattern computed
with the nonlinear finite element method (Figure 1.1b) gives an impression of the
damage to be expected.

To assess the risk of building damage due to underground construction, reliable
numerical predictions are important. These numerical predictions are not only
used to inform the parties involved but also to design mitigating measures in case
of severe or even unacceptable damage. In this way, inconvenience may be limited
or even avoided and money may be saved.

However, the numerical prediction of building damage is a challenging task for
at least two reasons. In the first place, the historical buildings under consideration
are made of unreinforced masonry which behaves in a rather brittle manner. This
means that cracks may arise suddenly and they may propagate and grow wider
rapidly. We have found that it is rather difficult to reproduce this kind of brittle
behavior with existing numerical models. Secondly, the size of buildings is sev-
eral orders of magnitude larger than the scale of usual fracture mechanics tests in
laboratories. This implies that the ratio between the stored elastic energy and the
energy that is dissipated upon fracture of the material is relatively large. The up-
scaling to large structural dimensions involves sudden brittleness and jumps in the
load–displacement response and may have a negative impact on the robustness of
the numerical analysis.

Another example where numerical modeling of brittle fracture plays an impor-
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1 (a) Masonry building in the vicinity of a building pit. (b) Numerically predicted deforma-
tion and crack pattern of the façade subjected to a settlement scenario obtained with a 2D simulation
[22].
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(a) Experiment [63, 64]

X

Y

Z

Model: SBEAM_H25_TOTAL_085H
Deformation = 117
LC1: Load case 1
Step: 39500  LOAD: .395E5
Gauss PRINC ESTRN PMAX
Calculated from: EL.EXX.G
Max/Min on model set:
Max = .143  Min = -.128E-2
Results shown:
Mapped to nodes

.1E-3

.2E-2

.433E-2

.15E-1

07 MAY 2010 19:47:00 deform_h25_total_color1.psiDIANA 9.2-06 : TU Delft Civil Eng. & GeoScien
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(b) Numerical simulation [67]

Figure 1.2 Failure of a shear-critical RC beam.

tant role is the reevaluation of existing concrete structures. Many concrete bridges
and viaducts in the Netherlands built before 1975 may not comply with the cur-
rent standards due to heavier vehicles and stricter requirements [1, 73]. During
the design of these structures the large increase in traffic as well as the maximum
load per wheel was not foreseen. Furthermore, over the past decades research
has shown that the design rules used in those days were not always on the con-
servative (safe) side, especially regarding shear failure. Consequently, the current
standards are stricter than those used during the design. Figure 1.2 shows a shear-
critical reinforced concrete (RC) beam which may represent a part of a concrete
bridge that was studied in order to determine its actual load-bearing capacity.

Whenever an existing structure does not comply with the current design codes
there are basically three options. These are:

1. Replace the existing structure.

2. Strengthen the existing structure.

3. Perform a more refined assessment of the structure, exploiting any “hidden
reserves”.

For the first two options not only the costs of the construction work itself have to
be taken into account but also any additional costs, such as economic losses due to
traffic diversions and congestions, need to be considered. Therefore, the first two
options are relatively expensive and they should be selected with care. However, if
a quick assessment shows that the structure is close to being qualified as safe then
the third option may pay off well, as exemplified by the brief Delft Integraal arti-
cle in Figure 1.3. Optionally, material testing supports the refined assessment, by
taking into account the actual mechanical properties. In that way, it can be shown
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TU-alumnus en 
fotograaf Caren 
Huygelen legde in 
haar werk 'Master of 
Science' onderzoekers 
van de T U vast in hun 
onderzoeksruimte. 
Uit bewondering 
voor het diepgaande 
wetenschappelijk 
onderzoek bekijkt zij 
haar 'oude' TU-wereld 
met haar 'nieuwe' blik 
als fotograaf. 

Meer informatie: 
www.huygelen.nl 

hoekje Om Schudden maar 

E 
Een operatietangetje dat stuurbaar 
is en een bochtje om kan, zou 
knieoperaties een stuk sneller en 
veiliger kunnen laten verlopen. De 
onlangs bij de afdeling biomechanical 
engineering (3mE) afgestudeerde 
ingenieur ir. Tim Nai ontwikkelde 
zo'n instrument dat schade aan de 
meniscus kan verwijderen. Afgelopen 
december won hij de Prof. Wïm van 
der Hoek constructeursprijs, een prijs 
die de Dutch Society for Precision 
Engineering jaarlijks toekent aan het 
beste afstudeerwerk op het gebied van 
werktuigbouwkundig construeren. 

Fabrikanten van telefoons die externe onderdelen willen inbouwen zoals een gyroscoop of een 
cameraatje gebruiken daar nu secure maar langzame robots voor. Dat kan makkelijker en sneller, dacht 
dr. Iwan Kurniawan. Hij heeft een originele techniek ontwikkeld om chips op de juiste plek op een plak 
silicium te Icrijgen door te schudden. Dat is nog geen vervanging van de huidige 3D-positionering, 
maar kan opgevat worden als eerste stap in die richting, zegt zijn promotor prof.dr. Urs Staufer. Nu 
klinkt 'schudden' ook eenvoudiger dan de werkelijkheid. De plek waar de chips terecht moeten komen, 
wordt van een isolerend laagje siliciumdioxide voorzien en opgeladen onder een laadapparaat tot een 
oppervlaktepotentiaal van enkele honderden Volts. De chips krijgen een tegengestelde lading. Voor 
assemblage worden de chips in de siliciumplak gelegd en schudden maar. Minuscule uitstulpinkjes 
op de chips voorkomen dat de geladen oppervlakten met elkaar in contact komen en per ongeluk 
ontladen. Pas als de pootjes bij toeval in de speciale putjes terechtkomen, zakt de chip op z'n plek met 
micrometer precisie. Bij de proefnemingen zaten alle chips na 30 seconden schudden op hun plek. 

Meer informatie: 
Prof.dr. Urs Staufer, u.staufer@tudelft.nl 
www.delta.tudelft.nl/22280 

Antistresspen 
Het is een bekend beeld in iedere tentamenzaal: 
studenten die tikken, draaien en zwabberen 
met hun pen in gespannen afwachting van een 
geniale ingeving. Dr. Miguel Bruns Alonso 
ontwikkelde tijdens zijn promotieonderzoek 
bij Industrieel Ontwerpen een pen die de 
stress moet verminderen. De pen reageert 
op verschillende zenuwachtige manieren van 
bewegen door de beweging subtiel tegen te 
werken. Alonso: "Mensen vinden het lekker 
om het losse balletje bovenin de pen rond te 
zwieren, maar als dat te hard gebeurt, activeert 
de pen een elektromagneetje 

waardoor het balletje minder beweegt." 
De gebruikstest viel wat tegen omdat 
proefpersonen zeiden dat ze geen verschil 
merkten of de pen nu actief was of niet. Er 
was dus geen bewust antistress effect. Maar 
onbewust leek de pen wel te werken: met de 
pen in de actieve stand was de hartslag van de 
proefpersonen 5 procent lager. 

Meer informatie: 
Prof.dr. Paul Hekkert, p.p.m.hekkertSPtudelft.nl 
www.delta.tudelft.nl//22170 

Goed nieuws voor de schatkist: bruggen en 
andere civieltechnische constructies hebben een 
verborgen capaciteit. Ze kunnen de toegenomen 
verkeersbelasting beter dragen en hoeven 
daardoor minder snel te worden vervangen of 
versterkt. Die conclusie trekt prof.dr.ir. Joost 
Walraven, hoogleraar betonconstructies bij CiTG. 
Met zijn medewerkers combineerde hij proeven 
met geavanceerde mechanica-analyses. De 
bevinding van Walraven betekent een meevaller 
van rond de 300 miljoen euro in de komende 
vijfjaar. 

Figure 1.3 According to this Delft Integraal article (2011, nr. 1, in Dutch), research has shown that
bridges possess “hidden load-carrying reserves” which means that fewer structures need replacement
or strengthening in the near future. As a result, approximately 300 million euro is saved in the next five
years.

that the material strength is more than what was assumed during the design stage.
The basis of the assessment procedures are usually twofold: laboratory tests on
freshly cast specimens or samples taken from existing structures, and more ad-
vanced structural analysis, for example by performing a nonlinear finite element
analysis (NLFEA). In case the refined analysis is carried out numerically, robustness
of the adopted method is of crucial importance since methods that are not robust
may produce unreliable results.

Besides assessment studies as illustrated by the previous building and bridge
examples, robust NLFEA is also required for other fields of structural mechanics.
A recent example in the Netherlands is the seismic analysis of buildings in the
Groningen area. Also research on how to improve existing standards or to provide
a basis for new regulations makes use of NLFEA. For ‘forensic’ analysis—to recon-
struct the collapse of a structure—or performance-based design a robust NLFEA
tool is indispensable.

As stated, for all mentioned application areas robustness of the adopted nu-
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merical technique is an important aspect. Robustness issues may arise when ma-
sonry and/or concrete structures are analyzed with NLFEA software. To get a better
understanding of these problems we first explore how a typical NLFEA tool works.
Most computer codes apply the total load in a finite number of steps, i.e. by increas-
ing the applied load stepwise. After each so-called load increment, the program
tries to re-establish global equilibrium, since the increased external loads are no
longer balanced by the internal forces. Through an iterative procedure it attempts
to predict the additional deformations due to the applied load increment. Since
the internal forces are determined by the deformations and the material behavior,
they change from one iteration to the next. If all goes well, the unbalance between
external loads and internal forces diminishes throughout the iterative procedure.
A solution is said to be converged as soon as the unbalance has become sufficiently
small. The outlined solution procedure generally works quite well as long as no
strong variations in deformations occur within a load increment. However, brittle
fracture, which characterizes concrete and masonry structures, may arise suddenly
and then propagate rapidly. The use of smaller load increments or so-called arc-
length stabilization procedures may sometimes remedy these problems, although
no universal solution exists. The difficulty that the program faces, is that it has
to decide where new cracks will arise and which existing ones will propagate or
close. Especially when multiple cracks are developing simultaneously, this task
may become quite difficult. Consequently, the iterative procedure may not be able
to find a converged solution. That is, the unbalance between external loads and
internal forces is greater than what is considered to be acceptable. Hence, when a
numerical simulation fails to converge after some load increment, it is difficult to
judge the value and reliability of the considered analysis step. The same holds for
subsequent analysis steps that did not start from an equilibrium state.

The discussed non-convergence issues are affected by several aspects. Apart
from large structural dimensions combined with brittle material behavior, non-
convergence may also be caused by multiple cracks competing to “survive” and/or
bifurcations [60]. With bifurcations we mean that more than one equilibrium state
may be possible.

The outlined problems are not limited to concrete and masonry structures, but
more generally apply to structures made of quasi-brittle materials. These are mate-
rials that seem to behave perfectly brittle, i.e. all load-carrying capacity is lost after
attaining the tensile strength, yet they do possess some post-peak capacity due
to material softening. From the viewpoint of a material model, it means that the
stress which is transmitted across the crack gradually decreases upon increasing
crack width. As soon as a certain crack width is exceeded, the material has fully
softened and a stress-free crack remains. Other examples of quasi-brittle materials
include glass and rock.

To address the problems presented here, Rots [57] proposed a robust finite ele-
ment analysis (FEA) technique, called SLA, to simulate nonlinear structural behav-
ior. The starting point of this technique is to assume that the material degrades
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in a stepwise fashion, i.e. stiffness and strength properties are reduced in a dis-
cretized instead of a continuous way. We will call such a discrete reduction in me-
chanical properties a damage increment. By applying only one damage increment
per analysis step at only one point of the computational model, the simulation is
damage-controlled. Thus, a major difference with common analysis procedures is
that instead of considering a load, displacement or arc-length increment, a damage
increment is taken. To locate the next point in the model where the material de-
grades, a selection procedure is adopted that takes into account the actual strength
distribution and the stress field based on a linear analysis. The load that leads to
progressive damage is recomputed by scaling the linear analysis results such that
at one point the strength limit is attained. Hence, tracing the structural behav-
ior involves a series of scaled linear analyses and subsequently applied damage
increments. The use of scaled linear analyses ensures global equilibrium in each
analysis step. The primary advantage of the SLA approach is that it does not re-
quire an iterative procedure to establish global equilibrium, making it inherently
stable.

However, for SLA to cover a wider range of applications, a number of limita-
tions had to be overcome. For instance, the original concept was used for materi-
als that can be described by uniaxial stress–strain relations, neglecting any biaxial
effects. Also, its application was limited to proportional loading. This means for
instance that the combined action of self-weight and live loads cannot be taken
into account. Consequently, there was a need to extend the SLA method such that
these relevant aspects could be included.

1.2 Research question and scope

The main question that is addressed in this thesis is as follows:

How can sequentially linear analysis (SLA) be extended such that it can be
used to model failure of quasi-brittle structures in a robust and objective way?

In this thesis, the words ‘robust’ and ‘objective’ are understood to mean the fol-
lowing. A finite element analysis technique is said to be robust if it does not suffer
from convergence problems. In other words, for every step in the numerical anal-
ysis the equilibrium conditions should be met. A finite element analysis technique
is understood to be objective if its results are insensitive with respect to the chosen
mesh layout and the adopted damage increment size.

To answer the main question we will address the following sub questions:

• How can SLA be extended to make a wider range of material models avail-
able, including smeared and discrete crack models, bond–slip models and
frictional models?

• Which strategies are available to deal with non-proportional loading for SLA?
Which difficulties may arise and how to deal with them?
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• Show that the developed extensions lead to objective results in terms of mesh
refinement and damage increment refinement?

The originality of this work lies in the critical evaluation of SLA, improvements
of the original formulation and broadening its application field. Original improve-
ments include enhanced and new secant models to approximate nonlinear mate-
rial laws for discrete and smeared cracking, and bond–slip models. We also ex-
plore a novel strategy for non-proportional loading. The application field of SLA
is broadened by the development of two approximations of the Coulomb friction
model.

The work presented here is aimed at quasi-static loading and applied to two-
dimensional models only. Quasi-static loading means that we assume that at any
moment of the simulation a static equilibrium exists between the internal forces
and external loads. In other words, we assume the inertia term in the equation
of motion to be much smaller than the stiffness term, which effectively results in
static equilibrium. Since it is logical to first demonstrate the effectiveness of the
new developments for models that are well understood, the case studies in this
work are two-dimensional only. At the end of this thesis we will show that this
does not mean that the use of SLA is limited to two-dimensional models.

1.3 Outline

Figure 1.4 illustrates the outline of the thesis which follows the trivial yet logical
order of introduction, new developments, verification and validation, and discus-
sion and conclusions. The remainder of this section gives more information on the
contents of each chapter.

Chapter 2 revisits the nonlinear constitutive models that are adopted through-
out this thesis and it describes the fundamental concepts of SLA. It explains why
SLA was developed in the first place and which concepts and techniques inspired
its development. Subsequently, we introduce the fundamental assumption of ap-
proximating nonlinear constitutive relations by stepwise secant material laws. Then
we will stipulate how these stepwise secant material laws can be employed in an
event-by-event strategy to obtain the global behavior of the structure. The chapter
ends by listing the limitations of the original SLA work that are addressed in the
present work.

The next two chapters elaborate on how to set up stepwise secant material laws.
A distinction is made between materials that are based on uniaxial stress–strain re-
lations and the Coulomb friction model. Regarding the former, Chapter 3 reviews
and discusses models from literature to set up stepwise secant approximations.
Here we also present an improved generic concept and a model that can handle a
linear snap-back at constitutive level. Chapter 4 deals with the Coulomb friction
model and it presents two secant formulations that are tailored for the SLA scheme:
an uncoupled and a coupled one.
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Introductory chapters

1 Introduction

2 Background theory

New developments

3 Stepwise secant material laws

4 Stepwise secant Coulomb friction laws

5 Non-proportional loading strategies

Verification & validation

6 Verification and objectivity studies

7 Validation and applications

Concluding chapter

8 Discussion and conclusions

Figure 1.4 Thesis outline.
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Chapter 5 addresses the issue of non-proportional loading. The chapter starts
by reviewing and discussing methods from literature. Subsequently, we propose a
novel strategy based on constrained optimization.

Next, we validate the new developments to ensure that robust results are ob-
tained. First, the objectivity of the stepwise secant material laws is verified through
numerical analyses of several case studies (Chapter 6). Here, we show the effect of
mesh refinement as well as the effect of the adopted stepwise secant approxima-
tion (damage increment refinement) on the results. In Chapter 7 we use the new
extensions to analyze a masonry shear wall and a scaled masonry façade and we
compare the obtained numerical results with available experimental data.

Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the results of the present work in an integral way
and conclusions are drawn. Here we will also indicate which topics need to be
addressed by future research.
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Chapter 2 Background theory

The previous chapter stated the objective of this thesis as extending sequentially
linear analysis (SLA) such that it can be used to model quasi-brittle failure in a
robust and objective way.

The present chapter consists of two parts. The first part (Section 2.1) introduces
five material models from literature that will be used throughout this work. The
second part of the chapter, which has been split up in four sections, reviews and
discusses the basic concepts of SLA. First, Section 2.2 presents the motivation and
inspiration for the development of SLA. Subsequently, Section 2.3 introduces the
stepwise secant material law, in the literature also referred to as saw-tooth law,
which is fundamental to SLA. Then, Section 2.4 explains how these stepwise secant
material laws can be employed in an event-by-event strategy to capture the global
nonlinear response of the finite element model. It also lists a few other similar
approaches. Finally, Section 2.5 lists three major limitations of the original SLA
proposal.

Each of the next three chapters addresses one of the limitations presented in the
final section.

2.1 Nonlinear constitutive models in finite element
analysis

The present section revisits five nonlinear constitutive models from literature that
are used throughout this thesis. The models that will be presented include discrete
and smeared crack models, a bond–slip model, a Coulomb friction model and fi-
nally a uniaxial elastic–perfectly plastic model. For all material models presented
here, we assume secant unloading. This section is meant to serve as a reference for
further discussion in later sections and chapters.

2.1.1 Discrete crack model
The local deformation within discrete cracks which characterizes fracture of quasi-
brittle materials inspired researchers (e.g. Ngo and Scordelis [52], Hillerborg [36],
Ingraffea and Saouma [38]) to develop the discrete crack model. The key idea of
the model is to mimic the arising geometrical discontinuities (cracks) by including
interface elements in the finite element discretization. To preserve mesh topology,
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we insert these elements a priori in the mesh at locations where we expect cracks to
arise. Note that the alignment of the interface elements implicitly defines the crack
direction. In the present work, we limit the use of the discrete crack approach to
two-dimensional models.

For the elastic stage we assume the interface normal traction tn and shear trac-
tion tt to depend on the relative normal displacement ∆un and relative shear dis-
placement ∆ut as follows [

tn
tt

]
=

[
kn,0 0
0 kt,0

] [
∆un
∆ut

]
(2.1)

with kn,0 and kt,0 the initial normal and shear stiffness, respectively. Throughout
this work the indices n and t denote the normal and tangential direction with re-
spect to the crack face. To suppress spurious displacements in the uncracked stage,
we assign relatively high dummy values to kn,0 and kt,0. As a rule of thumb, we
will use an initial normal stiffness kn,0 which is three orders of magnitude larger
than the equivalent normal stiffness of the adjacent continuum elements and apply
the same value to the initial shear stiffness kt,0.

For crack initiation, we adopt the following criterion

tn = ft (2.2)

with tn the normal traction computed from Equation (2.1) and ft the uniaxial
tensile strength. At crack initiation, we replace the constitutive relation of Equa-
tion (2.1) by [

tn
tt

]
=

[
kn 0
0 kt

] [
∆un
∆ut

]
(2.3)

with kn and kt the secant normal and shear stiffness, respectively. Since the initial
stiffnesses kn,0 and kt,0 have been chosen such that the elastic deformations of the
interface element are small compared to the actual crack width w, for the cracked
stage we assume ∆un = w and ∆ut = swithw and s the crack opening and sliding
displacement, respectively (see Figure 2.1a). By adopting a damage formulation,
we can express the secant normal stiffness as

kn = (1− dn)kn;0 (2.4)

with dn a damage parameter which equals 0 at crack initiation and 1 as soon as the
ultimate crack width wu has been attained. We can set up a similar relation for the
secant shear stiffness

kt = (1− dt)kt;0 (2.5)

For convenience sake, we assume isotropic damage

dn = dt = d (2.6)

In other words, the normal and shear stiffness decrease at the same rate.
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s

(a)

tt

tn

(b)

Figure 2.1 Opening (∆un = w) and sliding (∆ut = s) displacements (a) and the corresponding
normal (tn) and shear (tt) tractions (b) of the discrete crack model.

The initiation of a crack does not mean that the present tractions (see Fig-
ure 2.1b) vanish instantly. In fact, for small crack widths w still a normal traction
can be transmitted across the crack, although tn diminishes upon increasing w.
This phenomenon is called tension softening and we take it into account by adopt-
ing a cohesive law. In general, cohesive laws include at least two parameters: the
uniaxial tensile strength ft and the fracture energy GI

f . Optionally, additional pa-
rameters are used to further define the relation between tn and w. In our work,
we assume GI

f to be a material property that is to be interpreted as the amount of
energy required to create a crack face of a unit area and which is equal to the area
enclosed by the tn–w curve [36].

The literature provides a wide range of formulations for the cohesive law (also
known as tension softening relation). In our work we employ three different de-
scriptions: linear and exponential tension softening, and a tension softening law
proposed by Hordijk [37]. Figure 2.2a shows a schematic representation of the
linear softening relation which reads

tn(w) =

{
ft

(
1− w

wu

)
if w ≤ wu

0 if w > wu

(2.7)

with wu = 2
GI

f

ft
the ultimate crack width. The exponential tension softening law

used in this work is shown in Figure 2.2b and it reads

tn(w) = ft exp

(
− ft
GI

f

w

)
(2.8)

Note that due to its exponential character no ultimate crack width wu exists. For
practical reasons, we assume full tension softening after 98% of the fracture energy

has been released, which results in wu ≈ 3.91
GI

f

ft
. The nonlinear softening relation
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w

tn

ft

wu

GI
f

(a) Linear
w

tn

ft

GI
f

(b) Exponential

w

tn

ft

wu

GI
f

(c) Nonlinear [37]

Figure 2.2 Three tension softening relations for discrete crack models that are used throughout this
work.

proposed by Hordijk [37, 11] is shown in Figure 2.2c and it can be written as

tn(w) =



ft

[(
1 +

(
c1
w

wu

)3
)
exp

(
−c2

w

wu

)
−

w

wu

(
1 + c31

)
exp (−c2)

]
if w ≤ wu

0 if w > wu

(2.9)

with c1 = 3, c2 = 6.93, and wu = 5.14
GI

f

ft
.

2.1.2 Smeared crack model
Contrary to the discrete crack model, the smeared crack model distributes the
geometrical discontinuities that arise in the fracture zone over the continuum as
shown in Figure 2.3. Consequently, the use of interface elements is no longer
needed which means that the analyst does not need to indicate in which parts
of the model cracking is expected. Moreover, due to the absence of interface ele-
ments the crack orientation is not predefined which allows cracks to initiate and
propagate in any direction. Like for the discrete crack model, we limit the use of
the smeared crack concept in the present work to two-dimensional models.

Assuming plane stress conditions, we adopt the following isotropic constitu-
tive relation for the elastic stageσxxσyy

σxy

 =
E0

1− ν20

 1 ν0 0
ν0 1 0
0 0 1−ν0

2

εxxεyy
γxy

 (2.10)

with E0 and ν0 the initial Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
For crack initiation we employ the following stress-based criterion

σ1 = ft (2.11)
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Figure 2.3 (a) A partially cracked eight-noded plane stress element. The cracks are smeared out over
the tributary area of an integration point (+). (b) Upon primary crack initiation the crack axes system is
fixed with the n-axis perpendicular to the primary crack. Optionally, a secondary crack—perpendicular
to the primary crack—may arise.

with σ1 the maximum principal stress and ft the uniaxial tensile strength. The
corresponding principal direction determines the crack orientation. To denote the
crack strains and stresses, we introduce crack axes n and t that are aligned accord-
ingly. By definition, the n-axis is chosen normal to the crack face, whereas the t-axis
points in tangential direction as shown in Figure 2.3b. We fix the crack orientation
once the crack has initiated to avoid that the crack direction will also become a
status variable. Thus we adopt a fixed crack approach as opposed to the rotating
crack approach.

Upon crack initiation, we replace the isotropic constitutive relation of Equa-
tion (2.10) by the following orthotropic formulation [15]σnnσtt

σnt

 =
1

1− νtnνnt

 En νntEn 0
νtnEt Et 0
0 0 (1− νtnνnt)G

εnnεtt
γnt

 (2.12)

with En and Et the apparent stiffness in normal and tangential direction, respec-
tively, and G the shear modulus. Poisson’s ratio of transverse extensional strain in
the t-direction to axial extensional strain in n-direction is denoted by νnt. A simi-
lar definition applies to Poisson’s ratio νtn. When the first crack occurs, we adopt
a secant stiffness for En whereas we retain the initial stiffness E0 for Et. In this
way, compressive struts may develop parallel to diagonal cracks which is relevant
for reinforced concrete (RC) analysis. Optionally, a second crack may develop per-
pendicular to the first one as shown in Figure 2.3. In that case, we replace Et by
a secant stiffness as well, which is independent of En. As a crack develops, the
strain εnn may grow large, resulting in a large transversal strain εtt through the
Poisson effect. To limit spurious cracking in transversal direction, we reduce the
orthogonal Poisson’s ratios at the same rate as the corresponding secant stiffness,
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i.e.

νtn = ν0
En
E0

(2.13)

νnt = ν0
Et
E0

(2.14)

Since we adopt a fixed crack model, we need to define a shear retention relation.
The reason is that as a crack develops, the principal directions may start to deviate
from the crack orientation which implies that shear stresses acting at the crack face
are built up. A shear retention relation describes the development of the shear
modulus G. In its simplest form, G is reduced by a constant factor β:

G = βG0 = β
E0

2(1 + ν0)
(2.15)

with G0 the initial shear modulus. However, adopting this relation may result in
excessive stress-locking, even for small values of β. Another undesired side effect
of using a small β is a large decrease in shear stiffness at crack initiation. In the
present work, we adopt the physically more appealing formulation proposed by
DeJong, Hendriks, and Rots [16]

G =
Emin

2(1 + νmin)
(2.16)

with Emin the smallest (secant) stiffness

Emin = min (En, Et) (2.17)

and νmin the smallest Poisson’s ratio

νmin = min (νtn, νnt) (2.18)

For the smeared crack model, the tension softening behavior can be described
in a similar way as we did for the discrete crack model. However, since the crack is
smeared out over the continuum, a characteristic length ` needs to be introduced.
In this thesis, we have used the defaults offered by the DIANA finite element pack-
age. That is, for linear two-dimensional elements we use ` =

√
2A and for higher-

order two-dimensional elements we adopt ` =
√
A, with A the element area. In

literature, ` is referred to as crack band width and it is frequently denoted by h. By
adopting this convention (which we will continue to use in the remainder of this
work) we can represent the crack opening displacement w by an equivalent crack
extensional strain εcr

εcr =
w

h
(2.19)

Along the same lines, we can define a crack shear strain γcr which corresponds to
the crack sliding displacement s of the discrete crack model.
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As pointed out by Bažant and Oh [3], the adopted tension softening relation
should take h into account in order to avoid mesh size dependency. Consequently,

the area enclosed by a softening curve for the smeared crack model equals GI
f

h . The
softening relations introduced for the discrete crack model can now be formulated
in terms of εcr. The linear tension softening law of Equation (2.7) reads in a contin-
uum formulation

σ(εcr) =

{
ft

(
1− εcr

εcru

)
if εcr ≤ εcru

0 if εcr > εcru
(2.20)

with εcru =
2GI

f

hft
the ultimate crack strain. Similarly, the exponential softening rela-

tion of Equation (2.8) can be expressed as

σ(εcr) = ft exp

(
−hft
GI

f

εcr
)

(2.21)

And finally, the nonlinear softening function proposed by Hordijk [37] reads in a
smeared crack formulation [51]

σ(εcr) =



ft

[(
1 +

(
c1
εcr

εcru

)3
)
exp

(
−c2

εcr

εcru

)
−

εcr

εcru

(
1 + c31

)
exp (−c2)

]
if εcr ≤ εcru

0 if εcr > εcru

(2.22)

In this thesis we will work with smeared crack models formulated in terms of
total strain ε. Here we assume the total strain to be the sum of the elastic strain εel

and the crack strain εcr

ε = εel + εcr (2.23)

Figure 2.4 illustrates this relationship. Before cracking occurs, i.e. before the peak
strain εp is attained, the response is fully elastic. Upon increasing ε beyond εp a
crack is introduced and the stress that is transmitted across the crack starts to de-
crease. Consequently, the contribution of εel to ε decreases as well since it depends
linearly on the stress σ

εel =
σ

E0
(2.24)

As soon as ε grows larger than the ultimate crack strain εu the elastic strain com-
ponent has reduced to zero, which means that total strain values exceeding εu are
fully determined by εcr. Note that the softening tail in a total strain formulation
cannot be described with the expression in terms of εcr (e.g. Equation (2.22)). In
fact, it may not even be possible to find an explicit analytical expression for σ in
terms of ε, whereas an explicit relation between σ and εcr does exist. Figure 2.5
shows the three earlier introduced tension softening relations in terms of ε.
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Figure 2.5 Three tension softening relations for smeared crack models using a total strain formulation
that are used throughout this work.
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Figure 2.6 Ways to resolve a snap-back at constitutive level (a) include refining the mesh (i.e. decreas-
ing crack band width h) (b), lowering uniaxial tensile strength ft (c), or increasing fracture energyGI

f
(d).

In case of relatively large elements and/or materials with extremely brittle
properties, a snap-back at constitutive level may occur for the total strain formu-
lation as shown by Figure 2.6a. A typical example is the numerical simulation of
large-scale glass structures. However, conventional nonlinear finite element anal-
ysis (NLFEA) techniques cannot cope with a snap-back at constitutive level. One
way to resolve the snap-back is to refine the mesh (i.e. decrease h to h∗) such that
a perfectly brittle behavior is obtained (Figure 2.6b). However, from a computa-
tional viewpoint this approach is expensive. Another way to deal with the snap-
back would be to resort to perfectly brittle behavior by either lowering ft to f∗t
such that GI

f is maintained (Figure 2.6c) or by accepting an increase in GI
f to GI∗

f

(Figure 2.6d). Note that the latter two options adjust the experimentally obtained
material properties to perform the numerical analysis. In Section 3.3 we will show
that such adjustments are not required for an SLA-based simulation.
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Figure 2.7 Bilinear relation between bond stress tt and slip ∆ut to model the interaction between
concrete and steel reinforcement bars.

2.1.3 Bond–slip model
To consider the interaction between concrete and steel reinforcement bars a bond–
slip relation can be employed. This is essential for the evaluation of crack spacing
and maximum crack widths in RC structures. The following components are gener-
ally conceived to contribute to the bond between concrete and reinforcement [31]:

• chemical adhesion;

• friction;

• mechanical interlock, i.e. the pushing action of the bar’s lugs against the con-
crete.

In common practice (at meso- and macro-scale) these effects are not taken into ac-
count individually, but lumped in a single bond–slip relation. The literature pro-
vides a wide range of sophisticated formulations to describe bond–slip behavior
(e.g. Bigaj [6]). In the present work we will limit ourselves to a simple bilinear rela-
tion between slip ∆ut and bond stress tt as shown in Figure 2.7. The reason is that
our aim is to demonstrate that bond–slip behavior can be effectively accounted
for in SLA-based simulations. We assign the bond–slip relation in our analyses to
zero-thickness interface elements which are located between the concrete and steel
elements [48]. Note from Figure 2.7 that we do not take into account the effect of
the normal traction tn on the shear traction tt.

In the elastic stage, the response of the interface elements is described by[
tn
tt

]
=

[
kn,0 0
0 kt,0

] [
∆un
∆ut

]
(2.25)

with kn,0 and kt,0 the initial normal and shear stiffness, respectively.
Debonding starts when the following condition is met

tt = tt;u (2.26)
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with tt,u the ultimate bond stress. Then we replace the constitutive relation of
Equation (2.25) by [

tn
tt

]
=

[
kn,0 0
0 kt

] [
∆un
∆ut

]
(2.27)

with kt the secant shear stiffness. Note that we retain the initial normal stiffness
kn,0 throughout the analysis.

2.1.4 Coulomb friction model
To describe problems that involve sliding failure we will adopt the Coulomb fric-
tion model which we assign to interface elements. In the same way as the previ-
ously described material models, also here we limit ourselves to the two-dimensional
case. As a result the variables involved are the relative normal and sliding dis-
placements, un and ut, respectively. Note that we have omitted the ‘∆’ symbol
here which is commonly used to denote that the displacement is relative. The rea-
son is that in Section 4.3 we will consider variations of the relative displacement
and we will introduce the ‘∆’ there to denote this variation. The corresponding
normal and shear tractions are denoted by tn and tt, respectively, and for the elas-
tic stage they are related to the relative displacements in the following way[

tn
tt

]
=

[
kn,0 0
0 kt,0

] [
un
ut

]
(2.28)

with kn,0 and kt,0 the initial normal and shear stiffness, respectively.
The essence of the Coulomb friction model is that the sliding resistance along a

plane depends on the normal traction tn and the mobilized cohesion c. The corre-
sponding failure criterion can be denoted as

|tt| = −tn tanφ+ c (2.29)

with |tt| the maximum shear traction (in absolute sense) along the sliding plane
and tanφ the mobilized friction coefficient. Figure 2.8a shows a graphical repre-
sentation of the failure criterion. The filled area indicates all possible combinations
of normal and shear traction, and the bold black line represents the failure contour.

For non-smooth sliding planes, a phenomenon called dilatancy may come into
play. That means a body may be uplifted upon shearing over another body due to
protrusions as shown in Figure 2.9. This effect is quantified by a dilatancy angle
ψ which relates the plastic relative normal displacement upln to the plastic relative
shear displacement uplt

upln = |uplt | tanψ (2.30)

In case the shearing bodies are confined, the uplift displacement is restrained re-
sulting in additional compressive stresses.

Different kinds of hardening and softening phenomena, including cohesion
softening, frictional softening and dilatancy softening, may affect the shearing be-
havior. In the present work we will only consider cohesion softening. We assume
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Figure 2.8 (a) Coulomb friction failure contour and (b) the effect of cohesion softening on this contour.
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Figure 2.9 The angle of dilatancy ψ relates the amount of uplift upln to the amount of plastic shear
deformation uplt across a joint [14].

the cohesion to decrease exponentially as a function of the so-called plasticity pa-
rameter κ [45]

c(κ) = c0 exp

(
− c0
GII

f

κ

)
(2.31)

with c0 the initial cohesion and GII
f the mode II fracture energy. Here we assume

the plasticity parameter κ to be equal to the largest plastic relative shear displace-
ment (in absolute sense) [45]

κ = max |uplt | (2.32)

Figure 2.8b shows that the effect of cohesion softening is a uniform vertical shift of
the yield contour.

Throughout this work we will assume the following consistent tangent stiffness
matrix to compute traction increments from relative displacement increments for
the inelastic stage

Dtan =
1

kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0

[
kn,0kt,0 −kn,0kt,0 tanψ tt

|tt|
−kn,0kt,0 tanφ tt

|tt| kn,0kt,0 tanφ tanψ

]
(2.33)

This matrix has been derived from the one used by Lourenço [45]. The difference
here is that we have set the cohesion softening term to zero. In this way, we make
the discretization of the constitutive relation, which is required for SLA (see Sec-
tion 2.3), slightly less complicated since it eliminates a state parameter.
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Figure 2.10 Stress–total strain relation assumed for (steel) reinforcement bars.

2.1.5 Uniaxial elastic–perfectly plastic model

To describe the structural behavior of (steel) reinforcement bars we will adopt the
uniaxial elastic–perfectly plastic material model shown in Figure 2.10. As for the
smeared crack model of Subsection 2.1.2, we use a total strain based formulation.
The Young’s modulusE0 determines the elastic branch and the total stress σ cannot
exceed the yield limit fy. Since SLA inherently models unloading in a secant way
(see Section 2.4), we abandon the elastic unloading concept which is commonly
used for this kind of material model. This limits the ability to apply cyclic loading
or load reversal.

2.2 Towards a non-iterative approach

This section discusses the reasons for the development of SLA and which ideas
from other methods inspired its development.

Motivation Most nonlinear finite element codes in use today are based on some
incremental-iterative scheme. The basic idea of this technique is to apply the loads
(being nodal forces and/or imposed displacements) in increments. After each in-
crement an iterative procedure—typically a Newton-Raphson scheme—is started
to solve the resulting system of nonlinear equations. A properly converged solu-
tion of this system of equations represents a state of global equilibrium. In this
context “properly converged” means that the unbalance between the internal and
external forces should not exceed a preset tolerance. For a detailed description of
the incremental-iterative technique and its many solution procedures the reader is
referred to standard textbooks, e.g. Crisfield [13].

Over the past decades numerous approaches have been proposed to improve
the performance and numerical stability of the incremental-iterative procedure.
These include the pioneering work by Riks [55] and the alternative formulation by
Crisfield [12]. Also advanced approaches such as indirect displacement control [9]
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Figure 2.11 Non-smooth load–displacement curve for a single degree of freedom system.

and more recently a dissipation-based arc-length method [32] are worth mention-
ing. Nevertheless, it remains a challenge to devise a method that is unconditionally
stable.

Despite successful results have been reported, the usability of incremental-
iterative schemes for failure analysis of RC and masonry structures remains a chal-
lenge. We do not argue that the developers of improved solution procedures are
not able to obtain reliable results with their work. Structural engineers on the other
hand are generally less familiar with the concepts of NLFEA and its accompany-
ing pitfalls. In other words, the quality and reliability of obtained analysis results
heavily depend on the analyst’s skills and experience. The overwhelming num-
ber of options that are offered by modern software packages requires consider-
able expertise from the end-user. Furthermore, the success of incremental-iterative
approaches is usually demonstrated for relatively small models and laboratory
benchmarks. Evaluation of these approaches for real-world large-scale structures
made of softening materials have received less attention.

Convergence problems may occur frequently in the analysis of quasi-brittle
structures using incremental-iterative schemes. These problems may be attributed
to the generally non-smooth response of quasi-brittle structures. Figure 2.11 demon-
strates this for a single degree of freedom system. It is this irregularly-shaped
equilibrium path that makes it difficult for path-following techniques to trace it.

Inspiration To address the mentioned convergence problems, Rots [57] proposed
a new method which was partially inspired by engineering practice. In the struc-
tural concrete community, it is common practice to reduce the stiffness in areas
where cracking is expected. In this way, the stress redistribution due to cracking
can be taken into account with a simple linear-elastic analysis. The concept of SLA
is based on this idea. However, instead of assigning some reduced stiffness to
elements that are expected to crack, the selection procedure is automated.

Another source of inspiration for the development of SLA was the lattice mod-
els. These models—which have emerged from the study of disordered media—
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approximate a continuum by a network of elastic truss or beam elements. Each
truss or beam element represents the material on a mesoscopic level and it will
break as soon as the governing stress in the element exceeds a certain threshold
value. In the original formulation by Herrmann, Hansen, and Roux [35], such a
broken element is permanently removed from the model. Per cycle—which sim-
ply is a linear-elastic analysis of the current configuration—only one element can
be broken. Due to the unbalance arising from the element removal, stresses will be
redistributed in the next cycle. Hence, the order in which the elements will be bro-
ken is unknown in advance and can only be found sequentially. The mechanical
properties of the elements can be assigned either by using a random distribution
or by projecting a particle distribution on top of the lattice. The last option is well-
suited for the modeling of inhomogeneous materials like concrete at a micro- or
mesoscopic level. In that case the stiffness and strength properties of an element
depend on its location within the particle distribution (e.g. inside an aggregate,
the matrix or the interfacial zone between aggregate and matrix). Schlangen and
Van Mier [65] have successfully simulated small scale laboratory tests using their
two-dimensional lattice model and Lilliu [43] has extended their model to three
dimensions. Nevertheless, lattice models have also been successfully applied at a
macroscopic level—where the material inhomogeneities are smeared out over the
continuum resulting in a homogeneous material model—see for instance the work
by Bolander, Hong, and Yoshitake [8].

The approach proposed by Beranek and Hobbelman [5], which also makes use
of lattices, inspired the development of SLA as well. Their model, which follows
a physical rather than a phenomenological approach, is to be used for modeling
concrete at macro level. It uses a regular assemblage of equal spheres in their
most dense configuration to describe the structure of the material. The spheres
are assumed fully rigid and all stiffness and strength is attributed to a contact
layer around the contact points of the spheres. A tensile failure criterion based
on Mohr’s circles is applied to the contact layer. For the numerical analysis they re-
place the assemblage of spheres by an equivalent regular two- or three-dimensional
lattice along the system lines of the spherical model. The mechanical behavior of
the members connecting the centers of the spheres is assumed to be linear-elastic.
They introduce nonlinear effects by stepwise degradation of the mechanical prop-
erties of the most affected members. The selection procedure for the next critical
member is identical to the approach outlined for lattice models.

2.3 Introduction to stepwise secant material laws

A fundamental assumption of SLA is to adopt a stepwise secant material law which
approximates the underlying nonlinear constitutive relation. Figure 2.12a shows
an example of such a stepwise secant material law for a linear strain-softening
relation. In the literature, a stepwise secant material law is often referred to as
saw-tooth law due to its appearance. In essence, the base material law is approxi-
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Figure 2.12 (a) Example of a stepwise secant material law (saw-tooth law). (b) Reduction of Young’s
modulus E upon increasing strain for a softening material.

mated by a series of linear relations, starting from the elastic branch (in the figure
denoted by E0). As soon as the stress limit is attained, the next secant relation
(with reduced stiffness and strength properties) is assumed. This process of re-
ducing the stiffness upon attaining a stress limit is repeated until all stiffness has
vanished which corresponds to a state of complete damage. Chapter 3 elaborates
on ways to set up a stepwise secant material law.

Figure 2.12b shows another representation of the same key assumption. Ini-
tially, the material behaves linear-elastically which means that the stiffness E0 is
maintained. However, as soon as the total strain ε exceeds the strain correspond-
ing to the peak stress (in the figure denoted by εp), the material starts to degrade
progressively. For the base material law, the Young’s modulus E reduces in a con-
tinuous way, whereas for the saw-tooth law the stiffness reduces in a stepwise
manner.

From a damage mechanics viewpoint, the effect of the assumed stepwise secant
material law may also be considered as a series of damage increments. Note that
the apparent secant stiffness E can be expressed as a fraction of the initial stiffness
E0 by introducing a damage parameter d

E = (1− d)E0 (2.34)

For the base material law, the secant stiffness reduces in a continuous way as
demonstrated earlier by Figure 2.12b. Hence, the damage parameter d grows con-
tinuously from 0 at crack initiation to 1 when the total strain exceeds the ultimate
strain εu. However, for a saw-tooth law, the stiffness is reduced stepwise. Conse-
quently, the damage parameter d increases in a discrete fashion and the number of
damage parameter values dk is finite. Thus a jump from one secant branch to the
next implies a damage increment.

A feature of the saw-tooth law is that unloading inherently follows a secant
path as outlined in Figure 2.12a. This suggests that a stepwise secant material
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Figure 2.13 The reduced stiffness Ek caused by tensile failure is preserved upon load reversal.

law is less suitable for modeling elasto-plastic materials, like steel reinforcement
bars, since they unload in an elastic fashion. Nevertheless, for monotonic loading
situations where unloading only occurs locally, the use of a saw-tooth law for this
type of material may still produce acceptable results.

Another feature of the stepwise secant material law as presented in the litera-
ture is that the reduced secant stiffness is maintained, even when local load rever-
sal occurs. That is, stiffness decrease due to tensile failure is maintained in case the
material is reloaded in compression. A similar statement holds in case the material
is initially damaged in compression and later on reloaded in tension. Figure 2.13
exemplifies this feature. Generally, for monotonic loading the stress redistributions
will not be that pronounced that load reversal occurs frequently, but for some cases
(e.g. [24]) it led to undesired effects.

2.4 Event-by-event strategy

In this section, we revisit the SLA solution procedure, also known as an event-by-
event strategy [61], originally proposed by Rots [57]. The flowchart in Figure 2.14
shows the steps involved in this procedure. Basically, the structural response of
the model is captured by a sequence of subsequent events. In the context of SLA
an event is to be understood as the initiation or propagation of damage at some
point in the model. In the current work, we limit ourselves to the following types
of events:

• Initiation or propagation of a crack due to tensile failure.

• Onset or progression of yielding of a reinforcement bar.

• Initiation or propagation of reinforcement bar debonding.
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Figure 2.14 Flowchart of the steps involved in the event-by-event strategy.

• Onset or progression of sliding along an interface.

However, we do not see any fundamental objections to include other types of
events as well, such as the initiation or propagation of material crushing.

The first step is to define one or more saw-tooth laws for the nonlinear material
behavior that needs to be included in the finite element analysis. The previous
section introduced the notion of a saw-tooth law. Chapters 3 and 4 elaborate on
how to establish these approximations.

The second step is to perform a linear analysis of the model. Since the load
will be multiplied with a suitable factor in step {4}, its magnitude is not important
at this stage, so a simple unit load suffices. However, in case of non-proportional
loading, the load that is not to be scaled should have its actual magnitude. This
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Since at each integration point of the
model a linear relation exists between deformation and stress, the resulting system
of equations can be solved in a standard manner. At the end of this step in each
integration point of the model, the deformations and corresponding stresses for
the given load are known.

The third step is to identify which event will occur in the current cycle j. This
is accomplished in two sub steps. First, for each integration point i a critical load
multiplier λ(j)crit;i is calculated based on the governing stress component σ(j)

gov;i and

the current material strength f (j)i :

λ
(j)
crit;i =

f
(j)
i

σ
(j)
gov;i

(2.35)
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Subsequently, the smallest value of all calculated load multipliers λ(j)crit;i is selected

as the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit at model level:

λ
(j)
crit = min

(
λ
(j)
crit;i

)
for all λ(j)crit;i > 0 (2.36)

The key idea here is that upon multiplication of the load with factor λ(j)crit the small-
est load that will lead to progressive damage is obtained.

Step {4} scales the applied load with the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit, resulting
in a critical stress state. That is, at one integration point the governing stress equals
the current material strength. By tacitly assuming that this indeed happens at only
one point, we name it the critical integration point, since there the damage will
progress. At all other integration points of the model the governing stresses do not
exceed the corresponding material strengths.

The fifth step determines whether or not the analysis should be continued. The
simplest approach (which has been used throughout this work) is to check whether
a given number of cycles has been executed. In that case, the number of cycles
equals the total number of events that will occur in the model. Nonetheless, we do
not see any objections that prevent us from using some other stop criterion. For
example, we could terminate the analysis as soon as a certain displacement at a
given degree of freedom is attained.

In case the analysis is continued (i.e. a next cycle is executed), a damage incre-
ment is applied to the critical integration point (Step {6}). That is, the stiffness and
strength properties at the critical integration point are instantaneously reduced ac-
cording to the provided saw-tooth law. Consequently, due to the damage progres-
sion a stress redistribution takes place in the next cycle which starts with a new
linear analysis. In this way, the structural response of the model is captured by a
chain of subsequent events.

Similar strategies In literature, several strategies to simulate nonlinear struc-
tural behavior have been proposed that are similar to the outlined SLA procedure.
Here we briefly revisit some of these approaches that have been developed re-
cently.

De Boer [7] proposed a technique called sequential static analysis that is also
based on a series of linear analyses. As is common in NLFEA, he applies the total
load in a number of load increments. After applying a load increment, he deter-
mines the stresses in the integration points assuming a linear relation with the cor-
responding strains. Next he checks for all integration points in the model whether
the calculated stresses exceed the corresponding (residual) tensile strengths. In
case this does not occur he proceeds with the next load increment. However, if
stresses exceeding the tensile strength are present, he returns them to the constitu-
tive law as shown in Figure 2.15. Subsequently, the new stress point is used to up-
date the secant stiffness and residual tensile strength. Contrary to what we assume
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Figure 2.15 Material degradation scheme adopted by sequential static analysis [7].

for SLA, with his approach it is possible that the secant stiffness is updated simulta-
neously at multiple integration points, depending on the size of the load increment
and the brittleness of the structure. Also note that the stiffness and strength reduc-
tions are not predefined, but they are calculated as the analysis progresses. After
reducing the material stiffness and strength, he performs another linear analysis
that maintains the applied load level. Once again, he checks for any stresses ex-
ceeding the tensile strength. The process of reducing the stiffness and strength
properties, running a linear analysis and checking the stresses is repeated until at
all integration points the stresses are acceptable from a material law point of view.
Only then, the load is incremented. The DIANA finite element package offers an
implementation of the outlined strategy named stiffness adaptation analysis [49].

Some researchers have combined a total approach, such as SLA, with an incre-
mental approach [28, 30]. They prefer to use the incremental approach through-
out the numerical analysis. Only when critical bifurcation points are found they
adopt the total approach. Assuming piecewise linear constitutive relations they
first compute a critical load factor such that the nearest point connecting two lines
is obtained. After this trial step they obtain the true load increment by multiplying
the trial load increment with the critical load multiplier. Also the material stiffness
is updated accordingly. If no admissible solution can be found in this way, they
switch to a total formulation using the secant stiffness to continue the analysis.
Here they adopt either the automatic method or the non-iterative energy based
method (NIEM). Once this step has been completed they revert to the incremental
approach.

Also the continuous, incremental-only tangential analysis (CITA) method, which
has been developed by Salam Al-Sabah and Laefer [62], uses piecewise linear con-
stitutive relations. It is similar to SLA in the sense that it employs an event-by-event
strategy. However, instead of completely unloading the structure upon the occur-
rence of an event and then reloading it again, they simply continue the analysis
to the next event. Since the method works in an incremental way only, they are
forced to use tangent stiffness matrices rather than secant stiffness matrices. The
next event is traced by scaling a unit load increment such that for some integration
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point the end of the current line in the constitutive relation is reached. For that
integration point the tangent stiffness matrix is updated according to the slope of
the next line in the constitutive relation. The primary advantage of CITA over SLA is
a significant reduction of the required computation time since it needs less analy-
sis steps. On the other hand, indefinite tangent stiffness matrices may arise due to
lines with negative slope in case of tension softening. Although such matrices may
result in numerical instabilities, they are accepted. It is assumed that the gradual
introduction of damage (i.e. a single event per step) provides sufficient analysis
control to avoid these problems. So far, no numerical instabilities have been en-
countered using CITA.

2.5 Limitations

This section lists three limitations of the original SLA concept that need to be ad-
dressed to make SLA available for a wider range of problems. In fact, the issues
presented here form the basis of the next three chapters.

1. No comprehensive concept to define stepwise secant material laws
In the literature several methods have been proposed to set up a stepwise se-
cant material law for a given constitutive relation. These methods will be re-
visited in detail in Section 3.1. The recommended method, the so-called band
width ripple concept, has a significantly improved performance with respect
to its predecessors. Nonetheless, under certain conditions that method may
deliver saw-tooth laws that are not objective with respect to fracture energy
and/or ultimate strain. Furthermore, to cope with snap-back at constitutive
level an adjusted formulation is required. Chapter 3 proposes two new meth-
ods to set up stepwise secant material laws that address these limitations.

2. No stepwise secant laws for Coulomb friction
In the literature the concept of a stepwise secant law had only been applied
to material behavior that can be adequately described by a relation between
one stress component and one deformation component, like simple crack
and bond–slip models. However, a proper description of Coulomb friction
requires taking into account multiple stress and deformation components.
Consequently, the existing methods to set up stepwise secant material laws
cannot be adopted to approximate this material behavior. Still many practical
applications require the incorporation of Coulomb friction, for example to
describe the behavior of joints in masonry. Chapter 4 presents two methods
to include Coulomb friction in an SLA simulation.

3. Non-proportional loading schemes are complex
So far in this thesis, the treatment of SLA assumed proportional loading which
means that all loads are to be scaled with some critical load multiplier. How-
ever, when a combination of constant loads (e.g. self-weight) and live loads
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need to be considered, the procedure to identify the critical integration point
and load multiplier becomes more complex since the constant loads should
not be scaled. This is particularly relevant for real-world structures, where
non-proportional loading may have a crucial impact on the response. Chap-
ter 5 examines non-proportional loading schemes for SLA in detail.

2.6 Summary

This chapter explained that convergence issues in NLFEA were an important reason
to start the development of SLA. In particular finite element models that are used
to simulate brittle failure are prone to these problems due to the strongly nonlinear
behavior of the materials involved. In engineering practice, the effect of cracking is
commonly taken into account by reducing the stiffness in areas that are expected to
crack. This pragmatic yet effective approach enables engineers to account for stress
redistributions using simple linear-elastic analysis. Together with lattice analysis,
it proved to be a valuable source of inspiration for the development of SLA.

The stepwise secant material law, also often referred to as saw-tooth law, is one
of the fundamentals of the SLA framework. Essentially, it approximates a nonlinear
constitutive relation by a finite number of secant branches, representing a stepwise
degradation of the material. As soon as the limiting stress of some secant branch
in a point of the model is attained, the mechanical properties of that point are
instantaneously reduced. These properties include the normal and shear stiffness
as well as Poisson’s ratio and the material strength. This concept may also be
perceived as a series of subsequent damage increments.

The nonlinear response of a structure may be traced by employing the stepwise
secant material law in an event-by-event strategy. Basically, the nonlinear behav-
ior is captured by a series of linear analyses. At the end of each linear analysis,
the next event (which is to be understood as the initiation or propagation of dam-
age) needs to be determined. That is, the critical load multiplier as well as the
corresponding critical integration point need to be identified based on a strength
criterion. Subsequently, the damage is incremented at the critical integration point
which triggers a stress redistribution in the next linear analysis.

The outlined non-iterative strategy is inherently stable and robust. Nonethe-
less, it also has a number of limitations which currently restrict the application
area. The next three chapters extensively examine the following items and pro-
pose extensions to deal with them:

1. There is no comprehensive concept to define a stepwise secant material law
available.

2. There is no stepwise secant law available for Coulomb friction.

3. Non-proportional loading schemes are complex.



Chapter 3 Stepwise secant material laws

The previous chapter revisited and discussed the basic concepts and limitations
of sequentially linear analysis (SLA). It explained that a fundamental assumption
of SLA is that nonlinear constitutive relations are approximated by stepwise secant
laws (in the literature often referred to as saw-tooth laws). Subsequently, a non-
iterative event-by-event strategy could be adopted to trace the structural response
of the nonlinear finite element model in a robust way.

This chapter demonstrates how stepwise secant material laws (which are essen-
tial for SLA) can be set up. Section 3.1 reviews and discusses three methods from the
literature. Although the recommended method, which is named the band width
ripple concept, generally delivers satisfactory saw-tooth laws, it can be shown that
it is not invariant with respect to fracture energy and ultimate strain. However,
this is a fundamental requirement in order to achieve numerical analysis results
that are insensitive to mesh and/or saw-tooth law refinements. Section 3.2 pro-
poses an improved band width ripple concept that addresses these shortcomings.
Another issue that needs attention is snap-back at constitutive level. This phe-
nomenon may occur for total strain crack models involving a combination of low
fracture energy and a relatively coarse mesh. Section 3.3 presents a special step-
wise secant formulation that covers this case.

The stepwise secant laws presented in this chapter apply to uni-axial stress–
strain or traction–relative displacement relations. For material laws formulated
in terms of multiple stress and strain/relative displacement components we will
adopt another approach. The next chapter elaborates on this topic for the case of
Coulomb friction.

3.1 Literature review and discussion

This section reviews and discusses three methods to set up stepwise secant ma-
terial laws. The first SLA studies [57] adopted either a constant stress decrements
method or a constant stiffness reductions method to set up saw-tooth laws. Later,
for these two methods several regularization techniques were introduced [58] to
make them fracture energy invariant. So far, the recommended way to set up saw-
tooth laws is to employ the band width ripple concept [59] which is supposed to
have an implicit regularization scheme.
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Figure 3.1 Unregularized saw-tooth law based on the constant stress decrements method with stress
decrement ∆σ.

3.1.1 Constant stress decrements method
As suggested by its name, a saw-tooth law set up according to this method is based
on points along the softening tail adopting a constant stress decrement ∆σ which
is determined through

∆σ =
ft
N

(3.1)

with ft the initial tensile strength and N the number of saw-teeth (or damage in-
crements). Figure 3.1a shows the resulting vertically equidistant points along the
softening tail. Note that for the special case of linear softening these points are
also horizontally spaced at equal distances. For each secant branch k the reduced
tensile strength ft,k and the corresponding total strain εk can then be computed
from

ft,k =

(
1− k

N

)
ft (3.2)

εk =

(
1− k

N

)
εp +

k

N
εu (3.3)

with εp the total strain corresponding to the peak stress ft and εu the ultimate
strain. Subsequently, the reduced normal stiffness Ek of secant branch k can be
computed from the reduced tensile strength ft,k and the strain εk through

Ek =
ft,k
εk

(3.4)

However, Rots and Invernizzi [58] stated that if no additional measures would
be taken, the fracture energy associated with the saw-tooth law becomes depen-
dent on the number of saw-teeth N . To determine the energy consumption asso-
ciated with the saw-tooth law straight vertical lines are assumed to connect the
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individual secant branches (drawn with dashed lines in Figure 3.1b). In fact, the
energy dissipation corresponding to the stepwise secant law (indicated with the
shaded area in Figure 3.1b) always underestimates the energy consumption GI

f/h
corresponding to the base material law. However, note that the error diminishes
upon increasing N .

Three ways to regularize the saw-tooth laws were suggested, i.e. to make them
fracture energy invariant:

1. Increase the initial tensile strength from ft to f∗t = c · ft with c > 1.

2. Increase the ultimate strain from εu to ε∗u = c · εu with c > 1.

3. Combine the previous two options.

For all options, the factor c has to be chosen such that the energy dissipation corre-
sponding to the saw-tooth law matches the one corresponding to the base law.

Figures 3.2 to 3.4 illustrate the three suggested regularization options. The first
one is depicted in Figure 3.2a. The black dots along the softening tail are iden-
tical to the ones shown in Figure 3.1a. The black dots along the dashed line are
the intersection points of the extended secant branches with the dashed line. The
filled area in Figure 3.2b represents the energy consumption associated with the
regularized saw-tooth law. A benchmark test on a notched beam showed that by
using the first option the numerical results were objective with respect to N . How-
ever, with this approach the peak load was consistently overestimated. Figure 3.3
exemplifies the second regularization option. The black dots along the softening
tail and the dashed line (Figure 3.3a) are found in the same way as explained for
the first option. The corresponding energy consumption is indicated by the filled
area in Figure 3.3b. Contrary to the first option, the benchmark test for the second
option revealed that the peak load was underestimated. Figure 3.4a demonstrates
the third regularization option. Note that factor c is used to increase ft as well as
εu. Also here, the black dots along the softening tail and dashed line are found in
the same way as explained for the first option. The benchmark test showed that
this option gives the best results in terms of peak load and post-peak behavior.
Moreover, a closed-form expression could be obtained for factor c

c =

√√√√ GI
f/h∑N−1

k=0
1
2εkft,k

(
1− Ek+1

Ek

) (3.5)

In general, we have noticed that the use of a constant stress decrement leads to
a strong stiffness reduction upon crack initiation. This effect is even more pro-
nounced when the ultimate crack strain εu is much larger than the total strain
at peak stress εp, which occurs frequently when realistic material parameters are
used.
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Figure 3.2 Regularized constant stress decrements method through an increased tensile strength f∗t .
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Figure 3.3 Regularized constant stress decrements method through an increased ultimate strain ε∗u.
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Figure 3.4 Regularized constant stress decrements method through an increased tensile strength f∗t
and an increased ultimate strain ε∗u.
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Figure 3.5 Unregularized saw-tooth law based on the constant stiffness reductions method with re-
duction factor a (here a = 2).

3.1.2 Constant stiffness reductions method

This method for setting up a stepwise secant material law is based on a subse-
quent reduction of the stiffness by a constant factor a. That is, the reduced Young’s
modulusEk+1 corresponding to secant branch k+1 is calculated from the reduced
Young’s modulus Ek corresponding to secant branch k through the geometric se-
quence

Ek+1 =
Ek
a

with a > 1 (3.6)

Note that the reduced stiffness approaches zero asymptotically. Rots and Inv-
ernizzi [58] suggested to retain a small dummy stiffness after N saw-teeth to re-
semble complete failure. Figure 3.5a shows an example saw-tooth law that was set
up with the constant stiffness reductions model using a = 2.

As for the constant stress decrements method, if no additional measures are
taken the energy consumption of the resulting material law becomes dependent
on the number of saw-teeth N . Also here, the energy consumption is always un-
derestimated, regardless the values of a and N , as shown by Figure 3.5b. The
earlier introduced three regularization options are also applicable to the constant
stiffness reductions method. The option that multiplies the tensile strength ft as
well as the ultimate strain εu with a factor c again results in a closed-form solution
for factor c

c =

√
GI

f/h∑N−1
k=0

1
2 (ft,k)

2
/Ekbk

(3.7)

with

bk =

{ (
1− 1

a

)
if 0 ≤ k < N

1 if k = N
(3.8)

Figure 3.6 demonstrates the regularized constant stiffness reductions method.
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Figure 3.6 Regularized constant stiffness reductions method through an increased tensile strength f∗t
and an increased ultimate strain ε∗u.

Compared to the constant stress decrements method, the constant stiffness re-
ductions method generally has a less strong stiffness reduction upon crack initia-
tion depending on the value of a. On the other hand, as can be seen in the figures
of this section, the latter method produces many secant branches that tend to have
a low stiffness compared to the initial value.

3.1.3 Band width ripple concept
Rots et al. [59] proposed a concept for setting up stepwise secant material laws
using a band centered at the base material law as illustrated in Figure 3.7. Two
imaginary curves (drawn with dashed lines in the figure) constitute the band. They
are the result of shifting the base softening tail over a predefined distance pft in
upward and downward direction. Hence, at any point along the base softening
tail the band has a width of 2pft.

The stepwise secant material law is now set up as follows. Starting from secant
branch k, with reduced stiffness Ek, the intersection with the uplifted curve is
determined first. The corresponding stress limit and total strain are denoted by f+t,k
and εk, respectively. Subsequently, the reduced stiffness Ek+1 of the next secant
branch k + 1 is determined by lowering the stress limit to f−t,k while maintaining
the total strain εk

Ek+1 =
f−t,k
εk

(3.9)

with
f−t,k = f+t,k − 2pft (3.10)

This process is repeated until the stress limit f+t,k becomes smaller than 2pft as
that would result in a negative lowered stress limit f−t,k and thus a negative stiff-
ness Ek+1. Note that the calculation of εk might not be straightforward, since an
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Figure 3.7 The band width ripple concept is based on a band with a fixed width of 2pft centered at
the base material law.

explicit formulation for the softening tail may not exist as explained in Section 2.1.
The next section will explain how we deal with this problem by using an iterative
procedure.

The use of a band centered at the base material law was meant to give frac-
ture energy invariant saw-tooth laws. Rots et al. [59] motivated this statement
by considering the triangular areas above and below the base material law. The
hatched triangles in Figure 3.8a indicate two of these areas. The left one represents
an underestimation of the energy dissipation whereas the right one indicates an
overestimation. Through a geometrical argument it can be shown that for linear
tension softening these two triangles are equal in size, which means that the over-
estimation cancels out the underestimation. Since the triangles appear in pairs,
it was suggested that in this way fracture energy invariant saw-tooth laws could
be obtained, regardless the exact value of the band width 2pft. However, a care-
ful consideration reveals that this motivation generally does not hold. First of all,
the number of triangles located above the base material law exceeds the number
of triangles below the base curve by one. Furthermore, the rightmost area that
represents an overestimation needs not necessarily be a triangle. For example, in
Figure 3.8a this area is quadrilateral in shape. In addition, for nonlinear base ma-
terial laws, the areas that represent the underestimations and overestimations are
not similar in shape, since one of their sides is curved as shown in Figure 3.8b.
Consequently, their areas are not by definition equal in size. Although the error
in energy dissipation may be sufficiently small to be acceptable, this cannot be
guaranteed without explicitly examining the resulting saw-tooth laws. Therefore,
Section 3.2 proposes several improvements to the band width ripple concept to
make it fracture energy invariant.

Rots et al. [59] demonstrated that the band width ripple concept can be used to
model crushing of concrete or yielding of reinforcement bars as well.
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Figure 3.8 The energy dissipation corresponding to the band width ripple concept is not invariant
with respect to the band width 2pft.

3.2 Improved band width ripple concept

The present section proposes an improved version of the band width ripple con-
cept to ensure invariance of the fracture energy with respect to the number of saw-
teeth. The improvement is based on the idea that the vertical shifts of the base ma-
terial law that define the band, need not necessarily be equal. Figure 3.9 shows that
we assume the upper imaginary curve to be shifted over a distance p1ft whereas
the lower imaginary curve is shifted over a distance p2ft. Moreover, we determine
the band width parameters p1 and p2 iteratively, given the number of saw-teeth N
and the following two requirements:

1. The area enclosed by the saw-tooth law (which represents the amount of
dissipated energy) should be equal to the area enclosed by the base material
law.

2. The ultimate strain of the saw-tooth law should be equal to the ultimate
strain of the base material law.

Note that the proposed improved concept requires the number of saw-teeth as
input and computes the corresponding ripple band width, whereas for the original
concept it is the other way around.

Figure 3.10 shows a flowchart of the steps involved in the improved band width
ripple concept. It uses a Newton-Raphson procedure to solve for the band width
parameters p1 and p2. To improve the robustness of the iterative procedure, Slobbe
[70] proposed an alternative approach using a Simplex algorithm.

Step {1} is to make a first estimation of the band width parameters p1 and p2,
taking into account the desired number of saw-teeth N . Subsequently, Steps {2}
and {3} set up a stepwise secant material law consisting of N saw-teeth by using
the estimated band in a similar way as the original band width ripple concept.
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Figure 3.9 The improved band width ripple concept applied to a linear tension softening law.

One issue that complicates the procedure of setting up the saw-tooth law is how
to determine the total strain εk at the end of secant branch k. The reason is that no
explicit analytical description of the softening tail may exist. The way we solved
this issue will be presented later in this section. Step {4} determines the energy
dissipation (GI

f/h)
∗ and the ultimate strain ε∗u corresponding to the saw-tooth law.

The former equals the area enclosed by the diagram and can be written as(
GI

f

h

)∗

= 1
2εNp1ft +

N−1∑
k=1

1
2εk(p1 + p2)ft (3.11)

whereas the latter reads
ε∗u = εN (3.12)

Step {5} checks whether the obtained saw-tooth approximation meets the follow-
ing requirements

1− GI
f/h

∗

GI
f/h

< εtol (3.13)(
1− ε∗u

εu

)2

+

(
σ∗
u

ft

)2

< εtol (3.14)

with σ∗
u the ultimate stress at the end of the saw-tooth law and εtol a given tolerance

(for the results presented in this work we adopted εtol = 1.0× 10−10). If these
conditions hold simultaneously, we accept the saw-tooth law. Otherwise, Step {6}
updates the estimation of the band width parameters p1 and p2 and subsequently
a new saw-tooth law is set up.

One issue that needs to be addressed is how to find the intersection of secant
branch k with the imaginary upper curve. Note that this problem originates from
the fact that no explicit analytical expression may exist for the softening tail in
terms of total strain (see also Section 2.1). Consequently, the issue also applies to
the original band width ripple concept. Figure 3.11 shows a flowchart with the
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Figure 3.10 Flowchart of the steps involved in the improved band width ripple concept.
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steps that we follow to determine εk. In Step {2a} we need to estimate the crack
strain contribution εcrk to the total strain εk. Subsequently, Step {2b} calculates
the stress σk that is transferred across the crack from the tension softening rela-
tion using the estimated value of εcrk . Also the raised stress limit f+t,k needs to be
calculated

f+t,k = σk + p1ft (3.15)

Step {2c} determines the elastic strain component εelk through Equation (2.24) and
the total strain εk according to Equation (2.23). Next, Step {2d} calculates the
raised stress limit f+

t,k
based on the secant formulation

f+
t,k

= Ekεk (3.16)

Step {2e} compares the raised stress limits f+t,k and f+
t,k

. The total strain εk is ac-
cepted in case the difference between these raised stress limits is sufficiently small.
If not, Step {2f} updates the estimated crack strain and subsequently the outlined
procedure is repeated. Once εk is known, the reduced stiffness of the next secant
branch k + 1 can be calculated from

Ek+1 =
f+t,k −∆σk

εk
(3.17)

with

∆σk =

{
(p1 + p2)ft if 0 ≤ k < N

p1ft if k = N
(3.18)

Although the improved band width ripple concept was explained assuming a
smeared crack model, it is equally well suited for a discrete crack model. In that
case, we need to keep in mind that the initial stiffness kn is given a high dummy
value (see Section 2.1) and that consequently a relatively large number of saw-teeth
may be required to set up a proper saw-tooth law.

Often the computed values of p1 and p2 are close. Most case studies and exam-
ples presented in Chapters 6 and 7 use the improved band width ripple concept to
set up saw-tooth approximations. There we will show some resulting values of p1
and p2.

3.3 Snap-back at constitutive level

As mentioned in Section 2.1, for total strain based crack models a snap-back may
occur at constitutive level in case of relatively large elements and/or materials with
extremely brittle properties. Since classical incremental-iterative schemes cannot
cope with these special constitutive relations, a workaround is required to rem-
edy the issue. Possible workarounds include adopting a finer mesh (which re-
duces the crack band width h), lowering the tensile strength ft and/or increasing
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Figure 3.11 Flowchart of the steps involved in determining a secant branch using the (improved)
band width ripple concept.
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Figure 3.12 Linear snap-back at constitutive level.

the fracture energy GI
f . In contrast, the SLA scheme can cope with a snap-back at

constitutive level, since a saw-tooth law may be regarded as a collection of con-
secutive secant branches. The challenge here is to provide an adequate stepwise
secant material law, as the previously presented methods implicitly assume that
the softening modulus is negative.

Invernizzi, Trovato, Hendriks, and Van de Graaf [39] introduced an alterna-
tive band width ripple concept that is targeted at total strain based formulations
exhibiting a linear snap-back (see Figure 3.12a). These constitutive relations are
characterized by a total strain εp at peak stress ft which is greater than the ulti-
mate strain εu. For linear tension softening this can be expressed as

εu =
2GI

f

hft
< εp =

ft
E0

(3.19)

Consequently, the softening modulusD is positive and it can be calculated through

D =
ft

εp − εu
(3.20)

Figure 3.12a illustrates the characterizing material parameters.
One of the issues we had to face was how to define the path that connects

two consecutive secant branches. This is important as it is used to determine the
energy dissipation corresponding to the saw-tooth law. The commonly adopted
assumption of a straight vertical path could not be employed here since for each
secant branch k the corresponding limit strain εk is smaller than the previous one
εk−1 due to the snap-back. Therefore, we introduced the kinked path shown in
Figure 3.12b.

In essence, the suggested approach is along the lines of the improved band
width ripple concept as stipulated in Section 3.2. However, the outlined approach
replaces the two band width parameters p1 and p2 by a single parameter p. At
the end of this section, we will explain why this simplification works for the case
of linear tension softening. Another difference with the previously outlined band
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width ripple concept is that for the elastic branch, no stress overshoot is applied,
so

f+t,0 = ft (3.21)

The corresponding lowered stress limit f−t,0 is calculated from

f−t,0 = (1− p)ft (3.22)

Subsequently, the reduced stiffness E1 of the first secant branch is determined
through

E1 =
f−t,0
εp

(3.23)

Also for the next secant branches explicit analytical expressions exist to define
them. Starting from secant branch k with reduced stiffness Ek the corresponding
ultimate strain εk is defined by

εk =
Dεu − pft
D − Ek

(3.24)

The corresponding raised stress limit f+t,k can be calculated from

f+t,k = Ekεk (3.25)

Subsequently, the reduced stiffness Ek+1 of the next secant branch k + 1 is known
by subtracting a stress decrement ∆σk from the raised stress limit f+t,k while retain-
ing the total strain εk

Ek+1 =
f+t,k −∆σk

εk
(3.26)

with

∆σk =

{
2pft if 1 ≤ k < N
pft if k = N

(3.27)

As for the improved band width ripple concept, also here the band width param-
eter p needs to be determined iteratively given the number of saw-teeth N (see the
flowchart in Figure 3.10).

For the special case of a linear snap-back, from the viewpoint of fracture energy
invariance it is sufficient to adopt a single band width parameter p. The reason is
that the triangular areas corresponding to an overestimation and underestimation
of the energy dissipation are similar in shape and size. Hence, they cancel out
in pairs. Note also that, contrary to the original band width ripple concept, the
number of triangular areas above and below the material base law are equal.

We expect that it is not straightforward to extend the presented concept to-
wards more general nonlinear snap-backs. In particular, if the strain along the
snap-back does not monotonously decrease new issues are introduced. For exam-
ple, contrary to what we have seen so far, at some point the shifted curves that
define the band will intersect the material base law. Furthermore, it is not obvious
how to define the path that connects two consecutive secant branches.
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3.4 Conclusions

The objective of this chapter was to present a number of methods that can be
used to approximate a nonlinear stress–strain relation by a stepwise secant ma-
terial model. These nonlinear stress–strain laws include strain-softening relations
for modeling the behavior of unreinforced concrete, masonry and glass, uniaxial
elasto-plastic relations for modeling the behavior of reinforcement bars and bond-
slip relations.

First, we discussed three methods from literature: the constant stress decre-
ments method, the constant stiffness reductions method and the band width ripple
concept. We explained in which ways the first two methods could be regularized
in order to obtain mesh size objective results. And although the band width ripple
concept was supposed to not need any regularization procedure, we have shown
that the obtained fracture energy dissipation is not invariant with respect to the
given ripple band width.

To make the band width ripple concept invariant with respect to the dissipated
fracture energy, we have proposed an improved version. The starting point is that
the number of saw-teeth is given, not the ripple band width. We determine the
ripple band width iteratively by assuming the following two constraints:

1. The obtained energy dissipation should be equal to the energy dissipation of
the base material law.

2. The obtained ultimate crack strain or crack width should be equal to the one
of the base material law.

As a result, the ripple band width is no longer centered at the softening tail.
To cope with snap-backs at constitutive level, we have developed an alternative

band width ripple concept. Such a peculiar constitutive relation is of particular in-
terest for total strain based crack models in case of relatively large elements and/or
materials with extremely brittle properties.
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Chapter 4 Stepwise secant Coulomb friction
laws

The previous chapter elaborated on methods to set up stepwise secant material
laws. Those methods were targeted at material behavior that can be adequately
described in terms of a single stress component that only depends on one defor-
mation component. Although this covers a substantial number of material mod-
els, including discrete and smeared crack models, bond–slip models and elasto-
plastic models, constitutive relations that involve multiple stress and/or deforma-
tion components require a more sophisticated approach. For example, structural
masonry analysis frequently employs the Coulomb friction law which formulates
shear failure in terms of normal and shear stress.

This chapter explains how we include Coulomb friction laws in our sequentially
linear analysis (SLA) based simulations. First, Section 4.1 stipulates how to deter-
mine the critical load multiplier based on the Coulomb failure criterion assuming
proportional loading. The next two sections elaborate on how to account for the
arising damage in a stepwise fashion. Section 4.2 proposes an uncoupled formula-
tion, ignoring dilatancy effects, which takes into account cohesion softening. Sec-
tion 4.3 introduces a more complex coupled formulation based on plasticity theory
which accounts for dilatancy effects. Contrary to the uncoupled formulation, we
exclude cohesion softening in the coupled formulation. Finally, Section 4.4 com-
bines the Coulomb friction formulation of Section 4.2 with a tension cut-off, thus
taking shear failure as well as tensile failure into account.

4.1 Critical load multiplier

Since the Coulomb friction criterion defines shear failure in terms of normal and
shear traction, the calculation of the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit;i at integration
point i for cycle j can be expressed as follows. Assuming proportional loading,
for each integration point i the traction vector t

(j)
i should be scaled to the failure

contour by multiplying it with a proper value of λ(j)crit,i as shown in Figure 4.1a. Dis-

regarding cohesion softening, the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit,i can be determined
directly from

λ
(j)
crit,i =

c

t
(j)
n,i tanφ+ |t(j)t,i |

(4.1)
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Figure 4.1 In general, for a Coulomb friction law the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit,i is determined by
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with c the cohesion and tanφ the friction coefficient. However, Figure 4.1b shows
that such scaling is not always possible. To be more specific, if the following con-
ditions are met, no critical load multiplier can be determined

|t(j)t,i |

t
(j)
n,i

≤ tanφ and t
(j)
n,i < 0 (4.2)

That is, if the above condition is fulfilled, the integration point under consideration
will not become critical, regardless the value of λ(j)crit,i. The same holds in case the
traction vector is equal to the zero vector.

In case of cohesion softening (e.g. as per Equation (2.31)) we will follow an al-
ternative approach to calculate the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit,i. Here we assume
the mobilized cohesion c — which is a function of the plasticity parameter κ — to
be dependent on λ

(j)
crit,i. Then the critical load multiplier can no longer be deter-

mined directly. We have solved this issue by adopting a local Newton-Raphson
scheme.

Recall that Equation (4.1) is valid for proportional loading only. In case of non-
proportional loading, the expression tends to get more complex, particularly when
also cohesion softening needs to be considered.

4.2 An uncoupled formulation

The previous section explained how the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit;i at each inte-
gration point i could be determined for the Coulomb friction law assuming pro-
portional loading. In the present section we introduce an uncoupled secant formu-
lation for the Coulomb friction law that reduces the shear stiffness stepwise. Since
no coupling terms are present in the adopted constitutive matrix, dilatancy is not
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taken into account, i.e. ψ = 0. As stated in CUR report 171 [14], this assumption
gives good results for masonry structures, which will be confirmed by analysis
results presented in Section 7.1.

For the time being, we assume that the normal traction tn which is transferred
across the sliding plane is in compression. Effectively, that means the normal stiff-
ness kn does not have to be updated, since the interface will not open up. However,
Section 4.4 will show how to combine this uncoupled formulation with a tension
cut-off criterion to allow for discrete cracking as well which is important in case of
structural masonry analysis.

For the critical integration point, the updated secant stiffness matrix looks as
follows

D(j+1)
sec =

[
kn,0 0

0 k
(j+1)
t

]
(4.3)

with kn,0 and k
(j+1)
t the initial normal and updated shear stiffness components,

respectively. Contrary to the saw-tooth laws discussed in Chapter 3, the stepwise
secant Coulomb friction law is not set up in advance. Instead, each shear stiffness
reduction is computed at analysis time and it is based on the critical shear traction
t
(j)
t,crit and the critical relative shear displacement u(j)t,crit of the last cycle j. That

is, for the critical integration point the updated shear stiffness k(j+1)
t is computed

from

k
(j+1)
t =

t
(j)
t,crit

u
(j)
t,crit +∆u

(j)
t

with ∆u
(j)
t = atu

(j)
t,crit (4.4)

where ∆u
(j)
t denotes a specified relative displacement increment which we have

chosen as a factor at times u(j)t,crit. Section 7.1 suggests an appropriate value for at.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the proposed shear stiffness reduction strategy. The up-
dated shear stiffness can thus be interpreted as the secant stiffness which belongs
to a specified increased shear displacement (1 + at)u

(j)
t,crit and a specified constant

normal displacement u(j)n .
The introduction of a specified relative displacement increment is just an alter-

native view on the definition of saw-tooth laws. Figure 4.3 demonstrates this for a
uni-axial tension softening relation from Chapter 3. Basically, starting from secant
branch k, the next one can be defined by considering a specified strain increment
∆εk and the corresponding stress decrement ∆σk

Ek+1 =
σk+1

εk+1
=
σk +∆σk
εk +∆εk

(4.5)

where the stress decrement ∆σk is determined through the tangent stiffness (here
the softening modulus D). Note that we underline specified quantities. Also note
that the updated secant stiffness is exact only for a specified strain increment of
∆εk. In all other cases, we assume it gives a reasonable approximation.
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Figure 4.2 For the uncoupled formulation, the reduced shear stiffness k(j+1)
t is computed from the
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Figure 4.3 Alternative way to define a saw-tooth law for a uniaxial tension softening relation through
a specified strain increment ∆εk and the corresponding stress decrement ∆σk .
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Another difference with the earlier discussed saw-tooth laws is that the strength
properties (here the mobilized cohesion c and the friction angle φ) are not reduced
stepwise like the shear stiffness. Instead, the mobilized cohesion is computed
while the analysis progresses, whereas the friction angle is assumed constant.

4.3 A coupled formulation

The previous section presented an uncoupled formulation of the reduced secant
stiffness matrix D

(j+1)
sec . The relatively simple formulation generally makes it the

preferred approach for cases where dilatancy is less relevant. However, especially
for cases where the coupling terms are relevant (i.e. dilatancy) the proposed for-
mulation is inadequate. Therefore, this section introduces a coupled formulation
of D(j+1)

sec for a two-dimensional model which is derived from the tangent stiffness
matrix D

(j)
tan and a set of specified relative displacement increments.

Adopting the view on saw-tooth laws as outlined in the previous section we
can define a secant stiffness matrix for the Coulomb friction law with the advan-
tage that coupling terms can be taken into account. Since D(j+1)

sec has four unknown
components, we need four equations to solve for them. Starting from two speci-
fied relative displacement increment vectors ∆u

(j)
I and ∆u

(j)
II the corresponding

traction increment vectors ∆t
(j)
I and ∆t

(j)
II can be calculated through

∆t
(j)
I = D

(j)
tan∆u

(j)
I (4.6a)

∆t
(j)
II = D

(j)
tan∆u

(j)
II (4.6b)

with D
(j)
tan the tangent stiffness matrix from Equation (2.33) which is repeated here

for convenience

D
(j)
tan =

1

kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0

 kn,0kt,0 −kn,0kt,0 tanψ
t
(j)
t,crit

|t(j)t,crit|

−kn,0kt,0 tanφ
t
(j)
t,crit

|t(j)t,crit|
kn,0kt,0 tanφ tanψ


(4.7)

Here kn,0 and kt,0 denote the initial normal and shear stiffness, respectively, tanφ
is the friction coefficient and tanψ denotes the dilatancy coefficient. Subsequently,
we determine the total relative displacement vectors for step j + 1

u
(j+1)
I = u

(j)
crit +∆u

(j)
I (4.8a)

u
(j+1)
II = u

(j)
crit +∆u

(j)
II (4.8b)

with u
(j)
crit the scaled total relative displacement vector at the end of step j. In a

similar way we can determine the traction vectors in step j + 1

t
(j+1)
I = t

(j)
crit +∆t

(j)
I (4.9a)

t
(j+1)
II = t

(j)
crit +∆t

(j)
II (4.9b)
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with t
(j)
crit the scaled traction vector at the end of step j. Finally, we should relate the

total traction vectors of step j + 1 to the corresponding total relative displacement
vectors through the secant stiffness matrix D

(j)
sec

t
(j+1)
I = D(j+1)

sec u
(j+1)
I (4.10a)

t
(j+1)
II = D(j+1)

sec u
(j+1)
II (4.10b)

Note that the obtained secant stiffness matrix D(j+1)
sec yields exact results for ∆u

(j)
I

and ∆u
(j)
II only. For any other relative displacement increment vector we assume

that the obtained matrix is a reasonable approximation.
We propose that the considered sets of specified relative displacement incre-

ment vectors ∆u
(j)
I and ∆u

(j)
II depend on the actual stress situation after scaling.

We distinguish the following three cases:

1. A positive shear traction t(j)t,crit.

2. A negative shear traction t(j)t,crit.

3. Zero shear traction t(j)t,crit.

These will be elaborated in the remainder of this section.

Positive shear traction In case the scaled shear stress t(j)t,crit is positive, it was
scaled to the indicated yield line in Figure 4.4a. We consider the following vectors
of specified relative displacement increments

∆u
(j)
I =

[
an
0

]
with an > 0 (4.11)

and

∆u
(j)
II =

[
0
at

]
with at > 0 (4.12)

Thus we respectively consider a displacement increment in the “opening” direc-
tion without shear displacement, and a displacement increment in pure shear which
increases the shear that is already there. The two specified displacement incre-
ments thus address the main causes for the Coulomb friction law to become plas-
tic.

Next, we substitute these vectors into the set of equations (4.6) to obtain the
traction increment vectors ∆t

(j)
I and ∆t

(j)
II . Subsequently, we determine the total

traction vectors t(j)I and t
(j)
II through the set of equations (4.9) and the total relative

displacement vectors u
(j)
I and u

(j)
II through the set of equations (4.8). Then by
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substituting the resulting total vectors into the set of equations (4.10), we obtain
the following system of equations


t
(j)
n,crit +

kn,0kt,0an
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
t,crit −

kn,0kt,0 tanφan
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
n,crit −

kn,0kt,0 tanψat
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
t,crit +

kn,0kt,0 tanφ tanψat
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0



=


u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit 0 0

0 0 u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit

u
(j)
n,crit u

(j)
t,crit + at 0 0

0 0 u
(j)
n,crit u

(j)
t,crit + at



D

(j+1)
11,sec

D
(j+1)
12,sec

D
(j+1)
21,sec

D
(j+1)
22,sec

 (4.13)

The solution reads

D
(j+1)
11,sec =

kn,0at tanψ(t
(j)
n,crit tanφ+ u

(j)
t,critkt,0) + kn,0kt,0an(u

(j)
t,crit + at) + t

(j)
n,critatkt,0

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat + u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.14a)

D
(j+1)
12,sec =

−kn,0kt,0 tanψat(u
(j)
n,crit + an) + kn,0an(t

(j)
n,crit tanφ tanψ − kt,0u

(j)
n,crit) + ant

(j)
n,critkt,0

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat + u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.14b)

D
(j+1)
21,sec =

−kn,0kt,0 tanφan(ut,crit(j) + at) + kn,0 tanφ tanψat(t
(j)
t,crit − kt,0u

(j)
t,crit) + att

(j)
t,critkt,0

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat + u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.14c)

D
(j+1)
22,sec =

kn,0 tanφ tanψ(t
(j)
t,critan + atkt,0(u

(j)
n,crit + at)) + kt,0an(kn,0 tanφu

(j)
n,crit + t

(j)
t,crit)

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat + u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.14d)

Recall that the above solution of D(j+1)
sec is exact if and only if the specified relative

displacement increment vector ∆u(j) equals either (an, 0) or (0, at).

Negative shear traction In case the scaled shear traction t(j)t,crit is negative, it was
scaled to the indicated yield line in Figure 4.4b. Now we consider the following
specified relative displacement increment vectors

∆u
(j)
I =

[
an
0

]
with an > 0 (4.15)

and

∆u
(j)
II =

[
0

−at

]
with at > 0 (4.16)

Similar to the case of positive shear traction, the second specified displacement
increment increases the shear displacement in absolute sense. We can obtain a
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Figure 4.4 We considered three cases for the derivation of the secant stiffness matrix D
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sec .

system of linear equations for the unknown components of D
(j+1)
sec in a similar

way as described before:


t
(j)
n,crit +

kn,0kt,0an
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
t,crit +

kn,0kt,0 tanφan
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
n,crit −

kn,0kt,0 tanψat
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
t,crit −

kn,0kt,0 tanφ tanψat
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0



=


u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit 0 0

0 0 u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit

u
(j)
n,crit u

(j)
t,crit − at 0 0

0 0 u
(j)
n,crit u

(j)
t,crit − at



D

(j+1)
11,sec

D
(j+1)
12,sec

D
(j+1)
21,sec

D
(j+1)
22,sec

 (4.17)
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The secant stiffness matrix that satisfies the above equations has the following com-
ponents

D
(j+1)
11,sec =

kn,0at tanψ(t
(j)
n,crit tanφ− u

(j)
t,critkt,0)− kn,0kt,0an(u

(j)
t,crit − at) + t

(j)
n,critatkt,0

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat − u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.18a)

D
(j+1)
12,sec =

kn,0kt,0 tanψat(u
(j)
n,crit + an)− kn,0an(t

(j)
n,crit tanφ tanψ − kt,0u

(j)
n,crit)− ant

(j)
n,critkt,0

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat − u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.18b)

D
(j+1)
21,sec =

−kn,0kt,0 tanφan(u
(j)
t,crit − at) + kn,0 tanφ tanψat(t

(j)
t,crit − kt,0u

(j)
t,crit) + att

(j)
t,critkt,0

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat − u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.18c)

D
(j+1)
22,sec =

kn,0 tanφ tanψ(−t(j)t,critan + atkt,0(u
(j)
n,crit + an)) + kt,0an(kn,0 tanφu

(j)
n,crit − t

(j)
t,crit)

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,critat − u

(j)
t,critan + anat)

(4.18d)

Zero shear traction In case the scaled shear traction t
(j)
t,crit equals zero, it was

scaled to the apex as shown in Figure 4.4c. For that special case, we consider the
following specified relative displacement increment vectors

∆u
(j)
I =

[
an
at

]
with an, at > 0 (4.19)

and

∆u
(j)
II =

[
an
−at

]
with an, at > 0 (4.20)

We follow the same approach as outlined before to set up a system of linear
equations for the components of D(j+1)

sec


t
(j)
n,crit +

kn,0kt,0(an−at tanψ)
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
t,crit +

kn,0kt,0 tanφ(at tanψ−an)
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
n,crit +

kn,0kt,0(an−at tanψ)
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0

t
(j)
t,crit +

kn,0kt,0 tanφ(an−at tanψ)
kn,0 tanφ tanψ+kt,0



=


u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit + at 0 0

0 0 u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit + at

u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit − at 0 0

0 0 u
(j)
n,crit + an u

(j)
t,crit − at



D

(j+1)
11,sec

D
(j+1)
12,sec

D
(j+1)
21,sec

D
(j+1)
22,sec

 (4.21)
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Figure 4.5 Tension–shear failure criterion for interface elements which consists of a tension cut-off
and a Coulomb failure contour.

which has the following solution

D
(j+1)
11,sec =

kn,0kt,0(an − at tanψ) + t
(j)
n,crit(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)

(u
(j)
n,crit + an)(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)

(4.22a)

D
(j+1)
12,sec = 0 (4.22b)

D
(j+1)
21,sec =

kn,0kt,0u
(j)
t,crit tanφ(an − at tanψ) + t

(j)
t,critat(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,crit + an)at

(4.22c)

D
(j+1)
22,sec = −kn,0kt,0 tanφ(an − at tanψ)

at(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)
(4.22d)

We have found that for this particular case, the ratio between an and at is im-
portant. Appendix A shows that when an/at > tanψ the relative normal displace-
ment un tends to grow towards a certain limit. Therefore, we advise to choose an
and at such that an/at ≤ tanψ.

4.4 Tension–shear failure criterion

This section extends the Coulomb friction model with a tension cut-off criterion
resulting in a tension–shear failure criterion. Such a model is useful in, for exam-
ple, structural masonry analysis, where joints may be subjected to a combination
of shear and tension. Figure 4.5 shows the joined contour of the model. The for-
mulation of the tension cut-off follows the one of the discrete crack model (see
Subsection 2.1.1). For the Coulomb friction part of the model, we assume the un-
coupled formulation of Section 4.2.

To determine the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit,i of integration point i at step j

we start by determining the individual load multipliers λ(j)t,i and λ(j)C,i of the tension
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cut-off and Coulomb friction criterion, respectively. For the tension cut-off crite-
rion, we only need to calculate the corresponding load multiplier λ(j)t,i if the normal

traction t(j)n,i is positive. In that case, we calculate it as follows

λ
(j)
t,i =

f
(j)
t,i

t
(j)
n,i

assuming t(j)n,i > 0 (4.23)

Like for the discrete crack model we only take the normal traction t(j)n,i into account

thus disregarding the effect of the shear traction t(j)t,i on crack initiation and propa-
gation. For the Coulomb friction criterion we calculate the critical load multiplier
λ
(j)
C,i as stipulated in Section 4.1.

Once we have determined λ(j)t,i and λ(j)C,i, the selection of the actual critical load

multiplier λ(j)crit,i depends on the situation. If neither load multiplier yields a finite

value then also λ
(j)
crit,i has no finite value and consequently the integration point

under consideration cannot become critical. When only one of the two load multi-
pliers yields a finite value, it automatically becomes the critical load multiplier. If
both load multipliers are finite we select the minimum value as the critical one.

How to update the secant constitutive matrix D
(j+1)
sec depends on the governing

failure criterion of the critical integration point. If the tension cut-off criterion was
found to yield the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit then the normal stiffness k(j+1)

n as
well as the shear stiffness k(j+1)

t of the critical integration point are updated. The
normal stiffness is reduced according to the applicable saw-tooth law whereas the
shear stiffness is reduced at the same rate as the normal stiffness, i.e.

k
(j+1)
t = kt,0

k
(j+1)
n

kn,0
(4.24)

The exception to this rule is when the current shear stiffness k(j)t is already smaller
than the updated shear stiffness k(j+1)

t of Equation (4.24). In that case, the shear
stiffness is not updated. When the Coulomb friction criterion was found govern-
ing, the shear stiffness kt is updated according to Equation (4.4), whereas the nor-
mal stiffness is not updated.

4.5 Conclusions

This chapter described how the Coulomb friction model can be incorporated in an
SLA-based simulation. We have addressed the following issues:

1. How to find the critical load multiplier of the current cycle assuming propor-
tional loading?
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2. How to update the secant stiffness matrix of the critical integration point?

To determine the critical load multiplier of the current cycle at some integration
point, we scale the traction vector resulting from the unit loads to the Coulomb
failure contour. We achieved this by following a set of rules which identify positive
load multipliers only, if any, in a direct way. An iterative procedure is adopted
when cohesion softening is included in the formulation since in that case the failure
contour is shifted depending on the amount of plastic shear deformation.

To update the constitutive matrix of the critical integration point we proposed
two different stepwise secant approximations of the material model. Contrary to
the saw-tooth laws discussed in Chapter 3, the stepwise secant Coulomb friction
law is not set up in advance but while the analysis progresses. The first approxima-
tion is a relatively simple non-dilatant model which only updates the secant shear
stiffness upon progressive shearing using a specified relative shear displacement
increment. We assume this increment to be a given fraction of the scaled relative
shear displacement. The second approximation updates all components of the se-
cant stiffness matrix which is determined from the tangential stiffness matrix and
a given set of specified relative displacement increments. We assume these incre-
ments to be constant throughout the analysis. Besides a rigorous basis, the second
approximation offers the possibility to include dilatancy.

Finally, we proposed a tension–shear failure criterion that consists of a ten-
sion cut-off and a Coulomb failure contour. In essence, the proposed criterion is
a combination of the discrete crack model and the uncoupled formulation of the
Coulomb friction model that we developed earlier. That implies that for both fail-
ure criteria we have to determine the critical load multiplier and then take the
minimum of those two multipliers as the governing one. The update of the con-
stitutive matrix of the critical integration point depends on the governing failure
criterion. If the traction vector is scaled to the tension cut-off then the normal and
shear stiffness components are updated. In case of friction failure we only update
the shear stiffness component.



Chapter 5 Non-proportional loading strate-
gies

The previous two chapters presented techniques to set up stepwise secant approx-
imations of material behavior and Coulomb friction. As pointed out in Section 2.5
another issue that needs to be addressed in order to broaden the application field
of sequentially linear analysis (SLA) is non-proportional loading.

This chapter discusses strategies to deal with non-proportional loading for SLA
and what difficulties may arise. Section 5.1 introduces non-proportional loading in
a general way and it outlines which particular case is considered in this thesis. Sub-
sequently, Section 5.2 reviews and discusses three approaches from the literature.
As a basis for further discussion, Section 5.3 reformulates the non-proportional
loading problem as a constrained maximization. Finally, Section 5.4 presents a
newly developed strategy to cope with a conceptual difficulty associated with SLA
under non-proportional loading.

Chapters 6 and 7 aim at the verification and validation of the newly developed
techniques and strategies presented in this chapter and the previous two.

5.1 Introduction

In all previous chapters we assumed proportional loading which means that all
loads increase and decrease simultaneously at the same rate. This implies that
proportional linear relationships exist between the applied loads. The straight line
in Figure 5.1a illustrates this for the case of two load cases. In this work we use the
term load case to denote a collection of one or more loads. A load is understood to
mean a single load, e.g. a point load, a line load, or a prescribed displacement at
some node.

In order to analyze real-life structures we often have to deal with load cases
that are not applied proportionally. By definition, we will call that non-proportional
loading. For example, imagine a bridge or viaduct that is initially loaded by self-
weight and subsequently by traffic loads as well. The curved line in Figure 5.1a
illustrates in a more general way the case of non-proportional loading assuming
two load cases.

In the present work we assume a specific kind of non-proportional loading
involving two load cases. First, an initial load case Fini is applied followed by a
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Figure 5.1 General definition of proportional and non-proportional loading assuming two load cases
(a). The non-proportional loading situation considered in this work consists of an initial load case Fini

and a reference load case Fref (b).

scaled reference load case λ(j)refFref . If we assume that the application of Fini does
not induce any damage it means that for each linear analysis (or cycle) j we reload
the model by a combination of the initial and reference load case. The resulting
critical load combination F

(j)
crit can be denoted symbolically as

F
(j)
crit = λiniFini + λ

(j)
refFref with λini = 1 (5.1)

with λ(j)ref the critical load multiplier of cycle j that leads to the next event. The ini-
tial load case Fini comprises all loads that are present from the start of the analysis.
Examples of initial loads include self-weight and prestressing forces. All entities
related to this load case are denoted by the subscript “ini”. The reference load case
Fref (subscript “ref”) consists of all loads which are scaled in a stepwise fashion up
to failure of the structure and beyond. Figure 5.1b shows that similar to the case of
proportional loading the scaling of the reference load case varies from step to step
for non-proportional loading.

In case of proportional loading it was evident how to determine the critical
value of the global load multiplier, namely the smallest λ(j)crit,i of all integration
points. However, this concept cannot be applied one-to-one to non-proportional
loading. In Section 5.3 we will address this issue in detail and show that critical
values defined in this sense for λref may not exist.

5.2 Literature review and discussion

This section discusses three strategies for SLA under non-proportional loading from
the literature. Firstly, we will revisit the strategy proposed by DeJong et al. [16].
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Their work inspired the development of the constrained maximization analogy
(Section 5.3). Subsequently, we will briefly discuss an alternative approach [4] that
adapts the material strength to compensate for the initial loads. In that way, only
the reference loads need to be considered which effectively reduces the problem to
proportional loading. Finally, we will review strategies based on stress redistribu-
tions while maintaining the applied external loads [19, 18].

5.2.1 Strategy developed by DeJong et al.
The strategy proposed by DeJong et al. [16] is based on stress superposition and
they worked it out for a smeared crack model assuming plane stress conditions.
For each cycle j of the simulation they determine at each integration point i the
stresses due to the initial and reference load cases separately. Subsequently, they
multiply the stresses due to the reference load case by the load multiplier λ(j)crit,i and
add these to the stresses induced by the initial load case. To enhance the readability
of the resulting equations we have substituted λ

(j)
crit,i by λ and we dropped the

subscript i and superscript (j) of the stress components. Hence the resulting stress
components read

σxx = σxx,ini + λσxx,ref (5.2a)
σyy = σyy,ini + λσyy,ref (5.2b)
σxy = σxy,ini + λσxy,ref (5.2c)

In their work, they consider tensile failure only and they adopt a principal
stress criterion to detect crack initiation. To compute the critical value of λ, they
start by substituting the stress components of the set of equations (5.2) into the
principal stress equation

σ1,2 = 1
2 (σxx + σyy)±

√
1
4 (σxx − σyy)2 + σ2

xy (5.3)

Subsequently, they set σ1,2 equal to the raised tensile strength f+t according to the
adopted saw-tooth law and solve the resulting equation for λ. In that way, they
obtained the following closed-form solution

λ1,2 =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
(5.4)

with

a = σ2
xy,ref − σxx,refσyy,ref (5.5a)

b = f+t (σxx,ref + σyy,ref) + 2σxy,iniσxy,ref − σxx,iniσyy,ref − σxx,refσyy,ini (5.5b)
c = σ2

xy,ini − σxx,iniσyy,ini + f+t (σxx,ini + σyy,ini)− (f+t )2 (5.5c)

Once the load multipliers λ1,2 are known, they determine the crack orientation
from

γ1,2 = 1
2 tan

−1

(
2(σxy,ini + λ1,2σxy,ref)

(σxx,ini + λ1,2σxx,ref)− (σyy,ini + λ1,2σyy,ref)

)
(5.6)
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The selection scheme to identify the critical integration point works as follows:

• Check at each integration point in each direction γ (determined by Equa-
tion (5.6)) the scaled normal stress (using λ from Equation (5.4)) due to the
reference load case for tension or compression.

• In case of tension the reference load case has a crack opening effect. Conse-
quently, the corresponding λt represents a maximum load multiplier. Com-
pare all values of λt and select the minimum λtmin. Note the similarity with
Equation (2.36).

• In case of compression the reference load case has a crack closing effect. The
corresponding λc represents a minimum load multiplier that is required to
ensure that tensile stresses induced by the initial load case do not exceed the
tensile strength. Compare all values of λc and select the maximum λcmax.

• If λtmin > λcmax then at all integration points a constitutively admissible stress
state occurs in case λcrit is set to λtmin. In the next analysis cycle a damage
increment is applied to the corresponding integration point.

• However, if λtmin < λcmax then for at least one integration point the result-
ing tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength irrespective of the value chosen
for λcrit. In that case λcrit is arbitrarily set to λcmax and the damage at the
corresponding integration point is incremented in the next analysis cycle.

Graça-e-Costa et al. [30] have shown that the ideas of the strategy by DeJong
et al. [16] can also be used in a framework which combines total and incremental
approaches.

Harrison [33] proposed an extension to the selection scheme by DeJong et al.
[16]. The point is that the original scheme does not consider whether the stress
redistribution due to the instantaneous stiffness reduction is feasible without trig-
gering new events elsewhere in the model. That is, it was implicitly assumed that
the application of a damage increment does not result in an avalanche of ruptures.
The updated set of selection rules does not only take into account the stresses due
to the initial and reference load cases but also the load multiplier that was selected
in the previous analysis step.

5.2.2 Adapted material behavior strategy
To overcome the conceptual difficulty of potential invalid stresses as outlined in
the previous subsection, Belletti et al. [4] developed a simplified approach. Basi-
cally, they approximate the non-proportional loading response by using the sim-
pler proportional loading scheme as outlined in Section 2.4. The point is that the
effects of the initial load case Fini are accounted for by adapting the material prop-
erties. Subsequently, they perform the analysis with the reference load case Fref

only.
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Figure 5.2 The strategy developed by Belletti et al. [4] uses the stress due to the initial load case (σini)
to adapt the material behavior.

Figure 5.2 shows the uniaxial stress–strain relation that they use to exemplify
the strategy. One of the assumptions is that the application of Fini does not result in
any damage. In the example shown, the initial loads induce a compressive stress
σ
(0)
ini . Subsequently, they assume that the stress distribution due to Fini remains

unchanged throughout the analysis, even though progressive damage occurs due
to Fref . That is, for any cycle j they assume σ(j)

ini = σ
(0)
ini .

They adopt the usual failure criterion to account for cracking

σ
(0)
ini + λ

(j)
critσ

(j)
ref = f

+(j)
t (5.7)

with f
+(j)
t the raised residual tensile strength of the considered integration point

at step j. Consequently, the load multiplier λ(j)crit can be calculated as follows

λ
(j)
crit =

f
+(j)
t − σ

(0)
ini

σ
(j)
ref

(5.8)

In the above equation the numerator can be thought to represent a modified tensile
strength

f
+(j)
t,mod = f

+(j)
t − σ

(0)
ini (5.9)

The primary advantage of the outlined strategy is that the critical load multi-
plier λ(j)crit can always be defined without obtaining invalid stresses. However, a
severe drawback is that open cracks may transfer compressive stresses due to the
initial loads, as the redistribution of initial stresses is not taken into account (recall
that these were assumed constant throughout the analysis). The authors also men-
tion another drawback that occurs when the crack orientation is not predefined
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(e.g. in smeared cracking): the principal stress directions are not affected by the
initial loads. Nevertheless, if the initial stresses are relatively small compared to
the reference stresses, the outlined approach yields acceptable results.

5.2.3 Gradual stress redistribution strategies

In 2010, Eliáš et al. [19] suggested a force-release (F-R) method that is based on a
gradual stress redistribution after applying a damage increment to the critical in-
tegration point. They recognize that once an event occurs the total applied load
should be carried in another way, as the structure will be damaged locally which
affects the stress distribution. The key idea is that not only should the material
properties of the critical integration point be updated but also the resulting un-
balance forces should be added to the nodal forces. Subsequently, the unbalance
forces are to be reduced to zero, thereby triggering a stress redistribution. How-
ever, before the unbalance forces have completely vanished another event may oc-
cur. Note that this was also recognized by Harrison [33], as mentioned at the end
of Subsection 5.2.1. If an event occurs before the unbalance forces have vanished,
they claim that the outlined procedure can be reapplied to the new situation. In
this way, the external loads may change only when all unbalance forces are fully
redistributed.

The primary advantage of their scheme is that it avoids stresses that violate
the material law for all analysis cycles. On the other hand their work does not
show explicitly how to handle multiple ruptures starting from a certain event. In
particular, it is not made clear what to do with the unbalance forces that are already
present due to a previous rupture. Another disadvantage of their scheme is that it
is not capable of tracing snap-back behavior. This is a result of their assumption
that the total applied load should be carried by the structure during the stress
redistribution process. In other words, it is impossible to obtain any structural
snap-backs using this scheme.

In 2015, Eliáš [18] published a generalization of the load-unload (L-U) and F-R
methods, which is also suitable for non-proportional loading. In his work, the L-U
method is understood to fully unload the structure after each rupture, and then
to reload it again until the next rupture occurs. As such, SLA is regarded as a
formulation of the L-U method. On the other hand, the F-R method does not change
the external load after a rupture, but redistributes the stresses, possibly leading to
new ruptures, until a new equilibrium state is found. The paper shows that the L-U
and F-R methods can be considered as the extreme cases of the developed general
method. The approach that will be presented in Section 5.4 shows similarities with
the F-R approach in the sense that total unloadings should be avoided.
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5.3 Constrained maximization analogy

Inspired by the work of DeJong et al. [16], this section reformulates the non-proportional
loading problem in terms of a constrained maximization. Basically, the considered
failure criteria constrain the set of load multiplier values at integration point level.
A value from this set Λ(j)

i results in stresses at integration point i that do not con-
flict with the defined material law. Subsection 5.3.1 explains how to obtain Λ

(j)
i for

some given failure criterion. Subsequently, we need to consider the load multiplier
sets of all integration points in the model simultaneously. That is, we need to ex-
tract the common subset Λ(j) of all those load multiplier sets. The resulting load
multiplier set Λ(j) at model level is used as input for the maximization which gives
the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit of analysis step j. Subsection 5.3.2 describes how
to obtain Λ(j) and which issues may occur. The aim of the constrained maximiza-
tion analogy is to provide a more general non-proportional loading formulation
for SLA. Furthermore, it is meant to give more insight in the issues associated with
non-proportional loading for SLA.

5.3.1 Load multiplier sets at integration point level

From a physical viewpoint, the stresses that can occur at some integration point
i of the model are limited by the (residual) material strength f

(j)
i . Generally, for

each analysis step j we can express this as follows

σ
(j)
gov,i ≤ f

(j)
i (5.10)

with σ
(j)
gov,i the governing stress component. For non-proportional loading, σ(j)

gov,i

depends on the initial stresses σ
(j)
ini,i and the scaled reference stresses λ(j)refσ

(j)
ref,i. In

most cases, σ(j)
gov,i corresponds to the maximum stress at the integration point. Note

that if the material can fail in multiple ways, for each failure mode an equation of
the form (5.10) can be set up. For example, at an integration point imultiple cracks
with different orientations may arise or the material may fail either in tension or
shear.

Inequality (5.10) may be solved in terms of a set Λ(j)
i . By definition, for any

value λ(j)ref in Λ
(j)
i we are assured that the corresponding value of σ(j)

gov,i represents
a valid stress (i.e. it satisfies the inequality in (5.10)). In the following, we will
demonstrate how to obtain Λ

(j)
i for a smeared crack model (assuming a state of

plane stress). Although we have applied this idea to other material models as well
(including bond–slip models and elasto-plastic models) we will not work it out in
this thesis. Yet it will be adopted by some of the numerical analyses in the next
two chapters.
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Table 5.1 Stress components (in MPa) used for the graphs in Figure 5.3

Figure σxx,ini σyy,ini σxy,ini σxx,ref σyy,ref σxy,ref
5.3a 5 0 0 2.5 0 2
5.3b −5 0 0 5 2 1
5.3c −5 0 0 −5 −2 1
5.3d 12 0 −2 1 0 1

Crack initiation Let us consider the smeared crack model discussed in Subsec-
tion 2.1.2 assuming plane stress conditions. Following the work of DeJong et al.
[16], we adopt a principal stress criterion to detect crack initiation, since the crack
orientation is not predefined. In other words, we use the maximum principal stress
σ
(j)
1,i as the governing stress component σ(j)

gov,i in Equation (5.10). We use Equa-
tion (5.4) to calculate the corresponding load multipliers. However, note that the
equation may also yield values that correspond to the minimum principal stress
σ
(j)
2,i . The reason is that Equation (5.3) had to be squared in order to solve for λ(j)i .

Hence the sign in front of the square root is lost and thus the distinction between
σ
(j)
1,i and σ

(j)
2,i . However, in case λ(j)i corresponds to σ(j)

2,i , the load multiplier under

consideration can safely be disregarded as by definition σ
(j)
1,i ≥ σ

(j)
2,i . Therefore,

we suggest to check whether the obtained λ
(j)
i corresponds to σ(j)

1,i through back-
substitution in Equation (5.3), considering the plus sign in front of the square root
only. Subsequently, we also need to determine whether the verified λ(j)i represents
a minimum or maximum load multiplier. This provides us with sufficient infor-
mation to define the load multiplier set Λ(j)

i .
To illustrate the outlined approach consider the graphs in Figure 5.3 which are

based on the stress components given in Table 5.1.

Crack extension and secondary cracking Continuing the example of a smeared
crack model and assuming a state of plane stress, we detect crack extension or ini-
tiation of a secondary crack as follows. Since we have fixed the orientation of the
primary crack, we need to consider the normal stresses σ(j)

nn,ini,i and σ(j)
nn,ref,i acting

on the primary crack face and the normal stresses σ(j)
tt,ini,i and σ(j)

tt,ref,i acting on the
(potential) secondary crack face together with the corresponding raised (residual)
tensile strength f+(j)

t,n,i and f+(j)
t,t,i , respectively

σ
(j)
nn,ini,i + λ

(j)
n,iσ

(j)
nn,ref,i ≤ f

+(j)
t,n,i (5.11a)

σ
(j)
tt,ini,i + λ

(j)
t,i σ

(j)
tt,ref,i ≤ f

+(j)
t,t,i (5.11b)

Since the inequalities are linear in λ
(j)
i , no backsubstitution like for the virgin in-

tegration points is required. Also, the inequalities reveal directly whether the de-
termined load multiplier represents a minimum or maximum value. We can now
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Figure 5.3 Example load multiplier sets Λ which illustrate four types of sets.
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Figure 5.4 The load multiplier set Λ(j) at model level is the intersection of all individual load multi-
plier sets Λ(j)

i at integration point level.

define two load multiplier sets: Λ(j)
n,i which bounds valid stresses in n-direction and

Λ
(j)
t,i which bounds valid stresses in t-direction. Subsequently, we need to extract

the common subset Λ(j)
i to obtain a set of load multipliers that results in constitu-

tively admissible stresses in both directions simultaneously. This will be explained
in more detail in the next subsection.

5.3.2 Load multiplier set at model level

The load multiplier set Λ(j) at model level has to warrant that for each cycle j
inequality (5.10) is fulfilled for all integration points simultaneously. Starting from
the load multiplier sets at integration point level (see Subsection 5.3.1), we need
to extract the common subset. That is, when we consider all integration points
simultaneously, a constitutively admissible stress state is obtained if and only if
the set Λ(j) is defined as the intersection of all sets Λ(j)

i

Λ(j) =
⋂

1≤i≤N

Λ
(j)
i = Λ

(j)
1 ∩ Λ

(j)
2 ∩ . . . ∩ Λ

(j)
N (5.12)

with N the total number of integration points in the model. Figure 5.4 shows a
graphical interpretation of Equation (5.12).

Assuming that the set Λ(j) is non-empty, i.e. it contains at least one value, we
select its maximum as the critical load multiplier λ(j)crit

λ
(j)
crit = max(Λ(j)) (5.13)

As outlined in Section 2.4, we apply a damage increment to the integration point
that yields this load multiplier.

A conceptual difficulty arises when two or more sets Λ
(j)
i do not have a value

in common, resulting in an empty set Λ(j). Consequently, a maximum according to
Equation (5.13) does not exist. An empty set Λ(j) means that for cycle j no combi-
nation of the initial load case and a scalar multiple of the reference load case exists
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without violating the constitutive law at one or more integration points. The next
section presents a strategy for non-proportional loading based on the constrained
maximization analogy including tactics to cope with the issue of empty load mul-
tiplier sets.

5.4 Double load multiplier strategies

In order to deal with the conceptual difficulty of an empty load multiplier set Λ(j)

as outlined in the previous section and to continue the analysis, we have developed
two strategies which will be described in this section. Both strategies are inspired
by the idea that we consider two load load multipliers: λ(j)ini is applied to the initial
load case and λ(j)ref is applied to the reference load case. The double load multiplier
method was briefly mentioned in earlier publications [24, 34]. In this section we
give a complete description of the method.

Before we will introduce the two so-called double load multiplier strategies, let
us first consider the initial loading stage and the combined loading stage assum-
ing no empty load multiplier set Λ(j) arises. Each analysis starts by considering
the initial load case Fini only, to allow for damage due to the initial loading to oc-
cur. That is, as long as Fini cannot be fully applied without damage initiation or
extension we will adopt the proportional loading scheme presented in Section 2.4.
In that case, the critical load F

(j)
crit of cycle j can be denoted as

F
(j)
crit = λ

(j)
iniFini with λ(j)ini = λ

(j)
crit ≤ 1 (5.14)

As soon as λ(j)ini > 1 the initial loading stage ends, which may already be the case in
the first analysis cycle. Subsequently, in the combined loading stage, we add scalar
multiples of the reference load case Fref to the initial load case Fini. Assuming a
non-empty load multiplier set Λ(j), the critical load F

(j)
crit of cycle j can be written

as
F

(j)
crit = λ

(j)
iniFini + λ

(j)
refFref with λ(j)ini = 1 and λ(j)ref = λ

(j)
crit (5.15)

Figure 5.5a demonstrates this for three consecutive steps j to j + 2. Alternatively,
we could rewrite the above equation by considering F

(j)
crit the sum of the previous

critical load F
(j−1)
crit and an increment λ

(j)

refFref of the reference load case:

F
(j)
crit = λ

(j)

critF
(j−1)
crit + λ

(j)

refFref with λ
(j)

crit = 1 and λ
(j)

ref = λ
(j)
crit (5.16)

Figure 5.5b demonstrates the alternative approach for the same analysis steps as
in Figure 5.5a

As explained in Section 5.3 at times no critical load multiplier λ(j)crit exists with-
out violating the material law in at least one integration point. Note that in this
case even λ

(j)
crit = 0 does not provide a constitutively admissible stress state. The
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Figure 5.5 Determination of the critical load Fcrit for three consecutive steps in two different ways
that ultimately yield the same result.

first strategy that we propose to deal with this problem is to temporarily not ac-
count for Fref but to consider Fini only. That is, instead of Equation (5.15) we solve
the following equation:

F
(j)
crit = λ

(j)
iniFini + λ

(j)
refFref with λ(j)ini = λ

(j)
crit and λ(j)ref = 0 (5.17)

Figure 5.6a demonstrates this strategy in a graphical way. In effect, we temporar-
ily return to a proportional loading scheme which always has a solution for λ(j)crit

and we temporarily allow the initial load case to be not fully applied. In the next
analysis cycle (here j+3) we first try to solve Equation (5.15) and if that fails again
(due to an empty load multiplier set Λ(j+3)) we resort once more to the outlined
strategy, i.e. solve Equation (5.17))

The second strategy that we propose in case of an empty load multiplier set is to
temporarily scale the last “successful” critical load combination in a proportional
way as demonstrated in Figure 5.6b. In other words, instead of Equation (5.16) we
temporarily solve the following equation:

F
(j)
crit = λ

(j)

critF
(j−1)
crit + λ

(j)

refFref with λ
(j)

crit = λ
(j)
crit and λ

(j)

ref = 0 (5.18)

Similar to the first strategy, we temporarily reduce the applied initial load case.
The difference is that the second strategy partially retains the scaled reference load
case applied so far. Like for the first strategy, the second one attempts to return to
the original non-proportional loading equation (here Equation (5.16)) in the next
analysis cycle. Also here, if that fails we resort once more to the proposed strategy
(i.e. solve Equation (5.18)).

A benchmark study by Lekkerkerker [42] has shown that the first strategy may
result in improper damage progression and consequently incorrect results. This
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Figure 5.6 Demonstration of the proposed double load multiplier strategies when Λ(j+2) equals the
empty set: either scale the initial load case Fini only (a), or scale the last “successful” load combination
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crit ) (b).

may be attributed to the combination of the current damage state and the tem-
porary removal of the reference load case. Since the model is then loaded by the
initial load case only, damage may propagate in unexpected locations. Similar im-
proper behavior was also reported by DeJong et al. [16]. Improved results were
obtained with the second strategy [42]. In Section 7.1 we will demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the second load multiplier strategy by analyzing the behavior of a
masonry shear wall.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have formulated the non-proportional loading problem as a
constrained optimization assuming an initial load case and a reference load case.
The initial load case (e.g. dead weight) is assumed to be permanently present and
thus should not be scaled, whereas the reference load case should be scaled such
that local failure occurs. Starting point of the approach is that for each integration
point in the model we can identify one or more constraints on the load multiplier
such that the applicable material law is obeyed. As a result, we get load multiplier
sets at integration point level. Subsequently, we need to intersect these sets to
obtain a load multiplier set at model level. Any value from this intersection yields
a valid combination of the initial and reference load case, i.e. at any integration
point we find constitutively admissible stresses. To trigger the next event in the
analysis, we have to select the maximum value from this set.

The proposed load maximization fails in case the constraints yield conflicting
load multiplier sets at integration point level, resulting in an empty set at model
level. That is, we cannot select a value for the load multiplier without violating the
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material law at one or more integration points. To deal with this problem we have
developed two double load multiplier strategies. Both strategies adjust the applied
loading such that a constitutively admissible stress state occurs. The first one re-
sorts to scaling the initial load case when an empty load multiplier set at model
level occurs. This implies that in that case the reference load case is multiplied
with a factor of zero. The second strategy scales the last “successful” combination
of the initial and reference load case when an empty load multiplier set is obtained.
Compared to the first strategy, the second one always retains a part of the reference
load case. Benchmark tests have shown that in general the second strategy yields
better results. Therefore, we will adopt it exclusively in the remainder of this work.



Chapter 6 Verification and objectivity stud-
ies

The previous three chapters presented improvements and extensions for sequentially
linear analysis (SLA). In particular, Chapters 3 and 4 focused on methods to set
up stepwise secant approximations (or saw-tooth laws) for nonlinear constitutive
models, whereas Chapter 5 explained how to deal with non-proportional loading.

The aim of the present chapter is to verify the proposed improvements and
extensions and to present objectivity studies. Aspects covered here include the
objectivity with respect to mesh and damage increment refinements. A number
of benchmark tests have been selected for this purpose. Section 6.1 presents nu-
merical results of a notched beam specimen using the discrete crack approach.
This notched beam specimen is analyzed once more in Section 6.2 using a smeared
crack approach. Section 6.3 examines a tension–pull specimen which incorporates
smeared cracking and bond–slip behavior. Finally, in Section 6.4 we study a pre-
compressed masonry specimen loaded in shear using the uncoupled and coupled
formulation of the Coulomb friction model.

The next chapter validates the new SLA developments by examining two more
complex case studies and comparing the numerical results with other available
data. It also mentions several other applications of SLA.

6.1 Notched beam specimen with discrete cracking

Elaborating on an earlier study by Van de Graaf, Hendriks, and Rots [27], this sec-
tion verifies the improved band width ripple concept of Section 3.2 using a discrete
crack model. To this end, we have simulated several three-point bending tests by
Zhao, Kwon, and Shah [74]. Subsection 6.1.1 introduces the finite element model
that has been used for our analyses. Subsequently Subsection 6.1.2 addresses the
objectivity of the numerical results with respect to mesh size. Then Subsection 6.1.3
presents the results of an objectivity study with respect to the number of saw-teeth.
Finally Subsection 6.1.4 investigates whether a size effect can be observed by ana-
lyzing notched beam specimens with a similar geometry, but with different sizes.
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Table 6.1 Dimensions of the notched beam specimens [74].

Specimen L (mm) S (mm) D (mm) N (mm)
SG2-B1 700 600 150 60
SG2-B3 1300 1200 300 120
SG2-B5 2100 2000 500 200

S50 50

L

N

D

F

Figure 6.1 Mechanical model of the examined notched beam specimens [74]. Table 6.1 gives the
specimen-specific dimensions S, L, D and N . The shown dimensions are in mm.

6.1.1 Finite element model

Figure 6.1 shows the geometry of the investigated notched beam specimens, all
having a thickness of 120mm and a notch width of 2mm. The specimen-specific
dimensions have been collected in Table 6.1. The load F results in a mid-span
deflection u, which was measured at the load application point. All numerical
analyses have been carried out with beam specimen SG2-B1 except for the size
effect study where we also examine beam specimens SG2-B3 and SG2-B5.

The regular meshes consist of quadratic plane stress elements representing the
plain concrete and zero-thickness quadratic interface elements to model the antic-
ipated crack. The interface elements have been inserted along a straight vertical
line positioned exactly above the notch (Figure 6.2). The plane stress elements
have been numerically integrated using a 2× 2 Gaussian scheme whereas for the
interface elements we have adopted a 4-point Newton-Cotes scheme.

Table 6.2 presents the material properties of the beam specimens that we have
used for our numerical analyses. Data that was not provided by Zhao et al. [74]
has been complemented with data from the companion paper by Kwon, Zhao,
and Shah [40]. Note that we have modeled the concrete as a linear-elastic material,
whereas all physically nonlinear behavior was lumped into the predefined crack.
The stiffness components kn and kt of the interface elements have been assigned
sufficiently high values such that the elastic opening displacements are very small
compared to the deformations of the adjacent continuum elements. Furthermore,
we assume the variable shear retention relation of Equation (2.16). For all analyses
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Table 6.2 Material properties of the notched beam specimens for the discrete crack analyses [74, 40].

Material Elasticity Tensile failure
Plain concrete Ec = 16.0 * GPa None

νc = 0.15 †

Predefined crack kn = 1.0× 106 N/mm3 Exponential tension softening
kt = 1.0× 106 N/mm3 ft = 3.78 MPa

GI
f = 300‡ J/m2

* We assigned a smaller Young’s modulus Ec to fit the initial stiffness of the numerical analyses with
the experimental results.

† Assumed value.
‡ Estimated value based on graphical data in [74].

in this section we have adopted 45 saw-teeth to approximate the tension softening
behavior, unless stated otherwise.

6.1.2 Mesh size objectivity
Five different mesh sizes have been used ranging from “very coarse” to “very fine”
to study the effect of mesh size on the peak load and the post-peak behavior. We
have chosen the number of interface elements along the predefined crack as fol-
lows:

• Very coarse mesh: 3 elements

• Coarse mesh: 6 elements

• Medium mesh: 9 elements

• Fine mesh: 18 elements

• Very fine mesh: 36 elements

Figures 6.2a and 6.2b give an impression of the very coarse and very fine mesh,
respectively.

Figure 6.3a shows the obtained load–deflection curves. They have been con-
structed by connecting the scaled (F, u) pairs of all analysis cycles. The load–
deflection curves show that the obtained peak load and the post-peak behavior
are only marginally affected by the mesh size. In other words, the peak load and
the post-peak behavior are virtually objective with respect to mesh size. Note that
the envelope of the load–deflection curves becomes smoother when a finer mesh
is used. However, the magnitude of the local jumps is hardly affected by a mesh
refinement. To support this observation we have included separate plots of the
load–deflection curves obtained with the very coarse and very fine meshes in Fig-
ures 6.3b and 6.3c, respectively.

To demonstrate that the peak loads converge to some ultimate value upon in-
creased mesh refinement we have collected the relative peak loads in a histogram
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interface elements

(a) Very coarse mesh.

interface elements

(b) Very fine mesh.

Figure 6.2 Two meshes adopted for the notched beam analyses using the discrete crack approach.

(Figure 6.3d). Here the relative peak load has been calculated as the numerically
obtained peak load divided by the experimental peak load. Hence, the correspond-
ing semi-transparent bars in the histogram also provide insight in how closely the
experimental peak value is resembled. Note that the bar colors correspond to the
line colors in Figure 6.3a.

The dissipated energy at the end of each numerical analysis is nearly equal
for all simulations, and it is in line with the input fracture energy. However, it
deviates significantly from the experimental one. The opaque bars in Figure 6.3d
indicate the ratio between the numerically obtained energy dissipation and the
experimental one, both defined as the area enclosed by the envelope of the load–
deflection curve. An explanation for the difference between the experimental and
numerical value can be found in the adopted value for the fracture energy. From
the experimental load–deflection curve we have determined the dissipated energy
to be approximately equal to 2.24 J. If we assume a perfectly plane and smooth
fracture surface, as we did for our simulations, then the fracture energy GI

f should
be: GI

f = gIf/A = 2.24 J/(0.090m× 0.120m) = 207 J/m2, whereas the adopted
estimated value equals 300 J/m2. Note that this factor of roughly 1.5 is also seen
in Figure 6.3d.

6.1.3 Saw-tooth objectivity

To study the effect of the number of saw-teeth on the results, we adopted saw-tooth
laws with 30, 45 and 90 saw-teeth (see Table 6.3 and Figure 6.4). Note that due to
the combination of a high penalty stiffness kn with the saw-tooth ripple concept
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Figure 6.3 Load–deflection curves of notched beam specimen SG2-B1 for five mesh sizes obtained
with SLA using the discrete crack approach. The bars in (d) show for each mesh size the numerical peak
load (semi-transparent) and dissipated energy (opaque) divided by the corresponding experimental
value.
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Table 6.3 Band width parameters p1 and p2 per saw-tooth law.

Number of saw-teeth p1 p2
30 1.541× 10−1 1.887× 10−1

45 1.110× 10−1 1.201× 10−1

90 6.275× 10−2 5.353× 10−2

most of the fracture energy is released by the last few saw-teeth. That is typical for
this kind of analysis. For all simulations in this section, we employed a medium
mesh size. Hence, note that the analysis with 45 saw-teeth presented here is in fact
identical to the one of the previous subsection.

The numerical load–deflection curves show good agreement with the experi-
mentally obtained curve (see Figure 6.5a). Similar to what we have seen in the pre-
vious subsection on mesh size objectivity, we observe that the peak load and the
post-peak behavior are only slightly affected by adopting a more refined saw-tooth
law. However, note that the size of the local jumps—typical of SLA—decreases
upon increasing the number of saw-teeth. To better illustrate this effect, we have
made separate plots of the load–deflection curves from the simulations with 30
and 90 saw-teeth in Figures 6.5b and 6.5c, respectively.

Before we explain the smaller local jumps in the load–deflection diagram, let us
first investigate why these jumps occur in the first place. We will do this by focus-
ing on a single jump in the load–deflection curve of the simulation with a coarse
mesh and 45 saw-teeth (see Figure 6.6a). The considered jump actually consists of
four points (corresponding to cycles 647 up to and including 650) joined by straight
line segments. For those four cycles, we have drawn the normal tractions across
the crack with red lines. Dashed lines indicate the integration point values. The
tensile strength values at the integration points have been indicated by dark-blue
lines. Considering cycle 647 (see Figure 6.6b) we can see that at several integration
points the normal tractions are almost equal to the tensile strength. Yet, we only
select the critical one (indicated with a filled dot) and apply a damage increment
overthere. Consequently, the normal stiffness and the tensile strength are reduced
at this integration point. In the next linear analysis (cycle 648, see Figure 6.6c), a
stress redistribution takes place which relieves the previously critical integration
point (indicated by a non-filled dot). Nevertheless, the adjacent integration points
have almost no additional capacity left to take over the released stresses. The only
way to cope with these additional stresses is to apply a somewhat smaller load
factor λcrit in cycle 648, which results in slightly decreased loads and displace-
ments. The same phenomenon is observed in the next two cycles (see Figures 6.6d
and 6.6e).

Smaller jumps in the load–deflection curve when using a larger number of saw-
teeth can now be understood as follows. More saw-teeth implies smaller damage
increments between subsequent cycles. Consequently, the decrease in stress at the
critical integration point and the accompanying stress increase at adjacent integra-
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Figure 6.4 Saw-tooth laws for the exponential softening curve consisting of 30, 45, and 90 saw-teeth,
set up with the improved band width ripple concept.
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Figure 6.5 Load–deflection curves of notched beam specimen SG2-B1 for different number of saw-
teeth obtained with SLA using the discrete crack approach and a medium mesh size.
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Figure 6.6 Normal traction and tensile strength values at the integration points, drawn with red and
blue lines, respectively, for four subsequent cycles. The filled (“•”) and non-filled (“◦”) dots denote the
present and previous critical integration points, respectively.
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Figure 6.7 Two comparisons of numerical analyses that require similar computational efforts in terms
of number of linear analyses. Note that the size of the local snap-backs is significantly reduced when
more saw-teeth are employed.

tion points is less severe. Thus, the decrease in the critical load factor λcrit is also
smaller which in turn results in smaller local jumps.

Mesh refinement vs. saw-tooth refinement To spend the available computing
time as efficient as possible, we have examined which type of refinement im-
proves the numerical results the most. We have made two comparisons, each
one requiring a similar computational effort in terms of number of linear analy-
ses. The first comparison considers the results of a simulation using a fine mesh
and 45 saw-teeth and the results of a simulation using a medium mesh and 90 saw-
teeth (see Figure 6.7a). Both simulations require about 3240 cycles, 45× 18× 4 and
90× 9× 4, respectively, to establish a state of complete rupture (recall that the in-
terface elements have four integration points each). For the second comparison we
have used more extreme parameters: a fine mesh with 30 saw-teeth and a coarse
mesh with 90 saw-teeth (see Figure 6.7b). For this comparison, both simulations
require about 2160 analysis steps, 30× 18× 4 and 90× 6× 4, respectively. Both
comparisons show that the results are improved more by a saw-tooth refinement
than by a mesh refinement. In particular, the local jumps which are typical of sim-
ulations with SLA are significantly reduced. This helps us in assessing the load–
deflection diagram and in interpreting the local jumps (whether these represent
structural snap-backs or not).

6.1.4 Size effect

To investigate whether or not a size effect can be simulated using SLA, we have
studied three specimens with a similar geometry but different dimensions (see Ta-
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interface elements

Figure 6.8 Mesh of notched beam specimen SG2-B3 using the discrete crack approach.

ble 6.1). The smallest specimen (SG2-B1) has been investigated extensively in the
previous subsections. The next specimen (SG2-B3) has dimensions which are twice
as large as those of specimen SG2-B1. The largest specimen (SG2-B5) is a factor 5

3
larger than specimen SG2-B3. The only dimension that is the same for all speci-
mens is the beam thickness: t = 120mm.

The computational models of the three beam specimens have been prepared as
follows. For all meshes, nine interface elements were applied along the predefined
crack. Also the way the models have been meshed is similar for all three models.
Hence the size of the finite elements varies from model to model, but the mesh lay-
out does not. Figure 6.8 displays the mesh of beam specimen SG2-B3. All material
properties, including tensile strength and fracture energy, have been assigned the
same values for all specimens (see Table 6.2). Recall that for the saw-tooth law we
have used 45 saw-teeth.

Figure 6.9 displays the obtained dimensionless load–deflection curves which
show a size effect. The horizontal axis was made dimensionless by dividing the
mid-span deflection u by the beam thickness t, whereas the vertical axis was made
dimensionless by dividing the applied load F by the uni-axial crack load Fcr: Fcr =
ftt(D − N). In this way, the area enclosed by each of the three curves should be
equal toGI

f/(ftt), since the parametersGI
f , ft and t are the same for all simulations.

If there would be no size effect, the three curves should overlap. Obviously, they
do not. Apparently, for larger specimen sizes the relative load bearing capacity
decreases. Although this is known from literature, these analyses confirm that the
size effect can be reproduced using SLA.

6.2 Notched beam specimen with smeared cracking

This section analyzes again notched beam specimen SG2-B1 from Section 6.1; how-
ever, here we employed a smeared crack approach. Consequently, we have re-
moved the line interface elements from the mesh. All adopted models bridge the
notch width by a single element. To ensure that the expected crack is smeared out
over the full width of the element, we have adopted linear instead of quadratic
elements. In that way we can make an accurate estimation of the actual crack band
width h since the horizontal strain distribution is constant for linear elements. A
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Figure 6.9 Size effect observed for the notched beam specimens.

more rigorous approach would have been to enhance the smeared crack model
with a crack-tracking technique, e.g. the one proposed by Cervera, Pelà, Clemente,
and Roca [10]. More recently, numerical simulations with SLA using the proposed
crack-tracking technique have been carried out by Slobbe, Hendriks, and Rots [69]
and Slobbe [70].

The properties related to tensile failure previously assigned to the predefined
crack (Table 6.2) are now applied to the plain concrete. For all simulations with
SLA presented in this section we have adopted a saw-tooth law with 20 saw-teeth,
unless stated otherwise. The reason to use less saw-teeth by default than in the
section on the discrete crack approach is that here we do not have to overcome a
high dummy stiffness. Furthermore we have adopted the variable shear retention
relation of Equation (2.16).

Similar to what we have done in the previous section, we start by investigat-
ing the sensitivity with respect to mesh size (Subsection 6.2.1) and damage incre-
ment size (Subsection 6.2.2). In this work we have not studied the effect of mesh-
directional bias since that has already been carried out by DeJong et al. [15]. Sub-
section 6.2.3 verifies the saw-tooth model presented in Subsection 3.3 for extremely
brittle materials using a notched beam with fictitious mechanical properties.

6.2.1 Mesh size objectivity

The numerical simulations in this subsection are based on the same five mesh re-
finements listed in Section 6.1.2, ranging from “very coarse” to “very fine”. This
approach makes it possible to compare similar analyses using different crack mod-
eling strategies. In each smeared crack analysis, the crack band width h has been
assumed equal to the width of the elements located above the notch, since we ex-
pect the crack to localize in that zone:

• Very coarse mesh: h = 30mm
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• Coarse mesh: h = 15mm

• Medium mesh: h = 10mm

• Fine mesh: h = 5mm

• Very fine mesh: h = 2.5mm

When presenting the results, we use the same color scheme as adopted in the pre-
vious subsection on mesh size sensitivity.

The load–deflection curves in Figure 6.10a show several similarities with the
ones obtained with the discrete crack approach (Figure 6.3a). Observe again the
limited mesh size dependency with respect to the predicted peak loads. Note also
here the smoother envelope curve upon increasing mesh refinement. And simi-
lar to what we have seen for the discrete crack approach, the local jumps in the
structural response do not diminish upon mesh refinement. In fact, the number of
local jumps increases when a more refined mesh is adopted. Once more, this effect
is illustrated by comparing the individual curves of the very coarse and very fine
meshes in Figures 6.10b and 6.10c, respectively.

Nevertheless, we also observe some differences with respect to the results pre-
sented in Subsection 6.1.2. Most notably, the post-peak capacity increases upon
mesh refinement. Consequently, also the dissipated energy corresponding to an
analysis with a finer mesh increases. This effect is shown by the opaque bars
in Figure 6.10d, which indicate per analysis the ratio between the dissipated en-
ergy obtained numerically and experimentally. In particular the fine and very fine
meshes show a pronounced increase in dissipated energy. To explain this kind of
behavior, we need to consider the obtained crack patterns. Figure 6.11 shows the
computed crack patterns at 1.0mm deflection. Here, fully developed cracks are
marked with thick black line segments, whereas partially opened cracks are indi-
cated with thin dark gray line segments. Notice that for the very coarse, coarse,
and medium meshes, the crack patterns are as expected: the crack localizes in a
straight narrow band right above the notch. However, for the fine and very fine
meshes we observe a more diffuse crack pattern near the top of the beam. This
issue has been addressed by Slobbe et al. [69]. Although those cracks are not fully
developed, they do contribute to the energy dissipation. Moreover since those
cracks are inclined the assumed crack band width does not equal the actual crack
band width. Also note that orthogonal cracks arise which contribute to the energy
dissipation as well.

Yet, the predicted maximum crack width at 1.0mm deflection is quite similar
for all five simulations. The predicted maximum crack width wmax, which was
calculated as the product of the maximum crack strain εcr,max and the crack band
width h, varies from 0.513mm for the simulation with the very coarse mesh to
0.557mm for the analysis with the medium mesh. All maximum crack widths
have been added to the captions of the pictures in Figure 6.11.

In the present work, we only addressed the issue of mesh size sensitivity. How-
ever, the results may also be dependent on another mesh-related aspect, namely
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Figure 6.10 (a)-(c) Load–deflection curves of notched beam specimen SG2-B1 for five levels of mesh
refinement obtained with SLA using a smeared crack approach. (d) Numerical peak loads (semi-
transparent bars) and dissipated energies (opaque bars) divided by their experimental counterparts,
per mesh size.
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(a) Very coarse mesh: wmax = 0.513mm

(b) Coarse mesh: wmax = 0.540mm

(c) Medium mesh: wmax = 0.557mm

(d) Fine mesh: wmax = 0.555mm

(e) Very fine mesh: wmax = 0.550mm

Figure 6.11 Crack patterns and maximum crack widths at 1.0mm deflection, predicted with SLA
using five different mesh sizes.
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Figure 6.12 Load–deflection diagrams of notched beam specimen SG2-B1 using a smeared crack ap-
proach for different numbers of saw-teeth.

mesh alignment. DeJong et al. [15] have studied the effect of mesh alignment on
the numerical results in detail and Slobbe, Hendriks, and Rots [68] presented a
systematic mesh alignment test. They both demonstrated that crack patterns may
align with the meshing lines, in particular for regular meshes. They also showed
that mesh alignment can be effectively limited by adopting an irregular triangu-
lated mesh.

6.2.2 Saw-tooth objectivity

To study the effect of damage increment refinement on the numerical results, we
have run two additional analyses adopting saw-tooth laws consisting of 10 and
40 saw-teeth, respectively. For both simulations a medium mesh was employed.
Figure 6.12 shows the obtained load–deflection curves including the analysis from
the previous subsection obtained with a medium mesh and 20 saw-teeth. From the
displayed curves we can observe a limited effect of the damage increment size on
the peak load and post-peak behavior. We have also found crack patterns which
are virtually identical to the one shown in Figure 6.11c.

Note that the conclusions which we can draw from the displayed diagram are
in line with the conclusions presented in the subsection on damage increment sen-
sitivity of the discrete crack model. Also here, we can see that an increase in num-
ber of saw-teeth, which is equivalent to a damage increment refinement, results in
smaller local jumps along the curve. The explanation for this phenomenon given
in Subsection 6.1.3 also applies to the results shown here.

6.2.3 Snap-back at constitutive level

Elaborating on the study by Invernizzi et al. [39], this subsection verifies the ripple
approach for extremely brittle materials of Subsection 3.3 by analyzing an aca-
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Figure 6.13 Mechanical model of the extremely brittle notched beam. All dimensions are in mm.

Table 6.4 Fictitious material properties of the extremely brittle notched beam.

Elasticity Tensile failure
E = 40 GPa Linear tension softening
ν = 0.15 ft = 40 MPa

GI
f = 200 J/m2

demic notched beam with fictitious material properties. The motivation of this
study is to examine the behavior of SLA in case of constitutive laws with snap-
backs, relevant for materials with extremely brittle properties and/or practical fi-
nite element models with relatively large elements.

The mechanical model of the 50mm thick beam is shown in Figure 6.13. We ex-
amine three regular meshes, using different numbers of elements above the notch:

• Coarse mesh: 3 elements

• Medium mesh: 6 elements

• Fine mesh: 12 elements

All meshes consist of quadrilateral linear plane stress elements which are numer-
ically integrated using a 2× 2 Gaussian scheme. Pictures of the meshes are pro-
vided when the computed crack patterns are presented.

The three mesh refinements result in three different constitutive relations through
the varying crack band width h, which is chosen equal to the element width. As-
suming linear softening and the fictitious mechanical properties of Table 6.4, we
found a snap-back at constitutive level for the coarse mesh. We prepared two saw-
tooth laws for this constitutive relation: one with 20 saw-teeth (Figure 6.14a) and
one with 80 saw-teeth (Figure 6.14b). The element size of the medium mesh was
chosen such that a perfectly brittle material behavior was obtained (Figure 6.14c).
We have approximated that stress–strain relation with two saw-tooth laws: one
consisting of a single saw-tooth and another one consisting of 20 saw-teeth. Due
to the relatively small element size, the fine mesh resulted in a common tensile
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Table 6.5 Band width parameters p1 and p2 per model.

Mesh size Number of saw-teeth p1 p2
Coarse 20 1.824× 10−2 1.824× 10−2

Coarse 80 4.387× 10−3 4.387× 10−3

Fine 20 3.524× 10−2 3.587× 10−2

strain-softening law for which we prepared a saw-tooth law consisting of 20 saw-
teeth (Figure 6.14d). Table 6.5 shows the crack band parameters for the relevant
models.

Figure 6.15 shows the obtained load–deflection curves from which we can de-
duce a mesh size dependency of the peak load and the post-peak behavior. Ob-
serve that the peak load decreases upon increasing mesh refinement. Through
linear-elastic analyses we have found that the maximum stress right above the
notch significantly increases when smaller elements are used for some given im-
posed deflection u. On the other hand, the initial tensile strength is almost invari-
ant for all five saw-tooth laws (Figure 6.14). Hence, the maximum applied load de-
creases upon mesh refinement which is well-known from an early study by Bažant
and Cedolin [2]. Regarding the two analyses with a coarse mesh, it turned out
that the structural response is virtually identical for 20 and 80 saw-teeth. That is,
the load–deflection curves of those two analyses coincide, although the number of
points along the curve is greater when 80 saw-teeth are adopted. Note that this is
not true for the two analyses with the perfectly brittle behavior. We return to this
observation at the end of this subsection.

Figure 6.15d displays the dissipated energy for the five analyses. The dissipated
energy was calculated as the area enclosed by the load–deflection curve. Note that
for all analyses except one the dissipated energy values are quite similar. From
the displayed histogram we can conclude that we would better avoid the use of a
single saw-tooth, even for the case of perfectly brittle material behavior, as it may
yield a significant overestimation of the dissipated energy.

Nevertheless, the crack patterns at approximately 0.5mm deflection shown in
Figure 6.16 meet our expectations. For all analyses, the crack localizes in a narrow
band of one element wide and no spurious cracking near the top face of the beam is
found. We also calculated the maximum crack width wmax for the presented crack
patterns as the product of the maximum crack strain and the crack band width.
Although we notice some scatter in these values, we consider them acceptable.

In order to demonstrate that the earlier found peak load dependency on the
mesh size is to be attributed to the presence of the notch rather than to our saw-
tooth models, we have run three additional simulations. For those analyses we
have adopted a beam model without a notch. The obtained load–deflection curves
showed a small, yet acceptable, sensitivity with respect to the mesh size.
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Figure 6.14 Several constitutive relations and saw-tooth laws of the extremely brittle material, as-
suming different values of the crack band width h and number of saw-teeth. The largest value of h
results in a snap-back at constitutive level.
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Figure 6.15 Load–deflection curves of a notched beam with extremely brittle material properties for
five combinations of mesh size (coarse, medium or fine) and number of saw-teeth (1, 20 or 80).
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(a) Coarse mesh: wmax = 0.24mm.

(b) Medium mesh: wmax = 0.28mm.

(c) Fine mesh: wmax = 0.30mm.

Figure 6.16 Crack patterns of the extremely brittle notched beam at approximately 0.5mm deflection,
computed with SLA using three different mesh sizes.
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Figure 6.17 Examined RC tension-pull specimen [25].

6.3 Tension–pull specimen with smeared cracking
and bond–slip

Elaborating on the work by Ensink [20] and Ensink, Van de Graaf, Slobbe, Hen-
driks, and Rots [21], we have numerically simulated the tension–pull experiment
by Gijsbers and Hehemann [25] to validate the SLA approach using smeared crack-
ing in combination with a bond–slip model. Figure 6.17 shows the geometry of the
reinforced concrete (RC) tension–pull specimen.

This section is built up as follows. Subsection 6.3.1 describes the finite ele-
ment model that we have used for our analyses. In Subsection 6.3.2 we present
the results of our analysis using a homogeneous specimen without imperfections.
As we will show, this does not pose any difficulties for the SLA-based simula-
tion. However, we have been unable to obtain a properly converged solution for
this model using incremental–iterative analysis. By pre-defining three weakened
cross-sections we have been more successful with this approach. Subsection 6.3.3
presents the corresponding results and compares them with SLA-based results.

6.3.1 Finite element model

For all analyses of the tension–pull specimen we have adopted a plane stress model.
Although an axi-symmetric model would have been more appropriate in this case
considering the ring forces that may occur, we have decided to maintain the plane
stress results from our initial studies. The reason is that this benchmark test is
meant to demonstrate the advantages of SLA over incremental-iterative analysis in
case of a homogeneous stress distribution and to demonstrate that it automatically
captures structural snap-backs.

Our numerical model of the RC specimen consists of three parts: concrete, a
reinforcement bar (“rebar” for short) and the interface between them. We have
modeled the concrete with linear quadrilateral plane stress elements using a 2× 2
Gaussian integration scheme. The regular mesh consists of 70 elements over the
specimen length and 8 elements over the depth. Since the cracks are expected to
follow the mesh lines, we have chosen the crack band width h equal to the element
width of 8.6mm. The steel rebar has been modeled with linear truss elements that
are directly integrated. These truss elements are connected to the plane stress ele-
ments through linear interface elements with a 3-point Newton-Cotes integration
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Table 6.6 Adopted material properties of concrete, steel and interface.

Material Elasticity Failure
Concrete Ec = 28 GPa Tension softening

νc = 0.2 according to Hordijk [37]
ft = 2.5 MPa
GI

f = 100 J/m2

Steel Es = 200 GPa fy = 400 MPa
Interface kn = 1.0× 106 * N/mm3 τu = 4.75 MPa

kt = 79.17 N/mm3

* This value is assumed constant, even when slipping occurs.

scheme.
Each part of the model has been assigned a nonlinear constitutive law, see Fig-

ure 6.18. The adopted relations and the accompanying material properties (see
Table 6.6) are based on a numerical study of the same tension-pull specimen car-
ried out by Rots [56]. For the concrete we assumed Hordijk’s tension softening
relation of Equation (2.22). Figure 6.18a shows the corresponding saw-tooth ap-
proximation with 100 saw-teeth that was realized using the improved band width
ripple concept which gives p1 = 2.101× 10−2 and p2 = 2.214× 10−2. We assumed
a uni-axial elastic–perfectly plastic stress–strain relation for the rebar. The corre-
sponding saw-tooth law in Figure 6.18b was set up with the band width ripple
concept of Subsection 3.1.3 taking p = 0.025. For the bond–slip model Rots [56]
employed a nonlinear relation proposed by Dörr [17]. For simplicity’s sake, we
have used the bi-linear relation shown in Figure 6.18c. The corresponding saw-
tooth law was also set up with the original band width ripple concept again taking
p = 0.025.

The boundary conditions and the loading scheme were as follows. The rebar
was supported in the vertical direction over the full length. In this way, we ensured
the specimen to remain straight throughout the analysis. Also the horizontal dis-
placement at the rebar’s left end was restrained. We loaded the RC specimen by
pulling the right end of the rebar. Through the interface between rebar and con-
crete, the load was partially transferred to the concrete.

6.3.2 Analysis without material imperfections

This subsection presents the SLA results of the homogeneous RC specimen pre-
sented in the previous subsection. We have tried to run this model with incremental–
iterative analysis as well, but unfortunately we did not succeed due to convergence
issues. This is attributed to cracking that occurs at many integration points simul-
taneously due to the homogeneous stress state of the virgin specimen resulting in
bifurcations and numerical instability. Moreover, the structural response of this
type of models generally shows strong snap-backs which makes it difficult to trace
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Figure 6.18 Three nonlinear constitutive relations including their saw-tooth approximations adopted
for the tension-pull analysis.
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Figure 6.19 Load–rebar elongation diagram of the homogeneous RC specimen obtained with SLA.
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Figure 6.20 Crack pattern and slip (indicated with triangles) between the concrete and the rebar for
the homogeneous RC specimen obtained with SLA at 1.0mm rebar elongation.

the global behavior. As we will show the SLA approach does not suffer from these
problems, since for each cycle it automatically selects the most critical integration
point, even when multiple integration points are about to crack. In this way it
avoids bifurcations.

Figure 6.19 shows the load–rebar elongation diagram obtained with SLA adopt-
ing 10 850 cycles. Note that first three local peaks had to be overcome before the
ultimate load is attained. Then the reinforcement bars start to yield. Also note that
we have found three strong snap-backs without using some advanced arc-length
scheme. Each snap-back corresponds to the initiation of a strain localization. Sub-
sequently the new crack propagates over the depth of the specimen and fully de-
velops just before the next local peak load is found. Eventually, three primary
cracks have been developed.

The labels ‘1’ to ‘3’ in Figure 6.20 indicate the order of crack appearance. Note
that the three localizations constitute the fully developed crack pattern, since no
new localizations arise between the existing ones once the ultimate load is attained.
Also note that the crack spacing is obtained automatically and that we did not
have to “help” the algorithm in this respect, e.g. by pre-defining weakened cross-
sections. In the same figure the absolute amount of slip between the concrete and
the rebar is indicated by the size of the triangles. As expected, the largest slip
values are found near the localizations and the ends of the specimen.
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A B C

Figure 6.21 Three predefined material imperfections at locations A, B, and C.

Table 6.7 Reduced material properties at the predefined weakened cross-sections.

Location Reduced tensile strength * Reduced fracture energy †

ft,red (MPa) GI
f,red (J/m2)

A 2.375 90.25
B 2.125 72.25
C 2.25 81.0

* The value of ft from Table 6.6 has been reduced by a factor 0.95, 0.85, and 0.90
at locations A, B, and C, respectively.

† The value of GI
f from Table 6.6 has been reduced by the square of the reduction

factor applied to the tensile strength.

The results of this simulation demonstrate the strengths of SLA: the quasi-brittle
response of the considered RC specimen is captured effectively and no special tech-
niques had to be employed to find the structural snap-backs. This is in line with
a discussion on bifurcation issues by Rots et al. [60]. Also note that the combi-
nation of three physically nonlinear phenomena (i.e. smeared cracking, bond–slip
behavior and yielding of reinforcement) works well with SLA.

6.3.3 Analyses with material imperfections

To compare SLA-based results with results from an incremental-iterative analy-
sis, we have examined the same RC tension–pull specimen and added three pre-
defined weakened cross-sections. The material imperfections are intended to help
the incremental-iterative approach to find strain localizations. Figure 6.21 shows
the locations of the weakened cross-sections. Note that they coincide with the
crack locations found in the previous subsection. Table 6.7 provides the values of
the reduced tensile strength ft,red and fracture energy GI

f,red that we have adopted
at these locations.

Table 6.8 shows the analysis settings adopted for the incremental-iterative anal-
ysis. We have chosen to run the analysis using displacement control to “jump”
over the expected structural snap-backs and hence avoid the accompanying nu-
merical difficulties. Alternatively, the analysis could be run using arc-length con-
trol which makes it possible to capture the snap-backs. Good results obtained with
this approach have been reported by Rots [56]. Since we are less interested in ex-
actly reproducing the structural snap-backs with incremental-iterative analysis, we
have decided to use the simpler displacement-controlled approach for our analy-
sis.

The light blue line in Figure 6.22 shows the structural response obtained with
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Table 6.8 Analysis settings adopted for the incremental-iterative analysis.

Step sizes 0.005 (300)
Iteration scheme Modified Newton–Raphson

Maximum number of iterations per load step: 50
Convergence Force tolerance: 1.0× 10−3

criteria Displacement tolerance: 1.0× 10−3

Energy tolerance: 1.0× 10−6

Line search Upper bound on scale factor: ηmax = 1
algorithm Lower bound on scale factor: ηmin = 0.1

Terminating relative energy change: ψ = 0.8
Terminating interval length for Regula Falsi: ∆η = 0.1
Maximum number of searches per iteration: 5
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Figure 6.22 Load–rebar elongation diagram of the inhomogeneous RC specimen obtained with SLA
and incremental–iterative analysis.

incremental-iterative analysis. Converged parts of the equilibrium path have been
drawn with solid lines, whereas non-converged parts have been drawn with dashed
lines. Note that non-convergence only occurs just after a new crack was initiated.
The analysis aborted with a divergence error just before the rebar started to yield.
Figure 6.23a shows the obtained localizations. Like before, the numbers indicate
the order of appearance.

The purple line in Figure 6.22 shows the load–rebar elongation diagram ob-
tained with SLA and Figure 6.23b shows the corresponding crack pattern. Also
here the slip between the concrete and the rebar has been indicated with triangles.
Again the size of the triangles is proportional to the absolute amount of slip. Af-
ter approximately 1.0mm of rebar elongation, the steel that bridges the crack at
location B starts to yield and the ultimate load of the specimen is attained.

Figure 6.24 shows the plastic strain distribution along the rebar at 1.5mm elon-
gation. The steel stresses at locations A and C remain just under the yield stress,
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(a) Incremental–iterative analysis based result.

213

(b) SLA-based result.

Figure 6.23 Crack pattern and slip (indicated with triangles) between the concrete and the rebar for
the RC specimen with pre-defined weakened cross-sections at 1.0mm rebar elongation.
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εpl 5.6× 10−2

Figure 6.24 Plastic strain distribution along the rebar at 1.5mm rebar elongation.

thus no plastic strains are found there. Note that yielding of the rebar starts at a
lower elongation level than if we would consider the rebar alone. The latter can be
calculated from the steel parameters, assuming a uniform deformation of the rebar:
uy = (fy/Es)` = (410MPa/200 000MPa)600mm = 1.23mm (mind the stress over-
shoot typical for SLA). The gray line in Figure 6.22 indicates this elongation level.
However, for the considered tension–pull specimen, the deformation along the re-
bar is non-uniform: yielding only occurs at location B which results in a smaller
rebar elongation when the ultimate load is attained.

6.4 Masonry specimen with Coulomb friction and non-
proportional loading

This section verifies the two saw-tooth approximations that we have developed
for the Coulomb friction model in Chapter 4. For this purpose we will use a
small pre-compressed masonry specimen that is loaded in shear. To deal with the
non-proportional loading we employed the second double load multiplier strategy
from Section 5.4. Subsection 6.4.1 presents the adopted finite element model. Then
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Table 6.9 Brick and mortar properties.

Material Elasticity
Clay brick Eb = 16.7 GPa

νb = 0.15
Mortar Em = 2.974 GPa

νm = 0.15

Subsection 6.4.2 shows the numerical results obtained with the uncoupled formu-
lation from Section 4.2. In a similar way Subsection 6.4.3 verifies the numerical
results obtained with the coupled formulation from Section 4.3.

6.4.1 Finite element model
Figure 6.25a shows the experimental set-up of the shear test conducted by Van
der Pluijm [53]. The masonry specimen consists of two clay bricks (or “units”).
Each clay brick is 200mm long, 50mm deep, and 100mm thick, and they are joined
by a 15mm thick mortar layer. Table 6.9 shows the brick and mortar properties.
In our numerical simulations we only modeled the masonry specimen and not
the steel frame to which the specimen was attached (Figure 6.25b). Furthermore,
we adopted the simplified micro-modeling strategy [14, 44] which means that the
mortar layer is reduced to a zero-thickness interface, whereas the units are equally
extended to retain the specimen depth of 115mm.

We lumped the nonlinear material behavior into the joint, whereas for the ex-
tended bricks we employed linear-elastic behavior (see Table 6.10). For our numer-
ical analyses, we adopted the material properties provided by Van der Pluijm [53],
complemented with data from a numerical study by Shieh-Beygi and Pietruszczak
[66]. We based the interface normal stiffness kn on the Young’s moduli Eu and
Em of the unit and mortar, respectively, and the mortar thickness tm, using the
following formula [44]

kn =
EuEm

tm(Eu − Em)
(6.1)

resulting in kn = 241N/mm3. In a similar way, we computed the interface shear
stiffness kt based on the shear moduli Gu and Gm of the unit and mortar, respec-
tively, and the mortar thickness tm, through the following expression [44]

kt =
GuGm

tm(Gu −Gm)
(6.2)

with the shear moduli

Gu =
Eu

2(1 + νu)
and Gm =

Em

2(1 + νm)
(6.3)

resulting in kt = 105N/mm3.
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(a) Experimental set-up [53].
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Figure 6.25 Pre-compressed masonry specimen loaded in shear.
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Table 6.10 Material properties assigned to the numerical model [53, 66].

Component Elasticity Coulomb friction
Extended unit Eu = 16.7 * GPa None

νu = 0.15 *

Zero-thickness kn = 241 N/mm3 Exponential cohesion-softening
joint kt = 105 N/mm3 c0 = 0.88 * MPa

tanφ = 0.75
GII

f = 0.058− 0.13σ Nmm/mm2

* Data taken from Shieh-Beygi and Pietruszczak [66].

Our computational model assumes plane stress conditions. The regular mesh
consists of quadratic plane stress elements, representing the extended units, and
quadratic interface elements which represent the joint. The plane stress elements
have been numerically integrated using a 2× 2 Gaussian scheme, whereas for the
interface elements a 4-point Newton-Cotes scheme was adopted.

The two load cases have been applied non-proportionally. First, the specimen
has been loaded in compression through a prescribed uniform displacement ux,ini
along the right edge. Subsequently, a prescribed shear displacement uy,ref was su-
perimposed on the same edge. The size of the initial load case determines the level
of compression. In our simulations, we adopted prescribed displacements ux,ini of
1.096× 10−3 mm , 5.478× 10−3 mm, and 1.096× 10−2 mm to achieve mean normal
stress levels of −0.1MPa, −0.5MPa, and −1.0MPa, respectively. To account for
the non-proportional loading we will adopt the second strategy from Section 5.4.

6.4.2 Uncoupled formulation

This subsection verifies the uncoupled formulation proposed in Section 4.2. We
start by presenting the results of three analyses, each corresponding to a different
level of pre-compression. For these analyses we have adopted a saw-tooth dis-
cretization parameter at = 0.025. Later in this subsection we will explore the effect
of larger values of at for the case σ = −0.5MPa.

Confinement variation Figure 6.26a shows the development of the mean shear
stress τm for three levels of compression as a function of the mean shear displace-
ment δm obtained with SLA. We calculated the mean shear stress τm as the quotient
of the applied shear force V and the interface area A of 100mm× 200mm. To
resemble the experimental results as closely as possible, we determined the mean
shear displacement δm as the average of the displacement differences δ1 and δ2. We
calculated the displacement difference δ1 by subtracting the vertical displacement
at point P3 from the one at point P1 (see Figure 6.25b). Similarly, displacement
difference δ2 was based on the vertical displacements at points P2 and P4. After
attaining the peak value, the shear stress decreases due to cohesion softening. As
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Figure 6.26 Mean shear stress–shear displacement diagram of the shear test for different levels of
pre-compression. The SLA results have been obtained with the uncoupled formulation and at = 0.025.

soon as the cohesion has fully softened, the residual shear resistance is determined
entirely by dry friction. Note that for lower compressive stresses a more brittle
behavior is found. We can explain that from the shear fracture energy GII

f which
is assumed a linear function of the normal stress σ across the interface. Unsurpris-
ingly, the peak stress as well as the residual shear stress increase upon increasing
confinement.

Figures 6.26b- 6.26d display the individual results once more along with the ex-
perimental results, the theoretical maximum shear stress, and the expected resid-
ual capacity. Note that the numerical simulations were able to capture the exper-
imentally observed phenomena of softening and a residual shear resistance for
larger shear displacements. The theoretical maximum shear stress is determined
by considering full cohesion and dry friction: τmax = c0 − σ tanφ. For the resid-
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Figure 6.27 Mean shear stress–shear displacement curves of the masonry test obtained with SLA
using the uncoupled formulation and σ = −0.5MPa for three different values of at.

ual shear resistance we only need to consider dry friction: τres = −σ tanφ. These
two values have been indicated with dashed lines in all three diagrams. Note that
most experimental curves show peak stresses exceeding the theoretical maximum.
This might be explained by dilatancy: in case of a non-smooth fracture surface ad-
ditional compressive stresses are introduced due to restrained uplift. In turn, the
higher confinement level results in a larger shear capacity. Note that this effect is
not taken into account by the uncoupled formulation.

Since the numerical results match the experimental ones quite well, we con-
clude that the proposed uncoupled formulation works as intended. Moreover, the
obtained results show that the suggested non-proportional loading strategy is ef-
fective.

Variation of discretization parameter To demonstrate that moderately large
values of at still produce acceptable results, we have performed two additional
simulations. Both analyses have been based on a compressive stress σ = −0.5MPa.
For the first simulation we have adopted at = 0.10 and for the second one at =
0.25. Figure 6.27 presents the resulting mean shear stress–mean shear displace-
ment curves, including the earlier obtained graph for at = 0.025. Most notably,
the curves become less smooth upon increasing at. However, the peak stress and
post-peak behavior are still in line with our previous result. Thus to save compu-
tational costs when analyzing large-scale structures a relatively large value for at
still delivers acceptable results.

6.4.3 Coupled formulation

The numerical simulations in this subsection have been carried out with the cou-
pled formulation presented in Section 4.3. Recall that this formulation accounts
for dilatancy, but that it cannot consider cohesion softening. It takes a specified
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Figure 6.28 Mean shear stress–shear displacement diagram of the shear test for different levels of
pre-compression. The results have been obtained with the coupled formulation, tanψ = 0 and ∆un =
∆ut = 0.01mm.

relative displacement increment vector as input. For the first series of analyses we
will take ∆un = ∆ut = 0.01mm and we set tanψ = 0 to check whether it cor-
rectly accounts for the confinement level. Subsequently we will present two anal-
yses that employ different values for the dilatancy coefficient, to check whether
the shear resistance continues to increase upon increasing shear displacement (di-
latancy softening is not taken into account). Finally we will present the results of
three additional analyses to investigate the effect of the specified relative displace-
ment increment vector.

Confinement variation The mean shear stress–mean shear displacement dia-
gram in Figure 6.28 reflects the absence of cohesion softening and dilatancy. The
mean shear displacement δm in this graph (but also in the other diagrams in this
subsection) is based on the average of the relative shear displacements at positions
P5 and P6 (see Figure 6.25b). Since we have set tanψ = 0, no additional compres-
sive stresses are built up and thus no additional shear resistance was found. The
ultimate shear resistance for large shear displacements was determined with the
following formula: τu = c0 − σ tanφ. For each pre-compression level the corre-
sponding ultimate shear stress has been indicated with a dashed line. Note that
the effect of the normal stress which acts at the interface is as expected: for larger
compressive stresses a larger shear resistance was found.

Variation of dilatancy coefficient To check whether the coupled formulation
correctly captures the effects of dilatancy, we have run two additional analyses:
one with tanψ = 1

2 tanφ = 0.375 and one with tanψ = tanφ = 0.75. For both
analyses we adopted σ = −0.5MPa. Figure 6.29 shows the resulting τm–δm curves.
Note that contrary to our previous simulations with the coupled model, now we
observe a continuously growing shear stress. The reason is that the uplift of the
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Figure 6.29 Mean shear stress–shear displacement curves of the shear test for different values of
tanψ. The SLA results have been obtained with the coupled formulation and ∆un = ∆ut = 0.01mm

joint cannot freely occur due to the adjacent bricks. In other words, the plastic
normal displacement that would occur due to dilatancy is partially restrained, re-
sulting in an elastic normal displacement in opposite direction. That elastic normal
displacement results in an increase of the compressive stress and hence leads to a
larger shear stress. Unsurprisingly, the growth rate of the mean shear stress is
related to the dilatancy coefficient tanψ.

The diagrams also show that the SLA solutions comply with analytically estab-
lished upper and lower bound solutions. The upper bound solution is based on
the assumption of infinitely stiff bricks, which implies that any uplift of the bed
joint is fully restrained. That is, we assume that any plastic normal deformation is
counteracted by an equal elastic normal deformation in opposite direction. Then,
the development of the normal stress σ as a function of the shear displacement δ
reads

σ(δ) = σ0 − knu
pl
n (6.4a)

= σ0 − knu
pl
t tanψ (6.4b)

= σ0 − kn

(
ut −

τ

kt

)
tanψ (6.4c)

with σ0 being the initial normal stress. Next, we substitute the above expression of
the normal stress in the Coulomb failure criterion:

τ = c0 − σ(δ) tanφ (6.5a)

= c0 −
(
σ0 − kn

(
ut −

τ

kt

)
tanψ

)
tanφ (6.5b)

By rearranging terms we have found the following explicit relation between shear
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stress τ and shear displacement δ:

τ(δ) =
kt

kt + kn tanψ tanφ
(c0 − (σ0 − knδ tanψ) tanφ) (6.6)

Note that this expression assumes that the Coulomb failure criterion is met, i.e. it
is valid only for ongoing plasticity. The analytical lower bound is based on plas-
tic normal deformations which are free to occur. In other words, we assume that
the bricks have no stiffness at all. In that case, no additional normal stresses are in-
duced and thus no extra shear capacity is gained. Hence, the lower bound solution
is represented by the horizontal line τ = c0 − σ0 tanφ.

To complete the verification, we have also run the same computational mod-
els with an incremental–iterative scheme. Figure 6.29 includes the resulting mean
shear stress–mean shear displacement curves which match the ones obtained with
SLA.

Variation of discretization parameters We conclude this subsection by present-
ing the results of three analyses that consider different specified relative displace-
ment increment vectors. Since the previous variation study showed relatively
smooth curves obtained with SLA, we have decided to consider a coarser discretiza-
tion only. We expect that taking a finer discretization will yield results that hardly
differ from the previous ones. These are the considered combinations:

• ∆un = 0.10mm and ∆ut = 0.01mm

• ∆un = 0.01mm and ∆ut = 0.10mm

• ∆un = 0.10mm and ∆ut = 0.10mm

For the analyses presented here we adopted σ = −0.5MPa and tanψ = 1
2 tanφ =

0.375.
From the resulting mean shear stress–mean shear displacement relations in Fig-

ure 6.30a we notice that all curves tend to converge to the earlier obtained curve
using ∆un = ∆ut = 0.01mm (drawn with orange lines in Figure 6.30). How-
ever, when we zoom in at small mean shear displacements we find considerable
differences when a relatively large value of ∆ut was adopted, as illustrated by Fig-
ures 6.30c and 6.30d. This could probably be explained by the small ratio between
the shear displacement ut and the specified relative shear displacement increment
∆ut.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter presented verification and sensitivity studies of improvements and
extensions of SLA introduced earlier in the present work. The examined case stud-
ies involved four different material models: discrete and smeared crack models,
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sumed relative displacement increment vectors. The results have been obtained with the coupled for-
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a bond–slip model and the Coulomb friction model. The final case study also in-
cluded non-proportional loading.

In conclusion we can say that in general the proposed improvements and ex-
tensions are effective. More specifically, we draw the following conclusions:

• The improved band width ripple concept introduced in Section 3.2 showed a
limited sensitivity with respect to mesh refinement. In particular for discrete
crack models, the results proved virtually objective in terms of peak load and
post-peak behavior. For smeared crack models we observed a small increase
in post-peak capacity which may be attributed to a more diffuse crack pattern
near the compressive zone. Possibly, the incorporation of a crack-tracking
technique eliminates this spurious dependency.

• We demonstrated that the investigated saw-tooth approximations are nearly
objective with respect to damage increment refinement, at least for moder-
ately small damage increments. By refining the damage increments, we ob-
tained a smoother structural response which eases the interpretation of local
snaps and jumps.

• We showed that SLA can effectively cope with a snap-back at constitutive
level which may occur in smeared crack analysis, by adopting a special type
of saw-tooth approximation. This is particularly relevant for materials with
extremely brittle properties and/or practical finite element models with rel-
atively large elements.

• The analysis of a RC tensile test demonstrated that SLA does not require the
use of imperfections to aid crack localizations. Localized failure occurs auto-
matically due to the scaling of single events.

• We verified that both suggested stepwise approximations of the Coulomb
friction model are able to capture the effect of the normal stress on the shear
resistance. Moreover, we demonstrated that the uncoupled model adequately
incorporates cohesion softening, whereas the coupled model effectively re-
produced the dilatancy effect.

• The masonry shear example showed that the second double load multiplier
strategy for non-proportional loading works well.



Chapter 7 Validation and application

The previous chapter verified sequentially linear analysis (SLA) and the stepwise
secant approximations that we developed for nonlinear constitutive models by an-
alyzing the response of relatively small structural components. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that the numerical results were only slightly affected by variations
in mesh size and/or damage increment size.

This chapter validates SLA by examining two more complex case studies and
it shows some results of two more applications. The first case study, presented
in Section 7.1, concerns a pre-compressed masonry wall loaded in shear. The
performed numerical analysis features non-proportional loading and the uncou-
pled Coulomb friction model (i.e. zero dilatancy) combined with discrete crack-
ing. Section 7.2 presents a case study on a 1/10th scaled masonry façade that is
subjected to self-weight and tunneling-induced settlements. This case study in-
volves non-proportional loading as well as smeared cracking. Section 7.3 briefly
revisits two other case studies that have been carried out in collaboration with
other researchers: a reinforced glass beam and a reinforced concrete (RC) slab.

7.1 Pre-compressed masonry shear wall

The case study in this section concerns the numerical simulation of a pre-compressed
masonry shear wall which was tested experimentally by Raijmakers and Vermelt-
foort [54] and Vermeltfoort and Raijmakers [71]. The objective of the performed
analysis is to assess whether SLA is capable of reproducing the phenomena ob-
served in the experiment.

Finite element model Figure 7.1 shows the geometry and non-proportional load-
ing scheme of our model which was inspired by the one adopted by Lourenço [45].
The wall was built with 18 courses. All DOFs of the nodes along the bottom edge
of the lower course were restrained. The shear wall was initially loaded by a top
load of 30 kN that compresses the wall. The nodes along the top edge of the upper
course were given an initial vertical displacement uy,ini of 0.083mm to simulate
this load (we determined the imposed displacement through a preliminary linear
analysis). Subsequently, we apply a prescribed reference displacement ux,ref to the
top edge nodes. Hence, the imposed boundary conditions prevent rotations of the
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Figure 7.1 Shear wall geometry and non-proportional loading scheme. The dimensions are in mm.
Figure 7.2 provides details of the masonry modeling.

top and bottom edges of the wall. This has been indicated with thick black lines in
Figure 7.1.

For the numerical representation of the masonry we adopted the simplified
micro-modeling strategy [14, 44]. The mortar joints and the mortar–brick interface
were collectively lumped into a zero-thickness interface. Consequently, the bricks
needed to be extended to compensate for the mortar thickness (Figure 7.2a). In the
experiment, the wall consisted of bricks with dimensions of 210mm× 52mm× 100mm
and the mortar layers were 10mm thick. Using the micro-modeling approach the
extended bricks in the numerical model had dimensions of 220mm× 62mm× 100mm.
Also, potential vertical brick cracks were included at mid-brick length to allow full
bricks to break into two parts.

Figure 7.2b shows that the mesh was built up using eight-noded quadratic
plane stress elements for the “extended” bricks and six-noded quadratic interface
elements for the mortar joints and the potential brick cracks. One full brick was di-
vided in four continuum elements over the length and two over the depth. At mid-
brick length, interface elements were inserted to allow for a vertical crack inside
the brick. The continuum elements were integrated using a 2× 2 Gauss scheme
whereas for the interface elements a 3-point Newton-Cotes scheme was used.

In the numerical model all physically nonlinear behavior was lumped into the
interface elements. We distinguished two kinds of interfaces: those representing
the mortar joints and those representing the potential brick cracks. For the mortar
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220

62

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2 Close-up of an “extended” brick (dimensions are in mm). (a) The mesh consists of a
repetitive pattern of plane stress and line interface elements (b).
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Table 7.1 Material parameters of the head and bed joints [45, 54, 71, 14].

Elasticity Tension cut-off Coulomb friction
kn = 82 N/mm3 ft = 0.25 MPa c0 = 0.35 MPa
kt = 36 N/mm3 GI

f = 18 J/m2 tanφ = 0.75
GII

f = 125 J/m2

Table 7.2 Material parameters of the bricks and the potential brick cracks [45, 54, 71, 14].

Bricks Potential brick cracks
Elasticity Elasticity Tension cut-off
E = 16.7 GPa kn = 1.0 × 106 N/mm3 ft = 2.0 MPa
ν = 0.15 kt = 1.0 × 106 N/mm3 GI

f = 80 J/m2

joints we followed the suggestion from CUR 171 [14] to adopt tanψ = 0. This en-
ables us to use the tension–shear failure criterion of Section 4.4. Recall that this fail-
ure criterion combines the uncoupled Coulomb friction model (including cohesion
softening) with a tension cut-off. Compressive failure is not taken into account.
For the Coulomb friction contour we adopted a discretization factor at = 0.05 (see
Equation (4.4)) and for the tension cut-off we assumed a linear tension softening
relation approximated by a saw-tooth diagram with N = 15. Table 7.1 lists the
adopted material parameters of the head and bed joints. We modeled the poten-
tial brick cracks using the discrete crack approach. A saw-tooth law consisting of
40 saw-teeth was set up to approximate the exponential tension softening relation.
Table 7.2 gives the material parameters of the potential brick cracks. It also lists the
properties of the linear-elastic bricks.

Analysis results Figure 7.3 compares the numerically obtained lateral load–lateral
displacement curve with the experimental ones. Observe that the numerical result
resembles the experimental ones well. Also the ultimate load predicted with SLA
is reasonably close to the experimental value. Note from the red line segments in
Figure 7.3 that for a number of analysis steps it was not possible to fully apply the
initial load case. Figure 7.4 indicates those steps with a red dot. Nevertheless, we
consider the numerical result acceptable, demonstrating that the suggested strat-
egy for non-proportional loading in Section 5.4 works. Since we did not take into
account compressive failure, we have abandoned the analysis results as soon as
the maximum compressive stress in the joints exceeded the assumed compressive
strength fc of the material (fc = 10.5MPa).

Also the numerical damage evolution followed the experimental description
relatively close. Initially, two horizontal cracks developed: one near the upper
left corner of the wall and another one near the bottom right corner (Figures 7.5a
and 7.5b). Both cracks propagated towards the other side of the wall. However,
at a certain moment these cracks were arrested and a staircase-like crack arose,
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starting from the wall’s center (Figures 7.5c and 7.5d). At that loading stage, also
several bricks started to break.

Another way to illustrate the damage evolution, is to keep track of the damage
variables dn and dt. The damage variable dn in normal direction is defined as

dn = 1− kn
kn,0

(7.1)

with kn and kn,0 the reduced and initial normal stiffnesses, respectively. A similar
definition holds for the damage variable dt in tangential direction, except for using
the reduced and initial shear stiffnesses kt and kt,0, respectively. Note that both
damage variables vary from 0 (no damage) to 1 (full damage). For a lateral dis-
placement of 0.5mm, Figures 7.6a and 7.6b show in which joints the normal and
shear stiffnesses were reduced. The size and color of the triangles indicate how
severe the damage is. Note that at this early loading stage, the damage in nor-
mal direction (dn) is limited to the two horizontal cracks, whereas the damage in
tangential direction (dt) is also visible in other parts of the wall. Also observe for
the two horizontal cracks that the damage in tangential direction went ahead of
the damage in normal direction. This implies that the bed joint first slipped and
then opened up. Figures 7.6c and 7.6d display how the damage has progressed
at 1.5mm lateral displacement. Here we noticed that around the wall’s center, the
damage in normal direction was limited to the head joints, whereas damage in
tangential direction is visible in both the head and bed joints. The reason is that a
reduction in normal stiffness is always accompanied by a reduction in shear stiff-
ness, whereas the opposite is not necessarily true. However, we verified that once
some of the bed joints opened up, also the normal stiffness of those joints was
reduced.

In the experiment also the development of the resulting vertical reaction force
V was measured, providing yet another way to validate the numerical results. Fig-
ure 7.7a displays the evolution of the vertical reaction force V as a function of the
lateral displacement ux. Although the result with SLA shows the same trend as
the experimental result (which is an increase of the vertical reaction force upon an
increasing lateral displacement) the numerically obtained size is generally lower
than what was measured experimentally. This could possibly be explained by the
absence of the dilatancy effect in the numerical simulation. If that effect would
have been taken into account, the arisen plastic normal displacements would be
counteracted by elastic normal displacements since the wall is confined in normal
direction. As a result, the compressive stresses would increase, leading to a larger
vertical reaction force. However, the result in Figure 7.3 seems to contradict this ex-
planation. Since the shear capacity increases when larger compressive stresses are
present, we would expect the numerically obtained shear load to be smaller than
the experimental one. Yet we found a good agreement between the experimental
and numerical relations.

Also the development of the eccentricity of the vertical reaction force V with
respect to the wall’s center line was monitored during the experiment. The eccen-
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(a) ux = 0.5mm (b) ux = 1.0mm

(c) ux = 1.5mm (d) ux = 2.0mm

Figure 7.5 Deformed meshes of the shear wall analysis at different lateral displacements ux. Defor-
mations have been magnified with a factor 100.
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(a) dn at ux = 0.5mm (b) dt at ux = 0.5mm

(c) dn at ux = 1.5mm (d) dt at ux = 1.5mm

Figure 7.6 Damage variables dn and dt in normal and tangential directions, respectively, for different
lateral displacements ux.
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Figure 7.7 Vertical reaction force and its eccentricity as function of the lateral displacement ux.

tricity is expressed as the quotient x/
(
1
2`
)

with x the distance between the point of
application of the vertical reaction force and the wall’s center line, and ` the width
of the wall. Figure 7.7b compares the experimentally obtained relations with the
numerical result. Again, we observe a similar trend, although the difference be-
tween the relations is larger than what we would expect based on the matching
load–displacement curves in Figure 7.3.

In conclusion we can say that the uncoupled Coulomb friction model and the
non-proportional loading strategy proved effective in simulating the shear wall’s
behavior. Despite the numerous possible failure mechanisms of the examined
shear wall, SLA enabled us to reasonably reproduce the experimentally observed
behavior. In particular the load–displacement diagram and crack pattern evolu-
tion showed good agreement with experimental data. We emphasize that the per-
formed numerical analysis was stable and the number of analysis steps that in-
volved scaling of initial load was limited (Figure 7.4). Nevertheless, the numerical
analysis results had to be abandoned as soon as the compressive stresses in the
joints exceeded the anticipated compressive strength, since no compressive failure
criterion was included. In order to properly continue the simulation beyond this
point, a compressive failure criterion needs to be added to the adopted compos-
ite failure criterion. It is not clear to what extent the inclusion of dilatancy effects
would affect the numerical results. To examine that, the coupled model of Sec-
tion 4.3 should be extended with a tension cut-off. This has not been devised yet.

7.2 Scaled masonry façade

In the introduction of this thesis we noted that for the numerical prediction of
cracks in masonry buildings subjected to settlements induced by underground
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Table 7.3 Dimensions h1, h2, l1, l2 and l3, and nodal forces F1 to F10 applied to the façade [24].

Dimension (mm) Nodal forces (N)
l1 = 84 F1 = 230 F6 = 469
l2 = 126 F2 = 296 F7 = 195
h1 = 106 F3 = 319 F8 = 498
h2 = 218 F4 = 392 F9 = 304
h3 = 108 F5 = 358 F10 = 467

construction, a robust solution procedure is indispensable. In the present section
we examine a scaled masonry façade that was experimentally tested by Giardina,
Marini, Hendriks, Rots, Rizzardini, and Giuriani [23]. A numerical study of the
scaled façade, including a simulation with SLA, was performed by Giardina et al.
[24]. This section presents the numerical results of that study obtained with SLA.

Figure 7.8 shows the geometry of the 1/10th scaled masonry façade which is
1428mm wide, 1186mm deep and 50mm thick. The openings in the façade rep-
resent the locations of windows and doors. Wooden lintels, which have been
indicated with a dark gray fill color in the figure, support the masonry directly
above the openings. The façade was built on top of a 10mm thick rubber bedding
which in turn rests on a 1700mm long steel beam. The bedding represents the
soil–structure interaction. At the right hand end, the beam is fully supported over
a length of 115mm, to simulate a fully clamped edge. At the left hand side and
below the right hand door, roller supports have been placed. Since out-of-plane
failure did not occur in the experiment and as the thickness of the façade is lim-
ited, we assumed a plane stress state. Therefore, in our computational model we
used quadratic plane stress elements to model the masonry, lintels and steel beam
adopting a 2× 2 Gauss integration scheme. For the bedding we used quadratic
line interface elements with the default 4-point Newton-Cotes integration scheme
[50].

The façade was loaded in a non-proportional fashion by three loads in two sub-
sequent phases. In the first phase, which we will call the initial loading phase, we
loaded the structure by its self-weight and a number of nodal forces. The nodal
forces were meant to take into account the increase in gravitational load due to
the downsizing of the model [23]. In the experiment, these additional forces were
transferred to the façade through steel bars. At the locations of the steel bars, bricks
were removed as shown in Figure 7.8. Table 7.3 gives the magnitude of the nodal
forces and the mass densities ρm, ρw and ρ∗s of the masonry, wood and steel, re-
spectively. The density of the steel was modified to account for a different shape of
the beam cross-section that was used for the numerical analysis. We will explain
this in detail later in this section. In the second loading phase, we superimposed a
settlement by lowering the leftmost roller support resulting in a hogging shape of
the steel beam.

For the masonry, which is heterogeneous by nature, we adopted a constitutive
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Figure 7.8 Model of the 1/10th scaled masonry façade [23]. All other dimensions are in mm.
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Table 7.4 Material parameters adopted for the numerical simulation of the masonry façade [24].

Component Elasticity Tension cut-off
Masonry Em = 3 GPa ft,m = 0.1 MPa

νm = 0.2 GI
f = 10 J/m2

ρm = 1900 kg/m3

No-tension kn = 0.7 N/mm3 ft,b = 1.0 × 10−9 MPa
bedding kt = 1.0 × 10−9 N/mm3

Wood Ew = 10 GPa
νw = 0.15
ρw = 500 kg/m3

Steel E∗
s = 37.92† GPa
νs = 0
ρ∗s = 1354‡ kg/m3

† We adapted the Young’s modulus of the steel (Es = 210 GPa) to account for the modified
beam cross-section, as explained in the text.

‡ We adapted the mass density of the steel (ρs = 7500 kg/m3) to account for the modified
beam cross-section, as explained in the text.

law in terms of average strain and stress, thereby smearing out the differences be-
tween the bricks and the mortar. The experimental façade was built using bricks
that were 40mm wide, 25mm deep and 50mm thick. The mortar layers had an av-
erage thickness of 2mm. Table 7.4 contains the adopted values of the homogenized
Young’s modulus Em and Poisson’s ratio νm of the masonry [24]. We modeled the
inelastic behavior of the masonry using the smeared fixed crack approach with a
variable shear retention relation according to Equation 2.16. Figure 7.9 shows the
assumed linear tension softening relation and the corresponding saw-tooth law
that was set up adopting 15 saw-teeth.

The no-tension bedding that supports the masonry façade was modeled with
line interface elements. Since the adopted SLA implementation cannot handle a
material that has zero tensile strength, we assigned it a very low dummy tensile
strength. The saw-tooth law consisted of a single saw-tooth. That is, as soon as
the normal traction attains the dummy tensile strength, the normal and shear stiff-
nesses are fully reduced. The elastic stifnesses kn and kt as well as the dummy
tensile strength are to be found in Table 7.4.

The wooden lintels as well as the steel beam were assigned linear-elastic prop-
erties only. For our numerical simulation, we converted the properties of the I-
shaped cross-section of the beam used in the experiment to an equivalent solid
rectangular one for our numerical simulation. Since the thickness of our plane
stress model was dictated by the thickness of the masonry, we adopted the same
thickness for the modified steel beam: t∗b = 50mm. We determined the modi-
fied beam depth h∗b and Young’s modulus E∗

s of the steel from the requirements
that the bending stiffness E∗

s I
∗
b as well as the extensional stiffness E∗

sA
∗
b of the

modified beam cross-section should be identical to those of the original I-shaped
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cross-section:

EsIb = E∗
s I

∗
b =

1
12E

∗
s t

∗
b(h

∗
b)

3 (7.2a)
EsAb = E∗

sA
∗
b= E∗

s t
∗
bh

∗
b (7.2b)

with Es, Ib and Ab the Young’s modulus, moment of inertia and cross-sectional
area, respectively, of the I-shaped cross-section. For the modified beam, these
quantities are denoted by starred versions. The original beam was 60mm deep
and had 50mm wide flanges. The flanges as well as the web had a thickness of
5mm. Assuming a Young’s modulus Es of 210GPa, we were able to compute the
bending stiffnessEsIb and the extensional stiffnessEsAb. Using the above require-
ments we determined the modified beam depth h∗b and Young’s modulus E∗

s to be
83mm and 37.92GPa, respectively. Since the cross-sectional area A∗

b of the modi-
fied beam differs from the original one, we also adapted the mass density ρs of the
steel, in order to find a similar mass per meter beam length. Table 7.4 shows the
adopted parameters of the modified steel beam and the wooden lintels.

The crack pattern in Figure 7.10a shows that we have found a considerable
number of micro-cracks at the end of the initial loading phase, although the max-
imum crack width is still very small (less than 5× 10−2 mm). In fact, 2478 linear
analyses were required to fully apply the initial loads consisting of the dead weight
plus the nodal forces that account for the increased gravity load due to the down-
sizing of the façade. That is, we needed to apply 2478 damage increments in order
to obtain a load multiplier λini of 1. Note that at this loading stage no settlements
were imposed yet. The large number of steps required for the initial loading phase
may be attributed to the fineness of the mesh and the number of saw-teeth per
integration point. Figure 7.11 illustrates the development of the load multiplier
applied to the initial loads throughout the simulation. The blue points to the left
of the gray line demonstrate the gradual application of the initial loads in the first
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(a) End of initial loading phase.
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(b) Initial loads plus settlement of 1.83mm
(analysis step 14 120).

Figure 7.10 Crack patterns obtained with the masonry façade analysis at two different load stages.

loading stage. Similar to what we have seen with other simulations, the loads do
not increase monotonously but rather show a more snap-type development.

In the subsequent phase of the analysis, consisting of 22 522 analysis steps, we
superimposed the settlements resulting in new cracks primarily located at the right
hand side of the facade (Figure 7.10b). This is in line with the observations from
the experiment [23]. The points to the right of the gray line in Figure 7.11 indi-
cate the analysis steps which took into account combinations of initial loads and
settlement. Note that for a considerable number of analysis steps we were unable
to fully apply the initial loads. These analysis steps have been marked with a red
dot. In all other analysis steps, the initial loads could be fully applied and they
have been marked with a blue dot.

In the experiment, the vertical and horizontal displacement of dials B and C,
respectively, have been monitored providing a way to validate the numerical re-
sults. Dial B was located 60mm to the right of the upper left corner of the façade,
whereas dial C was positioned 150mm below that corner. The two displacements
were monitored as a function of the vertical displacement of dial A, which is lo-
cated along the top face of the steel beam at 30mm to the left of the lower left
corner of the façade. In the experiment, the displacements of dials A, B and C
were monitored as soon as the settlement was applied. However, in our numeri-
cal simulation the corresponding nodes were already displaced due to the initial
loads. Therefore, the displacements shown in the graphs have been corrected for
this effect by subtracting the displacements of the dials at the end of the initial
loading phase from the actual displacements. Figure 7.12a presents the evolution
of the vertical displacement of dial B, whereas Figure 7.12b shows the development
of the horizontal displacement of dial C. Note the reasonable agreement between
the experimental and numerical results. Here, gray and light gray dots indicate
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Figure 7.11 Evolution of the load multiplier applied to the initial loads throughout the simulation
with SLA. Note that for a considerable number of steps in the second loading phase, the initial loads
could not be fully applied (indicated with red dots).

analysis steps in which the initial loads could be fully or only partially applied,
respectively.

Figure 7.13a shows the crack width development at five active cracks labeled 1
through 5 in Figure 7.10b. The mean crack width wm along the vertical axis was
computed as the product of the mean crack strain (averaged over all cracked in-
tegration points of the element at the considered location) and the element crack
band width h. The vertical displacement of dial A along the horizontal axis has the
same meaning as in Figures 7.12a and 7.12b. For clarity, each line in Figure 7.13a
has been constructed using only a few points from the actual response which con-
sists of thousands of points. To demonstrate that the shown lines are a good rep-
resentation of the obtained response, we have plotted all points corresponding to
location 1 and the line from Figure 7.13a in one diagram (Figure 7.13b). The dots
show once more the typical snap-type behavior associated with SLA. Again, a blue
dot indicates an analysis step in which the initial loads were fully applied, whereas
a red dot marks an analysis step in which this was not possible. The lines in Fig-
ure 7.13a reveal the typical behavior of unreinforced masonry buildings: initially
the cracks grow fairly slow, but suddenly, some cracks open up rapidly.

Note that the crack at location 5 behaves differently compared to the cracks
at the other locations. As soon as the other cracks open up rapidly, the crack at
location 5 actually closes. This suggests that the upper right part of the façade
breaks apart from the rest of the structure. The issue here is that the crack not
just closes, but the load is effectively reversed from tension to compression. To
demonstrate this effect, we have plotted in Figure 7.14 the evolution of the vertical
stress σyy , the vertical total strain εyy and the damage variable d along a horizontal
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Figure 7.12 Evolution of the vertical and horizontal displacement of dials B and C, respectively, as a
function of the vertical displacement of dial A.
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of the masonry façade.
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cross-section at location 5. The damage variable d was defined as

d = 1− Em

Em;0
(7.3)

with Em and Em;0 the reduced and initial Young’s moduli of the masonry, respec-
tively. The three plots in the top row of Figure 7.14 show σyy , εyy and d at the
end of the initial loading phase (analysis step 2478). Note that the material along
the considered cross-section is still uncracked at this early loading stage. Just be-
fore the first major valley in Figure 7.11 is found (analysis step 14 120), the crack
has progressed quite far, as shown by the second row of plots in Figure 7.14. This
supports the conclusion that the crack at this location is to be attributed to the set-
tlement load. However, after the first major valley in Figure 7.11 (at analysis step
16 814) the total strain εyy has decreased as demonstrated by the third row of plots,
indicating crack closure. In fact, after 19 163 linear analyses we observe a nega-
tive total strain as shown by the last row of pictures, signifying that the loading
is effectively reversed in the considered cross-section. However, the earlier arisen
damage due to tensile failure affects the response in compression, for the material
degradation in this area is still maintained. In other words, since the stiffness here
has virtually vanished, there is hardly any resistance against the occurring defor-
mation. The reason is that currently a proper crack closing algorithm has not been
included in the SLA formulation. As a result, the initial loads that act at the part
of the façade that broke apart from the rest of the structure can no longer be car-
ried. Therefore, the load multiplier applied to the initial loads can no longer be
maintained at a value of 1. This explains why we observe a descending trend in
Figure 7.11 after step 19 163. A side effect is that the applied settlement also de-
creases. Recall that as soon as the initial loads can no longer be fully applied, we
scale the last ‘successful’ combination of initial and reference loads.

Figure 7.15 supports the same conclusion, however presented in a different
way. It shows the stress–strain history of the rightmost integration point along
the considered cross-section at crack location 5. Blue dots indicate analysis steps
in which the initial loads could be fully applied, whereas red dots mark analysis
steps in which the initial loads were only partially applied. Note that due to the
development of the crack virtually all stiffness has been lost at this integration
point before the crack closes. However, upon load reversal the stiffness is not
recovered as indicated by the dots which have a negative total strain εyy . In case a
crack closing algorithm would be included a kink should be visible at the origin of
the stress–strain relation.

In conclusion we can say that the simulation with SLA was numerically stable
and the novel strategy for non-proportional loading was again successful. The
presented results look promising with respect to analyses of large-scale masonry
buildings, which are typically characterized by an even more brittle response that
is difficult to trace using incremental-iterative techniques. Nevertheless, in order
to properly follow crack closure and load reversal, the SLA formulation needs to
be extended with a crack closing algorithm, e.g. following the lines devised by
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Graça-e-Costa, Alfaiate, Dias-da-Costa, and Sluys [29] or Salam Al-Sabah and Lae-
fer [62].

7.3 Reinforced glass beam and RC slab

This section presents the highlights of two more case studies that have been car-
ried out in collaboration with other researchers and students. Firstly we will show
some results of a study on the structural behavior of reinforced glass beams sub-
jected to four-point bending. Subsequently, we will briefly present the results of a
study on the structural behavior of a RC slab loaded by a concentrated force near
one of the supports.

Several studies have been devoted to the numerical simulation of reinforced
glass beams subjected to four-point bending that have been tested experimentally
at Delft University of Technology [46, 47, 26]. Figure 7.16a shows a schematic rep-
resentation of the experimental set-up. In this thesis, we will only present a few re-
sults of one particular beam type. The considered beam has a span of 1400mm, it is
120mm deep and 22mm thick and the distance between the point loads is 400mm.
The applied mesh consisted of square elements having sides of 10mm. Due to the
brittle properties of glass, this element size resulted in a snap-back at constitutive
level. Five saw-teeth were used to approximate the material law of glass, whereas
for the steel ten saw-teeth were adopted. From the load–displacement diagram in
Figure 7.16b we conclude that the numerical result obtained with SLA is in fairly
good agreement with the experimental results, in particular the prediction of the
ultimate load. The difference in initial stiffness is explained by the way the ex-
periments have been conducted: in the first run the beams were loaded until the
first glass fracture occurred. Then the beams were unloaded, and in the second
run they were reloaded up to global failure. The experimental curves shown in the
figure correspond to the second run. Figure 7.16c shows the stiffness distribution
at 25mm deflection which gives an impression of the expected crack pattern. Con-
trary to the V-shaped cracks observed in the experiment, the numerical simulation
predicts T-shaped cracks. This could partially be explained by the adopted regular
mesh consisting of square elements which may have a negative impact on the de-
velopment of diagonal cracks. Also the number of occurring cracks in the numer-
ical simulation is significantly larger than what was observed in the experiment.
As the analysis assumed perfect bond between the glass and the reinforcement,
the numerical results might be improved by accounting for a proper bond–slip
relation. The overall conclusion is that SLA offers a promising perspective regard-
ing the structural analysis of reinforced glass beams, especially considering the
extremely brittle nature of glass.

Another application that illustrates the capabilities of SLA is the numerical sim-
ulation of a RC slab subjected to a concentrated load near one of the line supports.
Figure 7.17a shows the experimental set-up of the slab (5.0m long, 2.5m wide and
0.30m thick) representing a section of a continuous bridge. The examined slab
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6.3. Test setup 

Three different four-point bending test setups were applied in this research.  

The series I beams (1.5 m, with hollow section reinforcement) were tested at a Zwick 
Z100 testing machine which was provided with a custom-made support frame, see 
Figure 6.2 and Chapter 5. The series I beams were loaded at a constant vertical 
displacement rate of 2 mm/minute. During the test the applied force and the vertical 
displacement of the cross-head were measured. 

The series II beams (1.5 m, with solid section reinforcement) were tested at a universal 
Instron mechanical testing machine which has been provided with the same custom-
made support frame as for the series I beams, see Figure 6.2. The series II beams were 
loaded at a constant displacement rate of 2 mm/minute until initial failure. Thereafter 
the test speed was stepwise increased to 5 and 10 mm/minute respectively, to limit the 
test duration. During the test the applied force and the vertical displacement of the 
cross-head were measured. 

The series III beams (3.2 m) were tested in four-point bending in a lateral buckling test 
setup which allowed for out-of-plane bending of the beam specimens, see Figure 6.3. 
The beam specimens were supported by fork bearings, which could rotate freely around 
their vertical axis to allow the beam to laterally deflect. Furthermore, the loading 
mechanism, which was pulling the beam downwards, was provided with hinged load 
introduction points and a roller mechanism, see Figure 6.3, which allowed the 
mechanism to fully follow any lateral movement of the beam. During the tests the load 
was manually applied using a hydraulic jack. The applied force and both the vertical 
and horizontal displacements were measured during the tests. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the test setup used for the bending test  
on the 1.5 m series I and II beams.   
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Figure 7.16 (a) Experimental set-up of the four-point bending test. (b) Load–deflection curves and
(c) crack pattern at 25mm deflection. All figures obtained from Louter [47].
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[41] was part of a research program that was carried out to determine the shear
capacity of RC bridges. The slab was reinforced with bars running in longitudinal
and transversal directions only. No stirrups were applied. For the numerical sim-
ulation, we have extended the SLA formulation towards three-dimensional stress
states [72]. We adopted a fixed smeared crack approach and for simplicity’s sake
we assumed proportional loading. We modeled the slab with solid elements in
order to allow for shear failure modes to occur. To limit the required computa-
tional effort, we adopted a coarse mesh and 12 saw-teeth to approximate the lin-
early assumed tension softening relation of the concrete. The numerical results are
promising: Figure 7.17b shows that the obtained load–deflection curve matches
the experimental one well, in terms of the curve envelope as well as the peak load.
The deformed mesh at peak load in Figure 7.17c does not show clear punching
shear failure nor wide beam shear failure, whereas for the experiment the latter
was found [41]. Using an incremental-iterative scheme we found it difficult to ob-
tain a properly converged solution which underlines the primary benefit of SLA.

7.4 Conclusions

For the two extensively examined case studies, we demonstrated that the strategy
for non-proportional loading proposed in Section 5.4 could be applied effectively.
In particular the shear wall analysis showed that temporarily unloading the struc-
ture, i.e. by partially releasing the initial loads, allowed for a stable damage pro-
gression. It also revealed that the initial loads can be recovered after a number of
analysis steps. These observations give us confidence that the suggested strategy
also works for other cases.

The shear wall analysis also showed that SLA is capable of selecting the govern-
ing failure mechanism, even though the structure might fail in multiple ways. This
can be explained from the fact that the reference loads are scaled with the lowest
possible load multiplier leading to progressive damage. The inclusion of multiple
nonlinear material laws is straightforward and does not complicate the numerical
analysis. The results of the shear wall analysis also confirmed the effectiveness of
the uncoupled Coulomb friction model.

However, the investigated case studies also pointed out two future improve-
ments of the SLA approach. We had to abandon the results of the shear wall analysis
as soon as the compressive stresses in the joints attained the anticipated compres-
sive strength. In order to continue the simulation with SLA beyond this point, we
suggest to include a compressive failure criterion which can be handled in a simi-
lar way as the tensile failure criterion. The results of the masonry façade analysis
revealed that non-proportional loading may lead to crack closure and subsequent
load reversal. Without a proper crack closure algorithm this may cause the sim-
ulation to end prematurely. Thus, the inclusion of a crack closure algorithm is
indispensable in case of extensive stress redistributions and subsequent unloading
of cracks and reloading in reversed direction.
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Figure 7.17 (a) Experimental set-up of the RC slab test (picture by courtesy of E. Lantsoght). Numer-
ical results: (b) load–deflection curve and (c) deformed mesh at peak load.
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Finally, we briefly presented the highlights of two other case studies that in-
volved SLA: a reinforced glass beam subjected to four-point bending and a RC slab
loaded by a concentrated force near of the supports. Both application examples
underlined the capability of SLA to simulate brittle failure in a robust manner.
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Chapter 8 Discussion and conclusions

In this work we have developed and validated three major extensions of the sequentially
linear analysis (SLA) framework which improve the computational modeling of
failure of quasi-brittle structures. In the first place, we have proposed an improved
saw-tooth approach which ensures that the fracture energy is preserved with re-
spect to the base tension softening law. Secondly, we have developed two distinct
models to incorporate Coulomb friction in our numerical simulations using SLA.
The final extension comprises a new strategy for non-proportional loading which
provides an alternative way of taking the previous critical load into account when
the current critical load multiplier is determined.

Section 8.1 briefly revisits the three major extensions of SLA proposed in the
present work. Subsequently, Section 8.2 discusses the primary conclusions based
on the numerical analyses that have been presented in the previous two chapters.
Finally, in Section 8.3, we identify several issues that in our opinion need to be
addressed by future research.

8.1 New developments

The following contributions to the existing SLA framework have been developed
in this work:

1. An improved saw-tooth model based on the band width ripple concept by
Rots et al. [61] has been proposed. Any tension softening saw-tooth law set
up with the improved model meets two requirements. Firstly, the area en-
closed by the saw-tooth law equals the area enclosed by the base tension
softening curve, and secondly the ultimate crack width or crack strain of the
saw-tooth law equals the one of the base tension softening curve. In addi-
tion, we have developed saw-tooth models for bond–slip relations and for
stress–total strain laws which exhibit a linear snap-back at constitutive level,
relevant for materials with extremely brittle properties and/or practical finite
element models with relatively large elements.

2. We have developed two saw-tooth approximations to include a Coulomb
friction model in numerical simulations with SLA. The first one is based on an
uncoupled formulation and therefore it omits the dilatancy effect. Nonethe-
less, cohesion softening can be taken into account by this approximation. The
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second approximation has its roots in plasticity theory and it does consider
the dilatancy effect, resulting in a coupled formulation. This approximation
does not include cohesion softening.

A major difference with conventional saw-tooth laws, which relate only one
stress component to one deformation component, is that the saw-tooth laws
for the Coulomb friction model cannot be set up in advance. The reason is
that the Coulomb friction model relates two stress components to two de-
formation components in a way that is unknown in advance. Therefore, the
instantaneous changes in the entries of the secant stiffness matrix as a result
of the progressive damage are determined throughout the simulation using
presumed displacement increments.

3. A new strategy for non-proportional loading has been introduced that is
based on constrained optimization. Per integration point we formulate one
or more constraints in terms of the load multiplier to enforce a stress state
that does not violate the material law. In this way, we can identify per in-
tegration point a set of load multipliers that result in constitutively admis-
sible stresses. Subsequently, we maximize the applied load by considering
the load multiplier sets of all integration points simultaneously. However, at
times conflicting load multiplier sets may be found which implies that tem-
porarily no combination of the initial load case and some scalar multiple of
the reference load case exists. In that case, we proportionally scale the most
recent ‘successful’ combination of the initial and reference load cases. Con-
sequently, the applied initial loading is temporarily changed. However, after
a number of damage increments it may be recovered.

8.2 Conclusions

For the three developments presented in the previous section, we demonstrated by
means of two case studies in an integral way that those developments may be em-
ployed effectively. The first case study concerned a shear wall analysis which com-
bined the uncoupled formulation of the Coulomb friction model with the novel
strategy for non-proportional loading. We showed that SLA was capable of detect-
ing the experimentally observed failure mechanism, even though the model had
the potential to fail in multiple ways. The inclusion of several material nonlineari-
ties was straightforward and it did not complicate the numerical analysis. The sec-
ond case study concerned the analysis of a scaled masonry façade which involved
a smeared crack model and again the suggested approach for non-proportional
loading. We have found that the obtained crack pattern was in agreement with ex-
perimental observations. However, the simulation had to be aborted prematurely
since a proper crack closure algorithm is not yet included in the current SLA for-
mulation, resulting in incorrect behavior of a crack where the load was reversed
during the analysis. For both case studies, we have found the numerical analyses
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with SLA to be robust. Also the developed non-proportional loading strategy per-
formed well: at times we had to scale the last successful combination of the initial
and reference load cases to continue the analysis, but after a number of cycles we
were able to fully recover the initial loading.

In the remainder of this section, we will focus on our findings on a per de-
velopment basis. Regarding the first development presented in Section 8.1, we
showed that the improved band width ripple concept for setting up saw-tooth
laws is virtually objective with respect to mesh refinement and/or damage incre-
ment refinement. In other words, the numerical analysis results are only slightly
affected when meshes are refined and/or a larger number of saw-teeth is em-
ployed. More specifically, we have demonstrated for numerical analyses involving
a smeared or discrete crack model that a mesh refinement results in a larger num-
ber of local jumps along the load–displacement curve. However, the size of these
local jumps is hardly affected by a mesh refinement. On the other hand, the use
of a more refined saw-tooth law does result in smaller local jumps. The latter type
of refinement is particularly useful to better distinguish between structural snap-
backs and snap-backs induced by the adopted saw-tooth law. We have also shown
for smeared crack models that it is possible to employ saw-tooth laws with a snap-
back at constitutive level. The results of the simulations involving such a saw-tooth
law were in reasonable agreement with results of similar analyses that avoided the
snap-back at constitutive level by employing a finer mesh. The analyses that com-
bined the smeared crack concept with bond–slip behavior demonstrated that SLA
does not require special techniques to capture structural snap-backs, which would
be needed in case an incremental-iterative scheme was employed. Moreover, the
analyses performed with SLA showed that the scaling procedure avoids bifurca-
tions and no special measures were required to achieve strain localization.

With respect to the second development discussed in Section 8.1, we conclude
that the two developed approximations of the Coulomb friction model may be
effectively employed. Through a shear test we have shown that the uncoupled ap-
proximation is able to capture two important effects. In the first place, we demon-
strated that the shear stress at the shear plane increases when a larger compressive
stress is present, which is a key feature of any Coulomb friction law. With the same
test, we also showed that cohesion softening can be taken into account and that
after full cohesion softening the ultimate shear capacity is determined by dry fric-
tion only. We performed similar tests with the coupled approximation, which also
showed a dependency of the ultimate shear stress on the applied normal stress.
Moreover, we observed that with this model we were able to simulate the dila-
tancy effect. That is, plastic shear displacements were accompanied by plastic nor-
mal displacements, which resulted in additional compressive stresses in case these
plastic normal displacements were restrained. In turn, the additional compressive
stresses resulted in a larger shear capacity.

Regarding the third development, we showed that the novel strategy for non-
proportional loading, which accounts for the load history, may be applied success-
fully. As mentioned earlier, at times no combination of the initial load case and
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some scalar multiple of the reference load case exists without violating the mate-
rial law at some integration point. In those cases, the initial loading is temporarily
scaled as well. We have also found that after a number of damage increments
the initial loading may be recovered. This kind of behavior could possibly be ex-
plained by our starting point of applying only one damage increment per analysis
step. As argued by Eliáš et al. [19] and Eliáš [18] the application of a single damage
increment may result in a stress redistribution that leads to immediate failure at
other points. Thus multiple simultaneous damage increments may be required to
re-establish equilibrium. With this in mind, the proposed strategy can be seen as a
particular method to obtain a set of multiple damage increments after which static
equilibrium is re-established.

8.3 Recommendations

Our first recommendation for future research is based on the analysis of the ma-
sonry shear wall in Section 7.1. We demonstrated that we were able to simulate
the experimentally observed behavior effectively with SLA until the compressive
stresses in the joints exceeded the compressive strength. Although the obtained
results provided useful information, more insight could be gained if compressive
failure would be considered. In order to continue the numerical analysis beyond
the onset of crushing, a compressive failure criterion has to be added to the sug-
gested tension–shear failure criterion. We expect that this can be done in a similar
way as we did for tensile failure. In other words, for all integration points where
crushing may occur, we need to consider additional constraints for the applied
load multiplier corresponding to compressive failure. The subsequent maximiza-
tion of the load multiplier does not require any modifications.

The case study of the scaled masonry façade provides the second recommenda-
tion for future research. We had to prematurely abort the numerical analysis due
to the improper behavior of a closing crack that was reloaded in compression. The
reason is that the current formulation of SLA does not include a proper crack closure
algorithm. However, the inclusion of such an algorithm is particularly relevant for
simulations that involve non-proportional loading, since cracks that have arisen
due to the initial loading may be closed in a subsequent loading stage. A possible
solution is to introduce a new type of event which corresponds to the transition
from the tensile regime to the compressive regime and vice versa. In other words,
we need to be able to adapt the stiffness at integration points where the load direc-
tion is reversed. This can be accomplished by first returning the stress–strain state
to the origin, subsequently adapting the stiffness and only then continue loading
in the other regime. In this way, a kink in the stress–strain relation at the origin can
be accommodated. Consequently, contrary to what we have done so far, the local
stiffness might increase again (e.g. when a crack closes and is reloaded in compres-
sion). Note that this approach requires a more elaborate memory: not only do we
need to keep separate damage parameters for the tensile and compressive regimes,
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but we also need to keep track of the previous stress at each integration point (ten-
sion or compression). A point of attention is that a continuously repeating pattern
of opening and closing cracks might arise, which effectively brings the analysis to
a halt.

Our final recommendation is related to the use of SLA and the extensions and
improvements presented here in engineering practice. As explained during the re-
view of SLA, per analysis step only one integration point is given a damage incre-
ment. Consequently, the number of analysis steps required to obtain a satisfactory
result may grow large, depending on the total number of integration points that are
damaged in the failure process and the number of saw-teeth per integration point.
In engineering practice, the time available to carry out a simulation is in general
limited, which makes SLA a less attractive alternative to the incremental-iterative
scheme for performing nonlinear finite element analysis (NLFEA). On the other
hand, since the SLA approach is inherently robust it might take less man hours to
get the analysis up and running. One way to reduce the computer time required
by SLA is to use (iterative) solvers that can reuse the previous solution. Keep in
mind that per analysis step only a few entries of the system stiffness matrix are
updated, which implies that the solution of the next linear analysis is probably
closely related to the previous solution. Another way to reduce the required com-
puter time is to allow for multiple damage increments in a single analysis step.
The method developed by De Boer [7], which is available as the stiffness adapta-
tion method [49] in the DIANA finite element package, is based on this concept.
However, we would like to stress that this method is not damage-controlled and
that the obtained results may be step size dependent.
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Appendix A Series development for Coulomb
friction

This appendix examines under which conditions the secant approximation of the
Coulomb friction model of Section 4.3 leads to a limited development of the normal
relative displacement un. Since we have observed this behavior for the case of zero
shear traction only, we will limit ourselves to this case.

Starting point of the discussion is a single line interface element which is sub-
jected to a prescribed normal relative displacement in normal direction. In that
case, we will obtain a non-zero normal traction and zero shear traction. The set
of equations (4.22) shows the components of the secant stiffness matrix D

(j+1)
sec for

that particular case. It is repeated here for convenience

D
(j+1)
11,sec =

kn,0kt,0(an − at tanψ) + t
(j)
n,crit(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)

(u
(j)
n,crit + an)(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)

(A.1)

D
(j+1)
12,sec = 0 (A.2)

D
(j+1)
21,sec =

kn,0kt,0u
(j)
t,crit tanφ(an − at tanψ) + t

(j)
t,critat(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)

(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)(u
(j)
n,crit + an)at

(A.3)

D
(j+1)
22,sec = −kn,0kt,0 tanφ(an − at tanψ)

at(kn,0 tanφ tanψ + kt,0)
(A.4)

The traction vector t(j+1) of cycle j + 1 is related to the corresponding relative
displacement vector u(j+1) through(

t
(j+1)
n

t
(j+1)
t

)
=

[
D

(j+1)
11,sec D

(j+1)
12,sec

D
(j+1)
21,sec D

(j+1)
22,sec

](
u
(j+1)
n

u
(j+1)
t

)
(A.5)

with the components of the secant stiffness matrix from Equation (A.4). Since
we impose zero shear displacement, i.e. u(j+1)

t = 0, the normal traction t
(j+1)
n

depends on the normal relative displacement only through the stiffness compo-
nent D(j+1)

11,sec. If we assume no cohesion softening (i.e. the failure contour does not

change throughout the analysis) the normal traction t(j+1)
n will remain constant at
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tn. Now when we update the secant constitutive matrix as per Equation (A.4), we
can directly compute the relative normal displacement u(j+1)

n

u(j+1)
n =

tn

Dj+1
11,sec

(A.6)

Now if we introduce a parameter r

r =
tn(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)

kn,0kt,0(an − at tanψ) + tn(kt,0 + kn,0 tanφ tanψ)
(A.7)

we can rewrite Equation (A.6) as a recursive formula

u(j+1)
n = r(u(j)n + an) (A.8)

Note that the expression for r only contains quantities that remain constant across
cycles. We can expand the recursive formula above as follows

u(j+1)
n = ru(j)n + anr

= r2u(j−1)
n + an(r + r2)

= r3u(j−2)
n + an(r + r2 + r3)

= rju(1)n + an(r + r2 + r3 + . . .+ rj)

= rju(1)n + an

j∑
k=1

rk

From elementary calculus we know that geometric series are of the form

an(1 + r + r2 + . . .+ rk + . . .) = an

∞∑
k=0

rk (A.9)

If |r| < 1 then it can be shown that the series converges to a finite value

an

∞∑
k=0

rk =
an

1− r
(A.10)

This implies that the sum in the expanded recursive formula converges to

an

j∑
k=1

rk =
anr

1− r
(A.11)

if j approaches infinity and |r| < 1.
However, this would yield an undesired result, since it means that opening of

the interface is limited. Therefore, we recommend to select an and at such that
an/at ≤ tanψ which results in |r| ≥ 1.
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